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Abstrac t 
We propose a renormalon-inspired resummation of QCD perturbation theory based on 
approximating the renormalization scheme (RS) invariant effective charge (EC) beta-
function coefficients by the portion containing the highest power of b = ( l l J V - 2 i V / ) / 6 , 
the first beta-function coefficient, for SU(7V) QCD with Nf quark flavours. This can 
be accomplished using exact large-iVy all-orders results. The resulting resummation is 
RS-in variant and the exact next-to-leading order (NLO) and next-to-NLO (NNLO) coef-
ficients in any RS are included. This improves on a previously employed naive leading-6 
resummation which is RS-dependent. 
The RS-invariant resummation is used to assess the reliability of fixed-order perturbation 
theory for the e+e~ i?-ratio, hadronic tau-decay ratio RT, and Deep Inelastic Scattering 
(DIS) sum rules, by comparing it wi th the exact N N L O results in the EC RS. For R 
and RT, where large-order perturbative behaviour is dominated by a leading ultra-violet 
renormalon singularity, the comparison indicates fixed-order perturbation theory to be 
very reliable. For DIS sum rules, which have a leading infra-red renormalon singularity, 
the performance is rather poor. 
We show that QCD Minkowski observables such as the R and RT are completely de-
termined by the EC beta-function, p{x), corresponding to the Euclidean QCD vacuum 
polarization Adler D-funct ion, together wi th the NLO perturbative coefficient of D. A n 
efficient numerical algorithm is given for evaluating R, RT f r o m a weighted contour inte-
gration of D(.se10) around a circle in the complex squared energy s-plane, wi th p(x) used 
to evolve in s around the contour. 
The difference between the R. RT constructed using the N N L O and leading-6 resummed 
versions of p(x) provides an estimate of the uncertainty due to the uncalculated higher 
order corrections. We estimate that at LEP energies ideal data on the i?-ratio could de-
termine Q s ( M | ) to three-significant figures. For RT we estimate a theoretical uncertainty 
6as(m2T) ~ 0.01, corresponding to 6 a s ( M | ) ~ 0.002. This encouragingly small uncer-
tainty is much less than has recently been deduced f rom comparison wi th the analogous 
naive all-orders resumma.tion, which we demonstrate to be extremely RS dependent and 
hence misleading. 
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Preface 
Quantum Chromodynamics is the quantized gauge field theory of the strong interaction. 
I t describes how the quanta of the strong interaction, quarks (massive fractionally-charged 
sp in - | fermions) and gluons (massless spin-1 gauge bosons) interact to f o r m hadrons. 
The theory of the strong interaction requires the introduction of a new quantum number 
- called colour. The quark fields are vectors in a three dimensional colour space, existing 
in three different colour states - red, green or blue; antiquarks in one of the correspond-
ing anticolours. Since vectors are coordinate independent, the labelling is an arbitrary 
coordinate choice and i t is possible to make a co-ordinate rotation in this colour space, 
intermixing the definitions of red, green and blue, without changing the physical content. 
This global colour symmetry can be described by the non-abelian group of SU(3). Ob-
served hadrons can then only be formed f r o m colour singlet (colourless) combinations of 
quarks and antiquarks: baryons consist of three quarks wi th different colours, mesons of 
a quark-antiquark pair w i t h identical colours. Individual quarks cannot be colourless and 
are therefore not observed as free particles. 
Global gauge invariance, however, requires rotation parameters to be propagated f r o m 
one point in space to another arbitrari ly quickly, which is unnatural. A much stronger 
restriction requires local gauge invariance. That is, a colour space rotation can be per-
formed which varies at each space-time point. Enforcing quark-quark and quark-gluon 
interactions to conserve colour in a locally SU(3) invariant manner naturally leads to a 
idea of Yang-Mills theory of the strong interaction. The discovery that a Yang-Mills the-
ory can incorporate masses while preserving renormalizability paved the way for QCD to 
take its place as one pillar of the Standard Model of elementary particle physics. 
Quantum, field theories such as QCD are not exactly solvable, the interaction of the under-
lying fields making the field equations intractable. In order to make physical predictions 
we use renormalized perturbation theory, an approximate method found to be extraordi-
narily successful for QED. 
v 
Preface V I 
Considerable progress in understanding the strong interaction has been achieved through 
the application of perturbation theory to the more sophisticated theory of QCD. There 
are, however, important differences between the two theories of QED and QCD. The non-
abelian structure of the colour group SU(3) is more complicated than the structure of 
the electromagnetic abelian group U ( l ) ; while QED only requires one uncharged gauge 
boson, the photon, QCD has 8 gluons which carry different combinations of colour charge. 
Apart f r o m a coupling between gluons and quarks, QCD predicts the self-coupling of 
gluons. The profound consequence of this is that Yang-Mills theories, such as QCD, have 
the property of asymptotic freedom. Asymptotic freedom predicts that the coupling of 
quarks and gluons w i l l diminish at high energies so that the quarks and gluons behave 
as free particles, which can be identified as the partons of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) 
experiments. A t low energies the coupling grows, consequently one expects the quarks 
and gluons to be bound inside hadrons. A t macrosopic distances, confinement effects 
dominate, and non-perturbative techniques become necessary. 
In both QED and QCD we calculate the expansion coefficients exactly as a series in the 
coupling using Feynman diagrammatics; nonetheless computational difficulties l im i t the 
order i n perturbation theory to a single figure. In QED the coupling is small enough to 
mean the this truncation of the expansion does not greatly affect our abil i ty to predict 
physical quantities. In contrast the coupling in Q C D is sufficiently large to create scope 
for non-negligible differences in predictions due to both neglected higher order terms in 
the perturbative expansion and ambiguities f r o m an arbitrary choice of renormalization 
scheme. Our inabi l i ty to disentagle these two factors is further complicated by non-
perturbative effects and the interpretation of perturbation theory as an asymptotic series. 
T h e s i s outline 
This thesis w i l l discuss a selection of ideas f rom renormalized QCD perturbation theory. 
These aspects w i l l then be used to develop a formalism which wi l l allow us to objectively 
assess the reliabil i ty of perturbative QCD predictions for a selection of phenomenologically 
interesting observables. 
In Chapter 1 we assemble some of the ideas essential to an understanding of the subsequent 
chapters. Af te r a description of the QCD Lagrangian we consider how the renormalization 
inevitably leads to the the introduction of a renormalization scheme (RS). The require-
ment that observables be independent of the RS leads directly to the central ideas of the 
renormalization group (RG) and running coupling. The non-trivial implications of these 
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two concepts are then discussed: dimensional transmutation, RG-improved perturbation 
theory, asymptotic freedom, and confinement. To link wi th the non-perturbative QCD we 
consider the operator product expansion (OPE), introduce the observables to be consid-
ered in later chapters and, finally, discuss the measurement of the coupling as and scale 
parameter A. 
In Chapter 2 we focus on the problem of renormalization scheme (RS) dependence. We 
start by considering how the RS can be parameterized by a set of mutually independent 
variables to give an explicit realisation of the RG. Using this parameterization to iden-
t i f y RS-invariant quantities we exhibit the RS dependence of fixed-order perturbation 
theory. We then introduce a number of renormalization schemes to be encountered in 
later chapters and some proposed solutions to the RS dependence problem. Finally we 
detail the RG-invariant effective charge (EC) formalism, that allows the non-perturbative 
identification of each observable wi th an effective charge. 
Chapter 3 focusses on the study of perturbation theory at large-orders. We start w i th a 
brief resume on the reasons why perturbation theory is expected to be divergent at large-
orders, not just for QED but as a general property of quantum field theories. Interpreting 
the perturbative expansion as a asymptotic series we introduce the Borel transform to 
sum the series. Using the example of the vacuum polarization function and the idea of an 
expansion in a large number of quark flavours we isolate a class of diagrams that lead to 
the divergence of the perturbative theory in QED and QCD. Applying the Borel transform 
this behaviour leads to renormalon singularities in the Borel plane. The IR renormalons 
are then related to non-perturbative condensates using the OPE. 
In Chapter 4 we motivate the use of a new expansion in the first beta-function coefficient 
for QCD. We review recent results in the application of this expansion to perform all-
orders Borel resummations of QCD perturbation theory. The renormalization scheme 
dependence of the resulting expressions motivates the central idea of the chapter. We 
propose to incorporate fixed-order perturbation theory and resummation into a single 
expression which is explicit ly invariant under the RG. To achieve this we apply the EC 
formalism. The resulting RS-invariant resummation is used to assess the rel iabli l i ty of 
perturbation theory for a number of QCD observables, and assess the uncertainty in as 
and A. We discuss various possible improvements to the RS-invariant resummation. 
In Chapter 5 we enhance this RS-invariant resummation procedure for Minkowski ob-
servables by incorporating to all-orders known analytical continuation terms. We assess 
the difference between the contour-improved RS-invariant resummation and the contour-
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improved N N L O EC resummation to determine the uncertainty in as and A f rom hadronic 
tau decay. We provide simple numerical parametrizations to facili tate these fits. Our re-
sults are then compared wi th recent work which suggests a much larger uncertainty. 
In Chapter 6 we present some concluding remarks on the thesis. 
Chapter 1 
A theoretical overview of Q C D 
1 . 1 Introduction 
In this introductory chapter we give a brief overview of those elements of QCD theory 
which are essential to subsequent chapters. Beginning wi th the QCD Lagrangian we move 
on to consider renormalization in QCD. This naturally leads to the central ideas of the 
chapter: the renormalization scheme, renormalization group and running coupling Q S . 
The implications of these concepts are then discussed: the introduction of a mass scale 
A into massless QCD through dimensional transmutation, RG-improved perturbation 
theory, and asymptotic freedom. To link the perturbative and non-perturbative regions 
of QCD we then introduce the operator product expansion. Finally we define the QCD 
observables relevant to later chapters and consider the measurement of the strong coupling 
as and scale parameter A. 
A detailed discussion of QCD theory and phenomenology can be found in references [1-4]. 
A historical background to the development of QCD can be found in reference [5]. 
1.2 The QCD Lagrangian 
The theory is completely described by the minimal local SU(iV) gauge invariant QCD 
Lagrange density given by 
&QCD ^classical ~t~ f~ gauge—fixing ~\~ & ghost • (-1 '1) 
This is dependent on the quark fields, tpf, of flavour / , the gluon field, AJJ, and the ghost 
field, u>. We start by considering the colour symmetry group SU(7V). 
1 
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1.2.1 Colour SU(N) 
Consider a set of Dirac four-component quark spinor fields, denoted ip — vectors in a N 
dimensional colour space. The fields 0 transform under a irreducible representation of 
the non-abelian Lie group SV(N). SXJ(N) is then the group of local symmetry transfor-
mations, 
t/> —> i// = U{x)ip , (1.2) 
where U are N x N unitary matrices, UW = UW — 1, wi th determinant one, det \U\ = 1. 
U has N2 — 1 parameters and can be wri t ten, 
U{x) = e l @ ° ( x ) T a , (1.3) 
where the repeated index implies summation over a = 1... (N2 — 1). The N x N hermitian 
matrices Ta are the generators of SU(iV), and 0 a are the parameters of the transformation. 
In the case of SU(3), Ta are known as the colour matrices. They obey the commutation 
relation 
[Ta,Tb] = i f a b c T \ (1.4) 
where f a b c are the structure constants of QCD, which are real and antisymmetric. The 
set of T a , s satisfying the commutation relation is called the Lie algebra of the Lie group. 
Also, since det \ U\ — det _ ei0aTr(Ta)^ ^ follows that T a are traceless. We may 
choose a normalization so that the colour matrices give the following relations: 
Tr{TaTb) = TF8ab T F = I (1.5) 
Y , f a c d f b c d = CA6ab C ^ J V . (1.7) 
c,d 
Tp, CAI CF are colour factors, the eigenvalues of the SU(iV) invariant Casimir operators. 
1.2.2 The classical Q C D Lagrangian 
^•classical describes the dynamics of QCD — the interaction of massive sp in - | quarks and 
massless spin-1 gluons — and is given by, 
^classical = £ 0/ (i T ~ ™ f ) 0/ ~ J ^ C - (1-8) 
Here the sum is over Nf quark flavours and mj is the quark mass. The metric is given by 
gv-v = d iag( l , — 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) and the gamma matrices satisfy the anticommutation relations 
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{ 7 ^ 7 " } = F> is the covariant derivative acting on both tr iplet and octet fields, 
defined by, 
V = 0 " + igA»Ta, (1.9) 
where g is the coupling strength of the interaction between coloured quarks and gluons. 
The field strength tensor, F£" is given by, 
F R = Q , a : _ ^ A ^ + g f a b c A ^ A v c . (1.10) 
where the colour indices a, 6, c run over the eight colour degrees of freedom of the gluon 
field Aa. From Eq.(1.9) and (1-10) one can obtain the commutation relation 
[Dfl,Vl/] = igTaFr . (1.11) 
1.2.3 Local gauge invariance 
The Lagrangian Cciassicai is invariant under local SU(./V) gauge transformations. One 
can thus redefine the quark fields independently at every point in space-time without 
changing the physical content of the theory. Formally, the quark spinor fields and covari-
ant derivative transform as the fundamental representation under a local SU(-/V) gauge 
transformation 
# r ) - ^ V / ( s ) = U(x)iKx) (1.12) 
V^{x)—*V'^\x) = U{x)V^(x). (1.13) 
Eqs.(1.11-1.13) can be used to fix the transformation properties of the covariant deriva-
tive, gluon field and non-abelian field strength tensor 
TaA* —> TaAaJ = UTaAltf+l-{d»U)tf 
^apixv y rpapnf — Jj^F^U^ . (1-14) 
One sees that the gluon field transforms as the adjoint representation and the field strength 
tensor transforms in the same manner as the quark field. In analogy wi th QED there is 
no gauge invariant method by which one can obtain a mass for the gluon since a term 
m2AaAa violates gauge invariance. 
Decomposing the classical Lagrangian into separate pieces: 
C c l a s s i c a , = -\(d»A:-d»A»)(d,Al-d„Al) + J2*Pf (ird»-rnf)4>f 
1 f 
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-gKY.tnJ™*! (1.15) 
/ 
+ I f a b c [d»K - VA») A\Al - ^ f a b c f a J e A ^ A ^ A t , 
some properties of this Lagrange density are immediately apparent 
• A l l interactions are given in terms of a single universal coupling g, which is called 
the strong coupling constant, g is the only free parameter in the Lagrangian. 
9 The first line contains the kinetic terms for the different fields, giving rise to the 
corresponding propagators. 
* The colour interaction between quarks and gluons is given by the second line; i t 
involves the SU(3) matrices T a . 
e Owing to the non-abelian structure of the SU(3) colour group, the term quadratic 
in the gluon field A^ in F£v generates cubic and quartic gluon self-interactions in 
the F£VF*V term, as shown in the last line; the strength of these three and four 
point interactions is given by the same coupling g which appears in the fermionic 
piece of the Lagrangian. Therefore the gluon carries a colour charge. 
The existence of self-interactions among the gauge fields is a new feature that was not 
present in QED. The presence of glue-glue interactions leads to the property of asymptotic 
freedom and presumably is also responsible for confinement. 
1.2.4 Gauge fixing and ghost fields 
The fields A^ have 4 Lorentz degrees of freedom (polarizations) while a massless spin-1 
gluon has 2 physical polarizations only. Although gauge invariance makes these additional 
degrees of freedom irrelevant, they give rise to technical complications when quantizing 
the theory. 
The canonical momentum associated wi th A%, ?r°(x) = 8C/6(d0A%) = Aa0, vanishes 
identically for \i = 0. The standard commutation relation is then meaningless for /.i — 
u = 0. In fact, the field A°a is just a classical quantity, since i t commutes wi th all the 
other fields. This is expected since we know that there are 2 unphysical components of 
the gluon field which should not be quantized. 
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Gauge-fixing 
I n order to prevent this a gauge-fixing term must be added. An arbitrary choice can 
be made as to how the gauge should be fixed, and all physical quantities should be 
independent of this choice. One can impose a Lorentz-invariant gauge condition, such 
as A* = 0. The simplest way to implement this is to add to the Lagrangian the 
gauge-fixing term 
£ gauge-firing = ~~ 7^ " ^ ) [8U A^ ) (1.16) 
where £ is the so-called gauge parameter. Setting ( = 1 (£ = 0) in Eq.(1.16) we obtain the 
Feynman gauge [Landau gauge). The 4 Lorentz components of the canonical momentum 
7T^(x) = 6£/6(doA%) = A®0 — ^ gtl0{dl/Al) are then non-zero, and one can develop a 
covariant quantization formalism 1 . 
Ghost fields 
In covariant gauges the gluon propagator st i l l contains 4 polarization components. To 
ensure gauge-fixing does not violate the unitar i ty of the S-matrix we must add a Faddeev-
Popov ghost Lagrangian 
Cghost = - d ^ a V ^ a , V»ua = d»u,a - gfabcubAH , (1.17) 
where uja, u?a (a — 1 , . . . ,7V 2 — 1) is a set of anticommuting, massless, hermitian, scalar 
fields. These additional ghost fields, provided wi th the necessary coupling to the gluon 
field and obeying the wrong statistics, exactly cancel unphysical probabilities f r o m scalar 
and longitudinal gluon polarizations propagating along the internal lines of loop diagrams. 
The exact mechanism giving rise to the Faddeev-Popov term can be understood using 
the path-integral formalism (for more details see [6]). 
1.3 Renormalized Q C D perturbation theory 
In analogy w i t h QED, we make physical predictions in QCD by calculating the S'-matrix 
using perturbation theory, computing the expansion coefficients using Feynman diagram-
matics. As in QED, the integrals associated wi th Feynman diagrams are divergent. There-
: A n alternative choice is provided by axial gauges, Cgauge-fixing = —•5g{n>1Aatl){nvAva). Ghost fields 
are not then unnecessary but the form of the gluon propagator is more complicated and additional 
unphysical poles exist at n • p = 0. 
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fore to obtain physical meaning f rom a priori meaningless divergent quantities requires 
the use of regularization and renormalization. 
1.3.1 The perturbative expansion of the S=matrix 
For particles of definite momenta the probability of quantum transitions f r o m in i t ia l to 
final states is given by the S-matrix. The .S-matrix is mathematically constructed f rom 
physical principles: analyticity as a mathematical formulation of microscopic causality, 
uni tar i ty as probability conservation, crossing symmetry as a general property of Feynman 
diagrams, and the position and character of the cut in the complex energy plane as a 
description of the properties of the particle spectrum. This .S-matrix can be formally 
linked to the Lagrange density given in E q . ( l . l ) using Feynman's Path Integral formalism 
(for more details see [6]). Furthermore, when the strong coupling constant is small, a 
perturbative expansion of the 5-matrix can be made and the usual QCD Feynman rules 
derived. These allow 5-matrix elements to be calculated by drawing all topologically 
distinct Feynman diagrams, of the appropriate order, l inking in i t ia l and final states. These 
diagrams are then translated into mathematical formulae using the Feynman rules. 
The Feynman rules are defined f rom the action operator 
The inverse propagators are obtained f rom — So and the interactions, to be considered 
as perturbations, f rom Sj. Separating the Lagrangian density into a free piece C0 and 
interacting piece gCj the Feynman rules can then be determined. Equations (1.8), (1-16) 
and (1.17) are sufficient to derive these Feynman rules in a covariant gauge (see for 
example [4]). The Feynman rules, in a covariant gauge, can be found in [3]. 
The Feynman rules allow us to define Green functions in momentum space. These are 
vacuum expectation values of time-ordered products of fields 
( 2 T T ) 4 % 1 + . • • + qn)VQl...an{qi • • • ?n) = II / d 4 x e - i « - x ( 0 | r ( ^ 1 ( x 1 ) . . . ^ „ ( * „ ) | 0 ) • (1.19) 
where at represent space-time and group indices of the fields denoted by <f>(x). The Green 
function F is the sum of all Feynman diagrams. A l l of the information of the theory is 
contained in the Green functions. 
J d4x£(x) S % (1.18) 
n 
1=1 
In practical terms the inverse quark and gluon propagators can be obtained f rom the 
the free piece, £ 0 , of the QCD Lagrangian. We make the identification — —iq^ 
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k - q 
Figure 1.1: Contribution to the gluon self-energy diagram. 
for an incoming field, the inverse quark propagator in momentum space is found to be 
~i&ab{4— m ) - The quark propagator is then 
Ai?(g) = g . t f . \ . ) • (1.20) 
\ d - m + it I 
Similarly, the gluon propagator is given by 
A{ab, = Sab-T 
+ it + e^ 
(1.21; 
Without a gauge f ix ing term i t is impossible to define the gluon propagator in a covariant 
gauge. 
Higher-order perturbative corrections to tree-level results in QCD involve Feynman dia-
grams containing closed particle loops. These loop diagrams translate to give divergent 
integrals which can be classified into two types: 
o Ultra- Violet divergences: caused by the divergent behaviour of the integrand as the 
loop momenta becomes large. One can interpret these loop integrals as probing 
the very short distance region of space-time (or high momenta region of momentum 
space). They are removed by a redefinition of the quark-gluon coupling, absorbing 
the inf ini ty , in a process known as renormalization. 
o Infra-Red divergences: caused by the divergent behaviour of the integrand as the 
loop momenta becomes small, such divergences have been shown to cancel at all 
orders in perturbation theory for physical observables [8]. 
As an example consider the one-loop correction given by the inclusion of a fermion in the 
gluon propagator (contributing to the gluon self-energy) in Figure 1.1. The corresponding 
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contribution i n momentum space can be easily obtained, using Feynman rule methods: 
* n o 6 ( g ) - -g 6ab*flFJ { 2 t Y k 2 { k _ q ) 2 (1.22) 
The result is proportional to g'2, because there are two qqg vertices, and there is a t r iv ia l 
colour factor, T F = | . Momentum conservation is insufficient to constrain the momenta 
flowing around the loop, and as a result the momentum must be integrated over. 
The problem appears in the unconstrained momentum integration. The integral is clearly 
logarithmic divergent due to the behaviour of the integrand for large k 
, f d4k f k3dk f ,^ 
* I C ( 9 ) ~ ~ J J dSl~oo, (1.23) 
where Q is a solid angle. 
1.3.2 Regularization 
The manipulation of divergent integrals is not well defined, so we require a method of 
rendering each integral, order by order, f inite. The introduction of a suitable convergence 
device is generically termed regularization. Af te r rearranging the perturbative series so 
that the divergent terms are collected into the physical parameters we remove the reg-
ulator to recover our physical theory. The resulting theory must be independent of the 
regularization method since i t is a purely mathematical device required to define the 
theory at the quantum level. 
For QCD the most versatile method is dimensional regularization (DR) [9]. The idea of 
DR is to render the divergent integral finite by reducing the number of mult iple integrals. 
This is achieved by changing the number of space-time dimensions f rom 4 to n < 4. 
Expl ic i t ly making momentum integrations we obtain an analytic expression as a funct ion 
of n. Analyt ical ly continuing to n = 4 the divergence exhibits itself in the expression as 
a pole at n = 4. 
For example consider using DR wi th n = 4 — 2e dimensions to regulate the UV divergence 
in the integral of Eq.(1.22). To preserve the dimensions of the coupling and fields (g must 
remain dimensionless in 4 — 2e dimensions) we introduce a scale \x w i th g —> g^ so that 
A4h A4~2ch 
9 W ^ 9 » ( L 2 4 ) 
In practice the pole at e = 0 always appear in the combination 
r ( 1 + e ) (47r ) e = - + ln(47r) - l E + 0(e) . (1.25) 
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where the F funct ion is defined in E q . ( A . l ) . 
Making a Lorentz decomposition and using a Feynman parametrization to carry out the 
integration we then have 
K M ) = M - ? V + < 7 M i Y ) n ( V ) , ( i .26) 
w i th 
n f a 2 ) = l N f T J ^ ^ ' (7 - 7£ + In 4TT + In + I + 0 ( e ) ) . (1.27) 
where = 0.57722... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. 
Unlike other forms of regularization, which violate many of the underlying physical fea-
tures, DR preserves all properties of the original action which are independent of the 
dimensions of space-time, such as Ward-Takahashi identities; thus the regularized theory 
is Lorentz invariant, gauge invariant and unitary. 
1.3.3 Renormalization 
Given a regularized set of divergences we are in a position to renormalize the theory. 
A common method by which to do this is multiplicative renormalization ( M R ) , briefly 
mentioned below. For a complete discussion of the theory of regularization and renormal-
ization see reference [10]. 
Multiplicative renormalization 
Multipl icat ive renormalizability (MR) ensures that for every bare (unrenormalized) op-
erator there exists a regulator dependent multiplicative factor Z, the renormalization 
constant, that makes the operator independent of the regulator when expressed in terms 
of renormalized quantities. M R involves summing the infinite series of loop diagrams for 
some fixed number of external lines. This divergent sum is then absorbed into a redefini-
tion of the coupling constant and the mass in the bare Lagrangian, under the assumption 
that the bare coupling gB and mass are immeasurable quantities. 
For example in QCD we redefine the fields and parameters by 
,,/, _ 7V2 / AA _ 7 i / 2 A A A _ 7 l / 2 A 
gB = Zgg , mB = Zmm , £ B = ZA£ , (1.28) 
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where B denotes the bare operator. A renormalizable theory w i l l require only a finite 
number of Z\ to render i t f inite to any order. An important property of gauge theories, 
such as QED or QCD, is that the underlying gauge invariance guarantees the renormal-
izabil i ty of the theory by reducing the number of renormalization constants required. 
Specifically, only one Z^, is required for all quark fields and only one Z& for both the 
gauge parameter and gluon field. The 3-point (^ipA^, A^A^A11), four-point (A^A^A^A") 
and ghost-gluon interactions [UJUA^) involve the same ZG hence only a single renormalized 
coupling is required 2 . 
Returning to the Eq.(1.27) we absorb the divergent one-loop correction into the definition 
of the coupling 
1 r- • ' 
— h finite + . . . , (1.29) 12TT 2 Le 
where the constant ' f ini te ' denotes the different finite terms in Eq.(1.29). We renormalize 
at the spacelike momenta Q2 = — q2 so as to avoid particle thresholds. The redefinition 
Eq.(1.29) is meaningful, provided that i t can be done in a self-consistent way: all u l -
traviolet divergent contributions to all possible scattering processes should be eliminated 
through the same redefinition of the coupling (and the fields). 
The scattering amplitude for the gluon self-energy is of the fo rm 1Z{Q2) ~ g2 [1 — LT + • • • ] . 
Making the redefinition Eq.(1.29), the scattering amplitude is finite and gives rise to a 
definite prediction for the observable, which can be compared wi th experiment; thus, one 
actually measures the dressed (renormalized) coupling g2. We then have 
K(Q2) ~ g2{l-\ln{Q2l^)} 
~ ^ { l - ^ V / ^ f l n ^ ) + finite) + . . . } . (1.30) 
Renormalization schemes 
According to the renormalization program we subtract all the divergences f r o m the Green 
functions systematically order-by-order in perturbation theory. While the infinities are 
removed uniquely, there st i l l exists a two-fold arbitrariness in this procedure: 
© The arbitrariness of fixing the renormalization scale, /<. Regularization of loop 
integrals introduces an arbitrary mass scale n, the point at which the subtractions 
2 The proof of these statements involves using Slavnov-Taylor (generalized Ward-Takahashi) identities; 
these identities guarantee the universality of the renormalized coupling g, see reference [1]. 
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to remove the UV divergences are performed. The Green functions, such as g2(f.t2) 
and the renormalized self-energy correction H<K(Q2/fi2), are dependent on our choice 
of //, but the physical observable 7Z(Q2) is of course ^-independent. 
® The arbitrariness of choosing the re normalization prescription set up to subtract 
divergences. There is a choice in how to define a divergent piece in a Green funct ion 
i.e. how much of the finite piece is to be subtracted together wi th the infini ty. 
For example, the convention used to split the self-energy contribution U-jziQ2 //J-2) 
into a divergent piece and a f ini te term, including the Q2 dependence, is ambiguous 
because the finite (^-independent contributions can be separated in many different 
ways. Note, however, that the logarithmic (^-dependence is always the same. 
In a broader sense these two arbitrary choices can be termed the renormalization scheme 
(RS). Just as the renormalization scale can be characterized by the parameter /«, i t is 
also possible to give an explicit parameterization for the renormalization prescription. A 
discussion of the renormalization scheme dependence and its parameterization is the focus 
of Chapter 2. 
1.4 The renormalization group 
The arbitrary choice of RS means that we have many possible expressions for a physical 
observable. As these expressions are obtained for a single physical observable starting 
f rom a unique Lagrangian they must be equivalent. This independence of the physical 
parameters f rom changes in the RS is mathematically expressed in terms of the renor-
malization group (RG). 
To see how this can come about we w i l l restrict ourselves to considering the invariance of 
physical observables under changes of renormalization scale, /.i. This invariance under the 
Gell-Mann-Low renormalization group [11] is a simple subset of the general Stueckelberg 
and Petermann renormalization group transformations [12]. A discussion of the more 
general RG transformations is considered in Chapter 2. 
We consider a generic Green function T (say the coupling or mass) in two RS's, barred 
and unbarred. I f TB is the bare quantity and T is the renormalized quantity then 
r = ZYB , f = zTB (1.31) 
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A transformation f rom the unbarred to barred scheme is effected by a renormalization 
F = *r , s = | , (1.32) 
where z is a finite renormalization, since the divergent part in Z cancels w i th that of 
Z owing to its multiplicative nature. Eq.(1.32) defines a set of f ini te renormalizations 
{z(ji,fi)} for varying scale fi.p which we may regard as transformations that possess 
group properties. 
Since all the possible expressions for a physical observable are connected via a finite 
renormalization of Eq.(1.32), the uniqueness of the physical prediction implies that the 
observable 1Z is invariant under a finite renormalization. 
K{q,g,fh,ji) = n{q,g,m,fi) , (1.33) 
where g, g and m, rft are the renormalized coupling and mass in the two schemes wi th 
renormalization scales / i , p,. Though the functional form of 1Z and TZ may be different, 
the numerical values are identical. Unfortunately, we do not have the exact expression for 
1Z. Instead we calculate 1Z through a perturbation series in g2 which is truncated at order 
g2'\ neglecting higher-order terms. One then finds that 1Z and JZ differ by 0(g2n+2). This 
is the source of the RS dependence discussed in Chapter 2. 
1.4.1 The renormalization group equation 
For an infinitesimal change in the scale \i the transformations of the renormalization group 
are expressible in terms of a differential equation - the renormalization group equation 
(RGE). The RGE appropriate for changes of scale \i is based on the observation that 
the physical theory cannot depend on our arbitrary choice of /.t. In order to keep the 
physics invariant, changes in scale /.t must be offset by compensating changes in other 
renormalized physical parameters, such as the masses and coupling. 
We can understand how this feature arises in M R since we have a multiplicative relation 
between the Green functions of the bare theory and renormalization theory. However, the 
bare theory is total ly independent of the scale n\ we can express this as 
^ 1 ^ = 0 . (1.34) 
Thus, to ensure the bare Green function is independent of the /.i, there must be a non-
t r iv ia l relation between the renormalization Green function and the renormalization con-
stant Z; a relation that is expressed by the RGE. 
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To be more precise consider a generic dimensionless QCD observable 7l(Q) where Q 
denotes the single dimensionful scale on which i t depends (typically the centre of mass 
energy s/s). We assume massless QCD — valid if the scale Q is much greater than all 
other dimensionful parameters such as quark masses and i f R. has a defined massless l i m i t . 




4 T T 2 
(1.35) 
Then f rom Eq.(1.34) we see then that if we hold the bare coupling fixed, the physical 
observable 1Z cannot depend on our choice for /.i. Since 71 is dimensionless, i t can only 
depend on the ratio Q/fi and the renormalized coupling as. Mathematically, we express 
this fi independence of 1Z as 
H-^-H(Q/fi,a) 
dfx 
9 o, x 3 ' n(Q/fi,a) = 0 , 
where 




Eq.(1.36) is the renormalization group equation (RGE). Eq.(1.37) is a renormalization 
group function termed the beta-function. The differentiation in the definition of Eq.(1.37) 
is performed at fixed bare coupling. 
1.4.2 The running coupling 
The RGE represents a powerful constraint on the renormalized Green functions of any 
quantum field theory, yielding important consequences. For our purpose the most impor-
tant is the running coupling. In order to introduce this concept we rewrite Eq.(1.36) in 
the fo rm 
<9 d j--V 8(a)--
at da 
n(e\a) = 0, i = l n ^ j . (1.38) 








, a(n) = a , a(Q) = a. 1.40) 
3This is defined in analogy with the fine structure constant in QED. 
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Formally we have applied the RGE to obtain 
K{et,a{n)) = K(l,a{Q)) . (1.41) 
and hence we see that 7Z{a(Q)) is a solution of Eq.(1.38). A l l of the scale dependence in 1Z 
enters through the running of the coupling constant as(Q), so that, given a perturbative 
calculation of 7Z, its variation wi th Q can be determined by solving Eq.(1.40). 
1.5 The Q C D beta-function 
Before moving on to consider the beta-function equation in more detail, we wi l l make as 
small digression to consider the phenomena of dimensional transmutation. 
1.5.1 Dimensional transmutation 
Let use consider the observable %(Q) in massless QCD. Naive scaling would suggest that 
because there is a single large scale, K should have a constant value independent of Q. 
This result is not correct in a renormalizable quantum field theory. Renormalization 
introduces a second mass scale p so that 1Z depends in general on the ratio Q/p and is 
therefore not constant. 
The running behaviour of 1Z w i th Q can be wri t ten as 
Q ^ = P(K). (1.42) 
Integrating Eq.(1.42) yields 
r n dx 
\nQ + f inite constant = / —— = f(H(Q)) • (1.43) 
Joe pyx) 
The definition of the observable 11 is non-unique since i t contains an integration constant 
to be specified. The choice of integration l imi t at inf in i ty ensures a unique specification 
of the r.h.s of Eq.(1.43), so that the l.h.s contains all arbitrariness. 
Since f(TZ) must be dimensionless, we introduce the arbitrary unphysical mass parameter 
p in order to compensate for the dimensionful quantity Q. Q is then measured in arbitrary 
units of p. Since all physical observables must be independent of the units in which 
we measure them, f(1Z) cannot depend upon p, implici t ly or explicitly. We therefore 
introduce the ansatz 
finite constant = f(TZ(p)) — Inp , (1-44) 
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so that 
f(K(Q)) = In ^ - f ( K { p ) ) . (1.45) 
To obtain the observable 7Z{Q) we invert f('R(Q)) 




By definition 1Z(Q)) can only depend on Q, so to eliminate the dependence on \i in the 
argument of j~A we set 
Crucially we see that 7l(Q) is a now a function of Q and A. 
Starting w i t h the running behaviour of a dimensionless quantity in a massless field theory 
(QCD), one has introduced an arbitrary mass scale /.i necessary by dimensional analysis 
arguments. As a direct result, and to compensate for this scale, a massive parameter A 
has been 'discovered'. 
Eq.(1.48) is exact and does not show any dependence upon \x. However, in perturbation 
theory the funct ion p(lZ(Q)) w i l l be expanded as a power series in 7Z and truncated at 
order n. The renormalized coupling as and perturbative coefficients wi l l then depend 
on the choice made for the scale fi. Integrating this truncated equation renders only 
an approximate result, dependent on /i. that only asymptotically (Q —> oo) reaches the 
exact result of Eq.(1.48). The dependence of truncated perturbation theory upon the 
unphysical j.i is one part of the larger problem of renormalization scheme dependence. 
1.5.2 The beta-function equation and A parameter 
Massless perturbative QCD is a theory wi th only one free parameter — the bare coupling 
gg in the classical Lagrangian. Quantizing the classical Lagrangian results in an infini te 
coupling that must be renormalized. In the renormalized theory the one free parameter 
manifests itself as an absence of a boundary condition for the beta-function equation. 
In QCD the beta-function is a perturbatively calculable quantity 
/(ft(/0) = l n £ . (1.47) 
So finally 
Q nQ) = r l \ in A (1.48) 
= ~ha2 + 0{a3) = /3(a) , (1.49) 
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where the beta-function coefficients are extracted f rom loop corrections to the bare vertices 
of the theory. The first beta-function coefficient is [13] 
, ( l l C 4 - 2 i V f ) 
b=- ^ LL . (1.50) 
Truncating the series in Eq.(1.49) at leading-order and solving the resulting differential 
equation for cts{Q) gives the solution 
«(Q)=, + ^ mi ^ • (1 • -51) 
1 + a(fi)b\n{Q/n) 
This gives the relation between a(Q) and a(fj,), allowing the strong coupling constant to 
be wri t ten independently of the scale /.i. 
Rearranging Eq.(1.51) gives 
1 blnQ = -j— - bhifi = - M n ( A ) . (1.52) 
a(Q) a{p) 
since the left and right hand sides of the above are of identical form and therefore must 
be independent of both Q and ^ i . Here A is the universal dimensional transmutation mass 
parameter of QCD. A efficiently parametrizes the missing boundary condition information 
in Eq.(1.49). I t is therefore convenient to regard A as the fundamental QCD parameter 
which must be fitted to experiment. 
The introduction of A allows us to write the asymptotic solution for as in terms of this 
parameter. Again, neglecting terms of 0(a3) we can perform the integration in Eq.(1.49) 
to obtain 
a [ Q ) = F m W
 ( l 5 3 ) 
This allows a determination of a(Q) for a given value of A. Naively A is the scale at 
which the beta-function would diverge i f extrapolated far outside its domain of validity. 
We w i l l discuss the problem of the RS dependence of as and A and how there are defined 
at higher-orders in perturbation theory in Chapter 2. 
1.5.3 RG-improved perturbation theory 
Consider the effective quark-gluon vertex in Figure 1.2. Assuming as <C 1 we may cal-
culate this vertex perturbatively. To NLO we must add the contributions of Figure 1.2. 
Each loop gives an additional as and \nQ2/fi2. Schematically one has 
2Q2 Q 1 
(Q) = a{fi) - -ba2(fi) l l n ^ + finite 1 + 0 I a 3(/x) In a (1.54) 
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Figure 1.2: The effective quark-gluon coupling is the bare coupling plus loop corrections; only one-loop 
(NLO) corrections are shown above. 
Even though cxs <C 1 the expansion is s t i l l potentially divergent since is arbitrary. 
Instead we must require that as\\\Q2/p2 <C 1. This, however, is unsatisfactory if we wish 
to consider the high-momenta behaviour of the theory. 
To solve this problem we use the renormalization group. Expanding Eq.(1.51) as a series 
in as(j.i) 
1 . fC>2\ ( _ . n2\ 
(1.55) «(Q) = «(/<) " \ba2(p)\n ^ L j + O \a3(n)\n2 ^ 
We can then observe that Eq.(1.51) contains the resummed expression of Eq.(1.54). The 
coupling as(Q) is renormalization group improved. 
Returning to the QCD observable 71, we can now see the importance of the running 
coupling. We assume 7Z has the perturbative expansion 
Ti(a(Q)) = UPARTON + r0{a(Q) + •••)> (1.56) 
where TZPARTON is the parton level term and r 0 is the leading-order term, both indepen-
dent of as. lZ(as(Q)) can then be re-expressed in terms of cts(n) using Eq.(1.51) 
i=0 
1 Q2 
•-ba(n) In — 
2 /.i1 
(1.57) 
1 £2 1 1 - ^ba(p) In ^ + ^ V ( / i ) I n 2 ^ + 9! = TIPARTON + r0a{fj,) 
Thus order-by-order the running coupling is automatically resumming logarithms of Q2/p2. 
Eq.(1.51) only resums the leading logarithms of the fo rm a™(h\ Q 2 / p 2 ) n . In principle 
the logarithms can be resummed to all-orders. By including the the NLO correction 
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to the beta-function in Eq.(1.49) we can resum next-to-leading logarithms of the form 
a^(\nQ2/y2)'1-1, For the NLO perturbative coefficient rxa2 this would give r 1 a ( / i ) 2 ( l -
a{ji2)b\n{Q2j/.i2) + . . .) — one less logarithm in each term. Generally the higher-order 
terms in R when expanded w i l l give terms wi th less logarithms per power of as. The 
replacement of a s ( f i ) by as(Q) resums an infinite set of Feynman diagrams — those 
required to make the result independent of the scale / i . It is now possible to study the 
high-momenta behaviour of QCD observables. The perturbative expansion for TZ is said 
to be renormalization group improved. 
1.6 Asymptotic freedom and confinement 
For TV = 3, and assuming Nj < 33/2, we can determine f rom Eq.(1.50) that the first 
beta-function coefficient of QCD, b, is positive. Two characteristic features of QCD can 
then be read off: 
o Asymptotic freedom [13]: A t the energy scale Q increases the QCD coupling becomes 
smaller, as would be expected f rom Eq.(1.53). The approach to zero is rather slow 
since as only decreases like an inverse power of In (J. For sufficiently large energy-
scales, Q ^> A, this feature allows us to obtain a good approximation to a physical 
process by calculating a truncated perturbative expansion in as. 4 . 
© Confinement: As Q decreases the running coupling as{Q) increases. The colour force 
becomes stronger and may well be enough to hold quarks and gluons permanently 
together in infrared slavery. This would explain why the quark and gluon states are 
not observed over macroscopic distances. For low energy scales, Q ~ A, as > 1 
and perturbation theory is not valid. Non-perturbative methods must then be 
implemented. 
In the region intermediate between these the high and low energy scales one can use 
the perturbative expansion wi th care. One must ask how closely the truncated fixed-
order series approximates the physical observable and to what degree non-perturbative 
information contributes. This idea wi l l be taken up in further in Chapter 3. 
This behaviour may be compared wi th that of QED. For QED the first beta-function 
coefficient is negative (b = —2/3Nf), so that the coupling would increase at large Q. 
4 We do not imply that the perturbative series is convergent. In Chapter 3 we see that formally we 
have an asymptotic series. 
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QED is therefore a n on-asymptotically free theory. The fact that the b coefficients in 
QED and QCD have the opposite sign for Nf < 33/2 is thus crucial. This difference 
in behaviour can be traced back to their different group structures — the effect of the 
non-Abelian glue-glue self interactions in QCD is to make b positive for Nf < 33/2. 
A standard method to investigate the interplay of perturbative and non-perturbative 
effects is the operator product expansion (OPE) [14, 15]. 
In any renormalizable quantum field theory one finds that the time-ordered product of 
two-field operators T[A(x)B(y)] does not have a well-defined l imi t as the separation of the 
two fields in coordinate space goes to zero. The OPE, as implemented in reference [15], 
enables one to attach some quantitative meaning to the l im i t x — y —> 0. We expand the 
product of two fields as a series of well-defined operators localized at x — y = 0. Formally, 
we write 
Here the sum is over a set of non-singular local renormalized composite field operators, 
0{. The Wilson coefficients, Ct-'s, are complex coefficient c-number functions of x, singular 
at x — y = 0. The local operator Ot is regular in the sense that the singularity of the 
product of T[A(x)B(y)] is fu l ly contained in the coefficient function C{. The operators Ot 
are ordered according to their canonical dimensions, and their quantum numbers must 
match those of AB. As a consequence, the coefficients d are ordered according to their 
decreasing singularity degree, and only a finite number of them are singular functions 
infinite at the origin, while the remainder of the expansion is finite or tends to zero wi th 
vanishing distance. To any finite order in x — y, only a finite number of terms contribute. 
A specific example of the application of the OPE in QCD (or QED) relevant to later 
chapters is provided by a generic current correlator in momentum space [16]. 
We shall be interested in the SU(A r ) QCD vacuum polarization funct ion, the transverse 
part of the correlator of two vector (electromagnetic) currents j M = J ^ i • Q i ^ i l ^ i ( % — 
1.7 The operator product expansion (OPE) 
x + y 
T[A(x)B(y)} c± l i m TC^x - y)Ot ) 
(x-y)-*0 . \ Z J 
(1.58) 
1.7.1 The Adler D-function 
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u.d,s,...) in the Euclidean region, with Nj active flavours of massless quarks, 
n(<? 2)M, - M 2 ) = i J d4xe^(0\T{j,(x)jt(0)}\0) . (1.59) 
We neglect electroweak corrections a,nd assume massless quarks. In order to avoid an 
unspecified constant, we shall actually focus on the related Adler D-function, 
D(-Q2) = -V2n2Q2~^n(Q2) , (1.60) 
where Q2 = —q2 > 0 is the spacelike Euclidean squared momentum transfer. The Adler 
D-function is a formally RG-invariant quantity, in contrast to U(q2) which does not satisfy 
the homogeneous RGE. As such D may be considered a physical quantity despite the fact 
that it cannot be directly measured experimentally. 
In SU(A r) QCD perturbation theory D{Q2) is calculable for spacelike momenta and can 
be written in the form 
D(Q2) = NY,Q){} + \cFb}+ (EQf^j I>, (1.61) 
where Qj denotes the electric charge of the quarks and the summation is over the flavours 
accessible at a given energy. 
The perturbative correction to the parton model result has the expansion 
D = a + dxa2 + d2a3 + ••• + dkak+l + • • • , (1.62) 
with a — as(/j,2)/ir the RG-improved coupling which will evolve with renormalization scale 
[i2 according to the beta-function equation (1.49). The flavour singlet contribution D first 
enters at 0(a3) due to the existence of diagrams of the "light-by-light" type (see Figure 
1.3) and is given by 
Its contribution is numerically small. 
For the Adler D-function the first two coefficients, dL and d2, have been computed [17, 18]; 
and the result using the MS scheme with renormalization scale f.i2 = Q2 is 
* = ( - ^ + h ) N ' + c * ( j - j < ' ) - i C F i l M ) 
151 19 \ A r 2 „ ( 970 224 „ 5 
1 6 2 " 27^J A / + C H - ^ T + ^ f C 3 + 9< 
/ 29 19 10. \ 2 /90445 2737 . 55. 
_ r , / 127 143 . 55 \ _ / 23 \ 
+c*c" {-Is ~ IT''+ T t s ) + c l ( - 3 2 ) • ( L 6 5 ) 
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Figure 1.3: "Light-by-light" type contribution to D(Q-) 
Here £ p denotes the Riemann zeta function, defined in Eq.(A.5). 
We can apply a short-distance OPE to D(Q2) to systematically organize the perturbative 
and non-perturbative contributions into an expansion in powers of 1/Q2. This yields the 
representation, 
= E E c m ^ ] ) • (i.6«) 
n dimO=2n \ ^ ' 
The inner sum is over local gauge-invariant scalar operators of dimension 0,2,4,.. .. The 
n = 0 term, the unit operator, corresponds to perturbative corrections D. Leading quark-
mass corrections appear by treating running quark masses as operators so that D — 2 
operators are of the form mi(fi2)irij(fi2). Dynamical operators D — 4 ,6 , . . . give the 
non-perturbative physics. The scale invariant D=4 operators are the quark condensate 
(mjtbitpi) and gluon condensate ((ajTT)GG). At D=6 scale-dependent 4-quark operators 
appear. The parameter is is an arbitrary factorization scale separating long-distance 
non-perturbative effects from short distance perturbative effects. The long-distance dy-
namics due to logarithms of the light quark masses is absorbed into the vacuum matrix 
elements {0(/J,2)); these are hxed phenomenologically. Short-distance effects absorbed 
into the Wilson coefficients C(Q2,fi2), dimensionless functions of Q2 and /i2, can then be 
computed perturbatively as an expansion in as(/.i). 
We make use the OPE in the next section in relation to the observable RT and meet it 
again in Chapter 3 to consider its connection to large-order perturbation theory. 
1.8 Q C D observables of interest 
In addition to the Adler /^-function defined in the last section we will wish to consider 
the following observables in later chapters. 
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1.8.1 The e+e~ E-ratio 
The production of hadrons in e+e~ annihilation has long been considered a good test 
of perturbative QCD. Hadronic production occurs through the mechanism, e+e~ —* 
7*,Z* —> hadrons and is totally inclusive. The details of hadronization are then irrel-
evant removing the need to define jets, since unitarity means that all partons turn into 
hadrons with unit probability. 
The experimentally relevant Zi-ratio for e+e~ annihilation is the observable 
R ^ " ( e + f ~* h * ? r ° n s ) • (1.67) 
cr(e+e _ —> jx+/.i ) 
In SU(N) QCD perturbation theory 
R(s) = N^Q) (l + | c F i ? ) + (eQi^ R . (1.68) 
where s = Q2 = — q2 > 0 is the physical timelike Minkowski squared momentum transfer 
(y/s is the e+e~ cm. energy). 
Here R denotes the perturbative corrections to the parton model result and has the formal 
expansion 
R(s) = a + rxa2 + r2a3 + • • • + rkak+l + ••• . (1.69) 
We assume the MS scheme with fx2 = s. R first enters at 0(a3) due to the existence 
"light-by-light" diagrams. The first two perturbative coefficients rx and r 2 have been 
calculated [17, 18] and, as we will now show, may be directly related, to the coefficients 
dx and d2, Eq.(1.64) and Eq.(1.65) respectively, of the Adler D-function. 
To relate the e+e~ i?-ratio to the QCD vacuum polarization function, we start by inte-
grating Eq.(1.60) 
11(a) - n(S) = -—2 jf , (1.70) 
where s is a reference timelike momentum. Taking 5 = Q2, R(s) and may be related 
using the optical theorem supplemented by analyticity. 
R(s) = 127rlmll(5 + ie) = —[U(s + k) - U(s - it)] . (1.71) 
i 
Using Eq.(1.70) and Eq.(1.71) we can relate R(s) and D(s) succinctly by 
ziri Js-ic t 
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Using Cauchy's theorem this can be converted into a contour integral running counter-
clockwise around the circle t = s in the complex energy plane, cut along the positive real 
axis. Choosing 
I = -se11 
the contour integral can be expressed as 




To recover the conventional expression Eq.(1.69) for the perturbative contribution R, we 
insert the series Eq.(1.62) for D under the contour integral, and expand a(sel8) in terms 
of a(s) 
a(se'e) = a(s) - ^iOa(s)2 + 
Evaluating the 9 integrals one obtains 






The 7r2 term arises due to the analytical continuation. In Chapter 5 we return to consider 
the contour integral representation for the i?-ratio in more detail. 
1.8.2 Hadronic tau decay ratio RT 
The ratio RT is defined, analogously to the i?-ratio, using the total r hadronic width 
normalized to the leptonic width as 
RT = r ( r -* uT + hadrons) _ 
T(r -> vTe~ve) 
The inclusive character of the total hadronic decay rate makes a theoretical calculation 
of RT possible, opening up a wide range of interesting studies [19]. 
RT can be theoretically separated into contributions from specific quark currents, namely, 
vector (V) and axial-vector (A) ud- and us-quark currents. Experimentally, however, 
contributions are resolved into only three categories: non-strange decays, split into vector 
and axial vector contributions, and strange decays. The corresponding naive predictions 
then become RTy,A — N/2\Vud\2 and RTS ~ ./V|V^| 2 where Vud and VUS are CKM mixing 
matrix elements with \Vuct]2 + |Ks | 2 ~ 1. Hence for N = 3 QCD RT ~ 3. 
To evaluate RT the theoretical analysis starts with the two-point correlation functions for 
the vector j f j V = -0j7M(/>t and axial-vector j f h A = i'll^lsi-'i colour singlet quark currents 
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= u,d,s) 
"; '; .v/,( ' / 2) = ^ / ^ 4 ^ " - ( 0 | r { ^ i V / / 4 ( x ) ^ ^ ( 0 ) t } | 0 ) (1.78) 
= U^v/A(q2)(^q" - g^q*) + q » q ^ v / A ( q 2 ) , (1.79) 
where we have made a Lorentz decomposition. The superscript (J = 0,1) denotes the 
angular momentum in the hadronic rest frame. 
Since the imaginary parts of the two-point correlators are proportional to the spectral 
functions for hadrons, the hadronic r decay rate can be written as an integral of these 
spectral functions over the invariant mass s = —q2 > 0 of the final state hadrons [22] 
(1 + 2 —)Imn( 1 ) ( s ) + Imi l ( 0 ) ( s ) 
mi 
1.80) 
Jo m£ mT 
with the correlator combinations according to the decomposition 
U^(s) = \Vud\2(U[Jd]v + U[jdl) + \Vus\2(Uusy+A) . (1.81) 
Unfortunately, hadronic spectral functions are sensitive to QCD non-perturbative effects 
— the lower integration limit corresponds to the threshold for hadronic production, m x 
(zero in massless QCD), a region where confinement effects dominate. As a result the 
integrand cannot be reliably calculated from QCD. Nonetheless, the analytic property 
of the correlator 11(5) can be exploited. 11(5) is an analytic function of complex s with 
the exception of the positive real 5 axis, where the imaginary part has singularities. In 
a manner analogous to that of the i?-ratio the integral, Eq.(1.80), can be expressed as 
a contour integral in the complex s plane running counter-clockwise around the circle 
s = m2 from s = m2 — it to s = ml + it 
Rr = 6 « / ^ ( 1 - 4 ) 5 
J\s\=m% m% m \ 
( i + 2^)n ' 1 + 0 >(5)-2^n<°>(5) 
m,r ' 
(1.82) 
Unlike Eq.(1.80), Eq.(1.82) requires correlators only for complex 5 ~ m2., which is large 
enough to expect only small contributions from non-perturbative effects. In analogy to 
Eq.(1.66) one can then apply a short-distance OPE to organize the perturbative and 
non-perturbative contributions to the correlators into an expansion in powers of 1/s 
[20, 21, 22]. Possible uncertainties associated with the use of the OPE near the time-
like axis are absent, because the integrand includes a factor (1 — 5/m 2 ) 2 , a. double zero 
at 5 = m 2 , effectively suppressing the contribution near the branch cut. Choosing the 
factorization scale \i2 = m2 avoids large logarithms \n(s/f.12) in the perturbative expan-
sion of C(s,[i2). Inserting the OPE expansion into Eq.(1.82) and evaluating the contour 
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integral, RT can be expressed as an expansion in powers of l/m2 with coefficients that 
depend only logarithmically on mT. 
Incorporating all known corrections to the naive contribution, the total ratio RT can then 
be cast in the form 
Rr = N(\VUD\2 + \ V U A \ 2 ) S E W 
3 
1 + -CFRt + SEW + Spc :i.83i 
RT is the dimension-0 perturbative correction, neglecting quark masses. Power corrections, 
Spc, are split into leading quark-mass corrections (D = 2) SMASS a n d non-perturbative 
corrections (D = 4,6, . . . ) <5/yp. The factors SEW and SEW a r e electroweak corrections. 
Perturbative corrections 
In the massless chiral limit, (mu = = m s = 0), both vector and axial-vector currents 
are conserved so that s l l ^ s ) = 0; perturbative corrections do not contribute to the 
longitudinal self-energy function. Furthermore, the chiral invariance of massless QCD 
implies that n|°y^ = I f - ^ 1 ' = 11(5) (i ^ j). This implies that only the transverse 
correlator n<0 + 1 )(,s) contributes to Eq.(1.82). 
Replacing II(s) by the Adler D-function and integrating Eq.(1.82) by parts yields 
* - s M ± ( l - 2 ± + 2 ± - ± ) w - . ) . (1.84) 
ZTTI J\s\=mi s \ irvi m* j 
Choosing the contour 5 = —m2eie we obtain [20] 
RT = -L T d6 (1 + 2eie - 2e3W - eM)D(m2Teie) . (1.85) 
27T J - w 
RT has a perturbative expansion of the form of Eq.(1.69) with coefficients which we shall 
denote r£. Since the energy scale, s = m j , of the process lies below the threshold for 
charmed hadron production only three flavours u, d, s, are active. There are no "light-
by-light" corrections for RT since (EC,)/)2 = 0 for u, d, s active quark flavours. 
The first two perturbative coefficients r [ and vT2 have been calculated [17, 18] and can, 
in a manner analogous to R, be expressed in terms of dx and d2. To recover the conven-
tional expression for the perturbative contribution, RT the series for D(m2Teie) is inserted. 
One then expands a(m2el<>) in terms of a(m2T). Denoting the terms due to analytical 
continuation by gn, we can evaluate the 9 integrals to obtain [17, 18] 
r\ = + ^ = 5.2023 (1.86) 
r\ = 4 + ^ = 26.366, (1.87) 
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for Nj = 3, where 
19 
5i = — 6 = 3.5625 (1.88) 
19,n , N, /265 1 , \ , 
One can note that </! and </2 are far larger than d\ and c/2. This stems from the long 
running along the circle s = m2el6 and gives rise to a sizeable RS dependence. There 
is no physical reason to truncate the contour integral at 0(a3) for either R or RT. One 
could instead numerically evaluate the contour integral, hence resumming the analytical 
continuation terms to all-orders in a(s); a subject we will return to in Chapter 5. 
Non-perturbative corrections 
The non-perturbative corrections to RT from dimension-D operators in the OPE can be 
expressed in the form [22] 
SPC = - 1 6 — + 32TT — + —— a m T 2 + • • • (1.90) 
m ; 4 m° 
where m2 is a weighted average of the running quark masses m2, m2,, and m2 evaluated 
at the scale m2T. 
The leading quark mass correction term m 2 (dimension-2 operator) in Eq.(1.90) has been 
calculated to 0{a2) [23] for RT. For the up quark and down quark the mass corrections 
are negligible, (~ —0.08%). The correction from the strange quark-mass, however, is 
significant, giving a total mass correction SMASS — —(0.9 ± 0.2)%. 
Neglecting the logarithmic dependence of the Wilson coefficients C(s, pi2) on 5 (since it is 
an 0(as) effect), one can evaluate the contour integrals using Cauchy's residue theorem, 
to find they are non-zero only for D =2, 4, 6, and 8. In the massless chiral limit the D = 2 
correction vanishes due to the absence of a dimension-2 operator. The D = 4 operator 
vanishes due to kinematical effects in the integrand. D = 6, 8 are then the only non-zero 
contributions. 
If one incorporates the logarithmic dependence of the Wilson coefficients on s then op-
erators of dimensions other than 6 and 8 contribute, though suppressed by (as(m2))2. 
Since the four-quark (D = 6) operators have no such suppression they generate the 
largest power corrections. Using a phenemenological fit their size was estimated to be 
[22] Spfp ~ —(0.7 ± 0.4)%. The small numerical value derives from a large cancellation 
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between vector and axial-vector contributions combined with the fact that they fall off 
like 1/m*. 
Since the actual evaluation of the power corrections combines experimental and theoretical 
considerations which are to an extent model dependent it is better to directly measure 
the non-perturbative contribution from the r decay data. Moments of the invariant-mass 
distribution of the final state hadrons in r decay are used to perform the analysis [94]. 
The most recent analysis gives [24] 6NP = —(0.5 ± 0.7)%. The total power correction 
contribution can thus be estimated to be Spc = &MASS + ^JVP = —(1.4 ± 0.9)%. 
Electroweak corrections 
The leading electroweak correction is a RG-summation of higher order an \nn{Mz/mT) 
terms, representing a short-distance correction to the low-energy effective four-fermion 
coupling [26] 
\a(m2T)J \ a{m2b) J \a{Mfr)J 
with amb ~ 1/132.05, a M w ~ 1/127.97 and a M z ~ 1/127.93. The small next-to-leading 
non-logarithmic correction is [27] 8EW = - 0.001 where a{m2T) ~ 1/133.29 denotes 
the QED running coupling. 
Experimental value of RT 
Experimentally, RT can be obtained from measurements of the leptonic branching ratio 
of the T and also from r-lifetime measurements [25]. In the following chapters we will 
take the experimental value of RT = 3.64 ± 0.014 [79] corresponding to an average of 
these two determinations. Correcting for the small estimated power corrections and mass 
corrections discussed above, and taking into account the small electroweak corrections 
this corresponds to a value of RT = 0.205 ± 0.006. 
1.8.3 Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) sum rules 
We will be interested in three DIS sum rules; the polarized and unpolarized Bjorken sum 
rules, and the Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule. 
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Polarized Bjorken Sum Rule ( P B j S R ) 




1 - \ c F k (1.92) 
with gv and gA the nucleon vector and axial vector couplings, respectively. Here K 
denotes the perturbative corrections to the zeroth order parton model sum rule, 
K = a + K\a2 + A V + • • • + Kkak+1 + (1.93) 
The exact K\ and K2 are known [28, 29]; assuming the MS scheme with renormalization 
scale /u2 — Q2 
1 /23 7 
- 3 ^ + ( l 2 ^ - 8 ^ 
(1.94) 
115 3535 Cs 5 133 5 




TTTCS + CACF 
1241 11 , \ 2 ( I 
132" + Y^J + \32 
(1.95) 
Unpolarized Bjorken Sum Rule ( B j S R ) 
We can also consider the (unpolarized) Bjorken Sum Rule (BjSR) 
U B j = f AxFT"P(x,Q2) Jo 
= \ - \ c F u . ;i.96) 
U has perturbative corrections to the zeroth order parton model sum rule of the form of 
Eq.(1.93) with coefficients which we shall denote C4. The perturbative coefficients U] and 
U2 are known [31, 32]; we assume the MS scheme with renormalization scale fi2=Q2 
/155\ A r 2 „ / 4235 7 




A V~648~ + 5C3 - 10( 5) + CACF ( - | c a + f Ce 
^ ( f + fc 3-3 5 C, (1.98) 
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Gross-Llewellyn Smith Sum Rule ( G L S S R ) 
Finally we consider the GLS sum rule [33] 




- j C ' / A + A' ) . 
a' 
(1.99) 
The perturbative corrections, A', are the same as for the PBj; but there are additional 
corrections of "light-by-light" type, K, analogous to D of Eq.(1.61). These will similarly 
enter at 0(a3) and are found to be small. 
1.9 Measuring A and the strong coupling as 
Presently, all precision QCD phenemenology is performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) 
or next-to-NLO (NNLO) in RG-improved perturbation theory. By comparing such theo-
retical calculations with high-statistics experimental data one hopes to be able to extract 
the renormalized QCD coupling as or the fundamental QCD parameter A. 
Since as and A are both RS-dependent, neither are physical observables. Presently, the 
conventional reference scheme for the coupling is a™s(Mz), the MS scheme with renor-
malization scale set at the Z° boson mass. Since A is dependent on the number of flavours 
it is customary therefore to consider A^- . We will comment further on the MS scheme 
in Chapter 2. For values of as extracted at lower energies it is necessary to evolve as(Q) 
from the measured scale Q to Mz- The method for this is considered in the next section. 
Global average of a${Mz) measurements 
A wide range of observables and methods are now used to measure as(Mz). Evolving all 
of these measurements to Q = Mz, we obtain a 'global average' [34] 
This corr 
cts{M2z) = 0.118 ± 0.005 . 
esponds to a value of A ^ = 239teoMeV. 
(1.100) 
Theoretical ambiguities in the determination of o s and A MS 
Our intention to accurately determine as or A is unfortunately hampered due to a number 
of factors, some of which we mention below. 
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© The truncation of perturbation theory at NLO or NNLO due to the technical diffi-
culties of calculating Feynman diagrams. For observables at low energy scales there 
is the possibility that unknown higher-order corrections, negligible at higher energies 
where ois is small, become important. 
o The asymptotic nature of perturbation theory. If the series is divergent, the next 
order may represent no improvement with respect to the lower-order result. On the 
contrary, at a certain order it will lead to deterioration. Chapter 3 discusses this 
further. 
• The dependence of truncated QCD perturbative calculations on the renormalization 
scale, at NLO, and renormalization scheme (RS) at higher orders. We consider this 
problem in Chapter 2. 
a Sources of non-perturbative power corrections, particularly of the form l/Q2n, fol-
low energy observables. We make contact with this problem in Chapter 3. 
# The effects of quark masses; these include finite quark mass corrections for inter-
mediate energy observables, and the need to evolve as through flavour thresholds 
(which we discuss in the next section). 
In Chapter 4 and 5 we will combine the discussion of RS dependence and the asymptotic 
nature of perturbation theory to assess the reliability of as and A^g determinations. 
1.9.1 Evolving as through quark mass thresholds 
The recent calculation of NNLO perturbative coefficients for a variety of observables 
has allowed precise estimates of a*fs(Mz) to be made. Of particular use have been 
estimates of a s from low and intermediate energy observables. However, in order to test 
the compatibility of these results one crucially relies on the evolution a^ / IS((5) —> a?fs(Mz) 
governed by the beta function equation. A difficulty arises from the evolution through 
quark mass thresholds. Since MS schemes are mass-independent, that is the higher-order 
Ck beta-function coefficients are independent of the quark masses, the required decoupling 
of heavy quarks is not manifest in each order of perturbation theory [35]. 
To obtain decoupling in QCD for the MS scheme one builds in the decoupling region, 
H <C mf(pi), where rnf(fi) is the mass of the heavy quark with flavour / , an effective 
field theory with only the / — 1 active light quark flavours. The value of Nj increases by 
one unit as we pass from the effective theory to the full theory and so the beta-function 
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changes, altering the running of cts. Calculating the process in the MS scheme one obtains 
a matching condition connecting the parameters of the low energy effective Lagrangian 
to the ful l theory. The decoupling theorem [35] means that one can calculate the process 
in the 'light' f — 1 theory up to terms of order l/m. The coupling of the effective theory 
can then be expressed as a power series in the coupling of the full theory with coefficients 
which are polynomials of degree n in x = ln(//, 2/m,(//) 2), and independent of both the 
gauge and the light quark masses. 
The matching of as has been calculated to order a3, [36] °, 
where t i / _ i and aj denote the running coupling for a specific variant of the MS scheme in 
the / — 1 and / flavour QCD theories, respectively. The structure of Eq.( 1.101) is dictated 
by the renormalization group. Note that we should in addition consider the matching of 
the running mass raM, however, we will omit this for simplicity. 
The coupling and light quark masses in the / and / — 1 flavour theories are matched at 
the scale fi = HM- The matching scale HM is chosen so that perturbative expansions can 
be kept under control. Hence, the criterion for the scale /J,M is that |x| must not become 
very much greater than one. Beyond that the choice of scale is somewhat arbitrary. The 
most important point is the consistency of the calculation in the ful l theory (Q ^> m) and 
the calculation performed in an effective theory (Q <C m). Since the expressions for a.j(Q) 
and df_\(Q) are only valid for Q ^> m and Q <C in, respectively, any physical argument 
about the expressions at Q ~ m (for example requiring continuity of the coupling) is not 
strictly valid. 
1.10 Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have reviewed some of the ideas central to an understanding of QCD. 
To calculate QCD observables we are required to make an approximation - a perturbative 
expansion in powers of the coupling. The inevitable need to renormalize these calcula-
tions introduces ambiguities through their dependence on the renormalization scale and 
renormalization prescription; collectively termed the renormalization scheme. 
By imposing the condition that physical observables are invariant under the renormaliza-
tion group a running coupling as{Q) was introduced, the evolution of which is governed by 
5There is a numerically insignificant misprint in the original paper by Bernreuther and Wetzel. The 
coefficient "7/72" of a, in the matching condition was corrected by Larin et. al. to "11/72". 
1 1 19 
24 
x + —)af(fi)3 . (1.101) 
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the beta-function equation. The integration of the beta-function leads to the introduction 
of a dimensional transmutation mass parameter, A, to ensure the correct dimensionality 
and parameterize the missing boundary condition information. A can be regarded as the 
free parameter of QCD that must be fitted to experiment. 
The introduction of a running coupling allowed us to RG-improve the perturbative se-
ries, resumming logarithms which would otherwise destroy the perturbative expansion, 
and naturally uncover the property of asymptotic freedom, justifying our original use of a 
perturbative expansion for large energy scales. At low energy scales, however, the increas-
ing size of the coupling requires non-perturbative techniques. We introduced the idea of 
an operator product expansion (OPE), and applied it to the vacuum polarization func-
tion and hadronic tau-decay ratio RT. Finally we briefly mentioned some of the existing 





In the last chapter we saw how the divergences of Green functions in QCD were disposed 
of by the standard technique of renormalization. The renormalization procedure is not a 
unique process, since the divergences can be removed in a number of ways, with the result 
that Green functions are dependent on the renormalization scale u^, and more generally, 
on the renormalization prescription in higher-orders. This arbitrary choice of scale and 
prescription can be termed the renormalization scheme (RS). In general the coupling and 
perturbative coefficients in a theory are RS dependent. For example, the RS dependence 
of the coupling is directly associated with it being a Green function at specific values of 
its arguments. 
Physical observables in QCD, or any quantum field theory, however, are unique and 
unambiguous. Mathematically, this requires the invariance of physical observables under 
the ful l renormalization group (RG) [12]. Hence, theoretical predictions derived from the 
Green functions should be independent of the renormalization scheme; symbolically 
^ r H ( p ^ 2 , . . . , p J = ( ^ + J^-_|_)r«»),Pl,P2.....P„) = o . (2.i) 
This occurs for a complete calculation of the perturbative series summed to all-orders since 
the dependence on the RS cancels between different orders to leave an RS independent 
result. It is our reliance on truncating the perturbative series at fixed-order to obtain 
an approximate expression for the physical observable that creates a source for the RS 
dependence. Two results at 0(a") , calculated in two RS's, will in general differ by a term 
33 
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of 0 « + 1 ) . 
RS dependence is a general phenomenon in other quantum held theories such as QED, but 
the practical effect depends on the particular theory. In QED the coupling is small over a 
wide range of renormalization scales so the problem of RS dependence is of less interest. 
In contrast the coupling in QCD is sufficiently large to cause non-negligible differences 
in theoretical predictions due to both neglected higher order terms in the perturbative 
expansion and ambiguities from an arbitrary choice of RS. One cannot readily disentangle 
these two effects, and as a result the RS dependence of QCD perturbative calculations is 
a very real problem. It is therefore essential to have an objective means of of resolving 
the RS ambiguity to allow perturbative approximations to have quantitative meaning. 
The response in the literature to this 'renormalization scheme dependence' problem has 
mainly been to advocate that some particular choice of scale and/or RS is the 'best' one. 
This is in the face of the central fact that the scale and RS are arbitrary unphysical 
quantities. Unsurprisingly, no particular scheme or scale commands universal support. In 
response to this confusion experimentalists have expanded the error bars associated with 
measurements to include a 'theoretical uncertainty', sacrificing unambiguous clarity and 
limiting the extent of detailed investigations of QCD. 
Many proposed approaches to solve the RS dependence problem have been attempts to 
make educated guesses at uncalculated higher-order terms in the perturbative series; in 
a sense that a particular choice of RS will give a prediction as if we knew the full series. 
Another widespread belief is that the severity of the RS dependence for a particular 
observable is somehow related to the size of the unknown corrections in higher-orders. This 
overlooks the problem that the size of higher order corrections is itself an RS dependent 
concept. For example, the uncalculated corrections to a RS dependent NNLO prediction 
must also depend on the RS so that their sum does not. Of course there is a RS where 
there are no higher order corrections at all! 
The resolution of the RS dependence problem in QCD is not a matter of finding a 'good' 
expansion parameter. There is a false assumption, deriving from QED where a traditional 
'on-shell' RS has been used almost exclusively, that the same RS - hence expansion 
parameter - must be used for every observable. That this assumption is incorrect has 
been implicit since the introduction of the running coupling. 
The solution to the RS dependence problem is not found in the study of Feynman diagram-
matics; and while the idea of renormalization is crucial, its technicalities are irrelevant. 
The most important themes are the concepts of RG-invariance, which is best understood 
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without invoking the machinery of renormalization itself, and perturbative approximation 
theory. Essentially, we have two types of information about a physical observable. 
e The first few terms in the perturbative expansion in some RS. The higher order 
terms are simply unknown. 
© The knowledge that the exact result is independent of the RS since physical quan-
tities are invariant under the renormalization group. We therefore require an RG-
invariant approximation. 
Note that both these points restrict our attention to the aim of deciding what it is actually 
possible to learn about the uncalculated terms from the information at our disposal. 
The plan of the chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 considers how renormalization scheme 
dependence can be parametrized and exhibits the explicit scheme dependence at N"LO. 
In Section 2.3 we take a brief look at some common RS's and in Section 2.4 review three 
proposed solutions to the scheme dependence problem. Section 2.5 looks in detail at one 
further proposed solution - the Effective Charge (EC) formalism. Section 2.6 summarises 
the chapter. 
2.2 The scheme dependence problem 
We begin this chapter by reviewing the renormalization scheme (RS) dependence of the 
coupling 'a s ' and the perturbative coefficients r^. We refer the reader to references [37, 38] 
for more details. 
2.2.1 Parametrizing RS dependence 
Consider a generic dimensionless QCD observable TZiQ) where Q denotes the single dimen-
sionful scale on which it depends. In renormalization group (RG) improved perturbation 
theory we can write without loss of generality 
K{Q) = a + n o 2 + r2a3 + ••• + rkak+1 + ••• , (2.2) 
where a = as(j.i)/Tr denotes the RG-improved coupling. By dividing any observable 
depending only on a single dimensionful scale by its (possibly) dimensionful tree-level 
perturbative coefficient and raising to a suitable power we can always arrange that the 
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f o r m a l p e r t u r b a t i o n series for 7Z(Q) assumes the f o r m (2.2) represent ing a dimensionless 
n(Q) \ 
Using the n o t a t i o n i n t r o d u c e d by Stevenson [37] the dependence of the coup l ing a on the 
scale ft is specified by a b e t a - f u n c t i o n equa t ion 
da •>, •> j . 0(a) 
- -a2(I + ca + c 2 a 2 + • • • + ckak + • • • ) = ^ r 1 , (2.3) d l n r v • . • , . • , - h 
where 
r = 6 1 n ^ , (2.4) 
w i t h / i the r eno rma l i za t i on scale and A the d imens ional t r a n s m u t a t i o n mass paramete r 
of Q C D . T h e bounda ry c o n d i t i o n on Eq. (2 .3) is not p r o v i d e d by the t heo ry b u t m a y be 
expressed i n t e rms the , fi independent b u t RS dependent , scale parameter A w h i c h is 
f i t t e d by exper imen t . 
W e shall consider S U ( i V ) Q C D w i t h N j f lavours of massless quark , and assume t h a t the 
f i r s t b e t a - f u n c t i o n coeff ic ient b is pos i t ive (b > 0 or N j < 3 3 / 2 f o r iV = 3 Q C D ) . T h e f i r s t 
and second universa l RS- invar ian t b e t a - f u n c t i o n coeff icients , are then g iven by [13, 39] 
b = ( U C A - 2 N f ) 
c = 
6 
1C\ WCACF , h n , 3 ^ ' (2.5) 
8 6 8 b ' 4 4 
where CA=N and CF=(N2-1)/2N. 
W e w i l l r es t r ic t our discussion t o physica l observables i n massless Q C D . B y consider ing 
o n l y phys ica l quant i t i es the t w o RS's w i l l on ly be d is t inguishable i f t hey correspond t o 
d i f f e r en t de f in i t ions of the coup l ing , t ha t is d i f fe ren t de f in i t ions of the f i n i t e p a r t of the 
r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n constant Z i n the re la t ion a = Z a # , w i t h CIB t he bare coup l ing . To be 
more e x p l i c i t consider t w o RS's, bar red and unbar red couplings a, a, respectively. T h e 
t w o ca lcula t ions of the r enormal ized coup l ing s tar t f r o m the same bare coup l ing a s , 
a = ZaB , a = ZaB . (2.6) 
T h e i n f i n i t e par ts of Z and Z mus t be equal to all-orders i n p e r t u r b a t i o n theory . T h u s 
the t w o constants must be re la ted by a f i n i t e r eno rma l i za t i on z 
a(\i) = za(n) = a ( j i ) ( l + v>ia(fi) + v2a2(i.i) + • • • + Vkak(n) H ) , (2.7) 
^ o r our purpose Eq.(2.2) is no less general than R(Q) — IZPARTON + r0aM(1 + i\a + r 2 a 2 + • • • ) ; 
the par ton model t e rm TZPARTON and leading-order coefficient r 0 are RS-invariants and the analysis w i l l 
generalize for a rb i t ra ry positive M. 
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where we have expanded z as a series i n a. T h i s re la t ion is w r i t t e n w i t h the r eno rma l i za t i on 
scale parameters hav ing the same value, bu t not necessarily the same mean ing i n the t w o 
RS's. T h e connect ion between corresponding couplings a and a w i l l then be such t h a t 
( m = / 3 ( a ) ^ . (2.8) 
D i f f e r e n t de f in i t ions f o r o ther r eno rma l i za t ion constants w i l l be i r re levant since w h i l e they 
affect t he Green f u n c t i o n s , the differences w i l l cancel order-by-order i n phys ica l quant i t i es . 
We assume massless quarks since d i f fe ren t ways of r e n o r m a l i z i n g the mass te rms i n the 
theory could affect calcula t ions of observables. For massive quarks , however, the RS 
dependence discussion w i l l go t h r o u g h i n any mass-independent RS i.e. one i n w h i c h 
c 2 , C 3 , . . . , Ok-, • • • do not depend on the f e r m i o n masses. For discussion of the special 
considerat ions r equ i red f o r gauge theories see reference [37]. 
T h e p e r t u r b a t i v e coeff icients rk and coup l ing a are i n general RS dejDendent. O n l y t h e par-
t o n m o d e l t e r m TZPARTON-, leading-order coeff ic ient r 0 (set to zero and u n i t y i n Eq . (2 .2 ) , 
respec t ive ly) , b, and c are RS independent . T h e higher order coeff icients c 2 , c 3 , . . . , Ck, • • • 
are RS dependent . T u r n i n g th is s ta tement a round impl ies t h a t d i f f e ren t RS's are char-
acter ized by d i f fe ren t c 2 , C 3 , • • • , . . . . As shown by Stevenson [37] one may consis tent ly 
use the parameters r , C 2 , C 3 , . . . , Q , . . . to label the r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n scheme. Conven t ion -
a l ly w h e n r e t a i n i n g te rms up to and i n c l u d i n g r n a n + 1 i n Eq . (2 .2 ) one t runcates Eq . (2 .3 ) 
r e t a in ing terms up to and i n c l u d i n g c n a n + 2 . O n i n t e g r a t i n g up Eq. (2 .3) one can define 
a^ n ' ( r , C 2 , . . . , cn) and correspondingly find f o r the consistency of p e r t u r b a t i o n t heo ry the 
f o l l o w i n g dependence of the on the RS parameters r , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , Cfc, . . . : ^ ( T ) , r 2 ( r , c 2 ) , 
r 3 ( r , c 2 , c 3 ) , . . . , r ^ ( r , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c / J , . . . . In this way the n t h order t r u n c a t e d a p p r o x i m a n t 
is l abe l led by the scheme variables, 7Z^(T, C 2 , . . . , c n ) . W h e n s u m m e d to al l-orders th is 
dependence cancels t o o b t a i n a f o r m a l l y RS- invar ian t sum. 
T h e f o r m a l consistency of p e r t u r b a t i o n theory requires t h a t i f we t r u n c a t e the p e r t u r b a t i v e 
series at order n, i.e. 0 ( a n + 1 ) , there remains a difference of order a n + 2 ) 
H ^ ( f , c 2 , • • • , cn) - Tl(N\T, c 2 , • • • , cn) = kan+2 + 0 ( a n + 3 ) , (2.9) 
so t h a t differences between results i n the t w o d i f fe ren t RS's are f o r m a l l y effects one order 
h igher i n p e r t u r b a t i o n theory, k depends on r , c 2 , . . . , cn and f , c 2 , . . • , cn and m a y we l l 
not be a smal l coeff ic ient . No te t h a t the self-consistency equa t ion (2.9) requires t h a t there 
is a p a r t i a l cancel la t ion between the RS dependence of a and the coeff icients r^, w h i c h 
fixes the f u n c t i o n a l dependence of the on the parameters r , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c/j, • • •. W e w i l l 
demons t ra te th i s i n Section 2.2.3. 
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2.2.2 RS dependence at NLO 
Before e x h i b i t i n g the exp l i c i t scheme dependence at 0 ( a n + 1 ) , we consider the s impler 
N L O case. T h e N L O RS parameter is r , Eq . (2 .4 ) . I t should be emphasised tha t even 
at N L O i t is not suf f ic ien t t o specify t h a t one has chosen the r eno rma l i za t i on scale ii to 
speci fy the RS. T h e r eno rma l i za t i on scheme is specified by r w h i c h incorpora tes A as w e l l . 
A t N L O we have 
H l l ) ( T ) = aW(T) + rx(T)(aW(T))2 , (2.10) 
where a ^ ( r ) is ob t a ined by i n t e g r a t i n g up the N L O t r u n c a t i o n of Eq . (2 .3) 
^ = - a 2 ( l + c a ) . (2.11) 
d~ 
W i t h a bounda ry c o n d i t i o n a ^ ' ( 0 ) = oo one obtains 
+ c\n — ^ f - • (2.12) 
ad) ( r ) V l + ca< 1)(r) 
T o de te rmine how r 1 ( r ) depends on r e x p l i c i t l y we use Eq. (2 .7) and Eq . (2 .8 ) t o re la te 
t he renormal ized coup l ing and beta f u n c t i o n i n scheme RS to t h a t i n RS. I n t e g r a t i n g up 
t h e be ta - func t ions as i n Eq.(2 .12) and t a k i n g the dif ference we f i n d 
r - f = i + c l n ( _ ^ U + 0 ( a ) - I - . I n ( j ^ h ) - 0 ( a ) , (2.13) 
where 0(a) and 0(a) t e rms reflect con t r ibu t ions beyond N L O i n the b e t a - f u n c t i o n . Since 
t h e a rgument is t rue fo r a l l /* we can take 11 —>• oo so t h a t the 0(a) t e rms t e n d to zero 
by a s y m p t o t i c f r e edom. Inse r t i ng Eq. (2 .7) i n t o Eq. (2 .2) fo r the t w o RS's and equa t ing 
coeff icients one finds 
ri = vi+ri. (2.14) 
Us ing Eq. (2 .7) and equa t ing coeff icients of corresponding powers of a gives 
T - f = y , . (2.15) 
E l i m i n a t i n g vx i n Eq. (2 .14) and Eq.(2 .15) gives 
f l - n = f - T . (2.16) 
T h i s impl ies tha t 
r i ( r ) = T + r i ( 0 ) (2.17) 
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Since 7Z(Q) is a f u n c t i o n of the single d i m e n s i o n f u l scale Q we can i d e n t i f y th i s w i t h the 
RS- invar ian t c o m b i n a t i o n 
Q po(Q) = T - r ^ r ) = 6 In (2.18) 
w i t h po(Q) and A RS- invar iants . A is on ly dependent on the pa r t i cu l a r observable 1Z. 
These quant i t i es axe RG- inva r i an t wh ich s t rongly suggests they should have phys ica l sig-
nif icance, as opposed t o RS-dependent quant i t ies r ^ r ) and a ( r ) w h i c h depend on un-
phys ica l parameters . T h e goal of a Feynman d i a g r a m ca lcu la t ion at N L O is therefore t o 
de te rmine po-
Since po is an RS- invar ian t and reca l l ing the d e f i n i t i o n of r , Eq . (2 .4 ) , we see t h a t for 
t w o d i f fe ren t r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n schemes RS and RS we have the exact Celmaster-Gonslaves 
r e l a t ion [40] 
^RS = e x P 
„RS, 
(2.19) 
w i t h r y (p) deno t ing the N L O ca lcu la t ion is some RS and j j (p) = r i ( r ) . I n p a r t i c u l a r 
f r o m Eq. (2 .18) w i t h p = Q we f i n d t h a t 
A = ARSexp 
r ^ ( p = Q) 
b 
'2:20) 
Note t h a t r{ib{p = Q) is a ^ - i ndependen t quan t i ty . T h e observable-dependent A is t hen 
d i r e c t l y connected t o the I\RS the universal d imens iona l t r a n s m u t a t i o n paramete r of Q C D , 
g iven a N L O ca l cu l a t i on i n some RS. 
T h e i m p o r t a n t i m p l i c a t i o n of Eq.(2.19) is t h a t i t does not m a t t e r w h i c h .\RS w e choose t o 
t r y to ex t rac t f r o m the da ta . T h e exponent is a universal p independent constant exac t ly 
r e l a t i ng the A's i n the t w o schemes, g iven N L O calcula t ions i n these t w o RS's. I f the RS 
is mass-independent t h e n A # s w i l l be universa l and can be exac t ly re la ted t o A#s> i n any 
other scheme by a un iversa l f ac to r given a N L O ca lcu la t ion fo r any observable i n b o t h 
RS's. 
We can e x h i b i t the e x p l i c i t scheme dependence of 71^(7) on r , by cons ider ing the depen-
dence on a ( r ) . Us ing Eq. (2 .18) and Eq.(2 .12) to w r i t e r ^ r ) i n t e rms of p0 and a ^ ' ( r ) i n 
te rms of r , respective!}', we find 
ft(1)(r) = a ( 1 ) ( r ) + - + c m 
a 
ca( 1 >(r ) 
Po(Q) ( a " > ( r ) ) ( 2 . 2 i ; 
1 + c a ( 1 ) ( r ) / 
P l a i n l y we see t h a t p e r t u r b a t i v e approx imat ions are not po lynomia l s i n t he coup l ing . 
However , when p l o t t e d against ( ^ ' ( T ) , 7Z^ has a a p p r o x i m a t e l y i n v e r t e d parabo l ic shape 
p r o v i d e d po > 0. F r o m Eq. (2 .18) th is holds t rue i f Q > A . TZ^(T) has a m a x i m u m at 
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a ( r ) ~ l/po ( r ~ p0) where 1Z^(p0) ~ l / / ? 0 . 7 £ ( 1 ) ( r ) vanishes at a = 0 ( r = oo) and at 
o ( r ) ~ 2 / p 0 ( T - / 7 0 / 2 ) . 
Le t us now discuss how use Eq.(2 .21) t o ex t rac t A us or as{Mz) i n the scheme RS. N o t i c e 
f i r s t t h a t the curve 7 v ^ ' ( r ) of Eq.(2.21) is a universa l f u n c t i o n of r and p0, where the 
value of the i nva r i an t p0 depends on the pa r t i cu l a r observable 71. I f po is su f f i c i en t ly smal l 
t h a t the m a x i m u m TZ^ ~ l//5o lies above the da ta then the curve w i l l cu t the measured 
da ta at two scales TI, T2. Conversely, i f p0 is made larger the curve w i l l be below the da ta 
l ine . Thus an i n f i n i t e set of r , p0 pairs f i t the da ta per fec t ly . I f we wish t o measure pQ 
(and hence ARS) we must specify r. T h i s is the N L O scheme dependence p r o b l e m . 
2.2.3 RS dependence at N n L O 
Let us comple te our discussion by e x a m i n i n g the e x p l i c i t scheme dependence of the higher 
p e r t u r b a t i v e coeff ic ients r ^ r , c 2 , • • • , Cfc). 
I n t e g r a t i n g up Eq . (2 .3 ) t r u n c a t e d at n t h order and i m p o s i n g a sympto t i c f r e e d o m , a ( r ) —> 0 
as r —» o o , one f inds t h a t 
da-
JO 
+ ( i n f i n i t e cons tant ) . (2.22) 
/3(x) 
T h e pa r t i cu l a r choice of i n f i n i t e constant corresponds to a d e f i n i t i o n of A . T h e i n f i n i t e 
constant has the f o r m 
f°° dx 
( i n f i n i t e constant) = — ——- , (2.23) 
JO K ( X ) 
where K(X) is any f u n c t i o n w i t h the same s ingu la r i t y s t ruc tu re as 1/f3(x) as x —> 0. Since 
the b e t a - f u n c t i o n has the universa l x —> 0 behaviour f3(x) — —bx2(l + ex) we choose 
K(X) = -bx2(l + cx) . (2.24) 
W i t h th is choice i n Eq . (2 .23) , we sp l i t the i n t e g r a t i o n range i n t o (0,a) and ( a ,oo ) , and 
subs t i t u t e i n t o Eq. (2 .23) to o b t a i n the t ranscendenta l equa t ion . 
1 , ca{n) r { n ) , 
T = — - + c In — r— + / dx 
a(n> 1 + ca*n) Jo 
1 1 
+ x2B(x) x'2{l + cx) (2.25) 
where B(x) = (1 + cx + c2x2 + c3x3 + • • - + c n x n ) . a^(r1c2,c3,- • • , c n ) is t he so lu t ion of th i s 
t ranscendenta l equa t ion . A t N L O the r.h.s reduces t o the f i r s t t w o terms as expected f r o m 
Eq . (2 .12) . I n the above analysis we i m p l i c i t l y assumed t h a t , even t h o u g h we in tegra te at 
constant c^, the i n t e g r a t i o n constant is independent of Ck- T h i s can be ve r i f i ed by a more 
de ta i led discussion [37]. 
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Note t h a t we use the d e f i n i t i o n of A due to Stevenson [37] t h r o u g h o u t our discussion. 
T h i s d i f fers f r o m the convent ional d e f i n i t i o n [41] by a A r f -dependen t , b u t RS- inva r i an t 
f ac to r , such t h a t 
A(Stevtnson) = I ! A(conventional) . (2.26) 
T h e numer i ca l value of the fac tor rlrjhy1'' varies f r o m 1.10 { N f = 3) to 1.18 ( N j = 6 ) . 
T h e e x p l i c i t f u n c t i o n a l dependence of the on the RS is convenient ly ob ta ined by con-
s ider ing the special RS, the effect ive charge ( E C ) scheme [42], i n w h i c h ry = r 2 = • • • = 
rn = . . . — 0 so t h a t a ( ' 1 ' = 7?.'"' is an effect ive charge i.e. the renormal ized c o u p l i n g is 
the observable i tself . F r o m Eq.(2.18) th is RS w i l l correspond to the choice of paramete r 
r = / 9 0 (ensur ing r j = 0) . To de te rmine the r e m a i n i n g parameters , c f c = / o 2 ? c f C = / 5 3 ) • • ••< 
c f c = p k , . . . , charac te r iz ing the E C RS, one proceeds as fo l lows . I f we choose the ba r r ed 
scheme i n Eq. (2 .8) t o be the E C scheme 
/?(a) = p(a) = a2(l + p{a + p2a2 + ••• + pkak + • • • ) , (2.27) 
w i t h a=K. T h e n Eq . (2 .8 ) gives [38] 
p(H) = P(a(n))^ , (2.28) 
da 
where a (7£) is the i nve r t ed p e r t u r b a t i o n series. 
B y expand ing b o t h sides of Eq.(2.28) as power series i n 1Z and equa t ing coeff ic ients one 
obtains [43, 44] 
pi = c 
P2 = c 2 + r 2 - crx - r\ 
p3 = C3 + 2 r 3 - 4 r 1 r 2 - 2 r i ? 2 - c r ? + 2r? (2.29) 
Rear rang ing Eq. (2 .29) we e x h i b i t the exp l i c i t r , c 2 , c 3 , . . . dependence of the p e r t u r b a t i v e 
coeff icients 
n ( r ) = T - p0 
^ ( T , C 2 ) = (r - p0)2 + C{T - p0) + (p2 - c2) (2.30) 
5 1 
r 3 ( r , c 2 , c 3 ) = ( T - pof + - C ( T - / o 0 ) 2 + (3/£>2 - 2 c 2 ) ( r - /?o) + ^ (p3 - c 3 ) 
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T h e resul t f o r r 7 l ( r , c 2 , • • • , c n ) is a p o l y n o m i a l of degree n i n r — pQ w i t h coeff ic ients i nvo lv -
i n g pn,Pn-i,- • - , cand c 2 ,c 3 , - • - ,c„; such t h a t r „ ( p 0 , / > 2 , P 3 , • • • ,/>n) = 0. T h e ,o2,/>3, • • • , Pn, • • •, 
are process-dependent RS-invar iants w h i c h comple te ly characterise the Q C D observable 
TZ. T h e y are independent of the energy scale Q b u t do depend on the n u m b e r o f ac t ive 
qua rk flavours, N j . G i v e n j u s t these numbers the p e r t u r b a t i v e coeff icients i n any RS can 
be ob ta ined f r o m Eq . (2 .30) . As we shall see i n Section 2.5, /9 2 , p3, • • •, pn,... have phys-
ica l s ignif icance, w h i l e the RS-dependent and c*. should be considered i n t e r m e d i a t e 
quant i t i es t o be even tua l ly e l i m i n a t e d i n f avour of these RS-invar iants . 
A t N n L O one has a n — 1 d imens iona l surface TZ^(T, C 2 , . . . , c n ) and t o ex t r ac t p0 one 
w o u l d need t o spec i fy r , c 2 , . . . , cn. A t least i n N L O fo r a g iven value of p0 there is 
a m a x i m u m possible . I n N N L O and higher one can show [45] t h a t f o r a g iven 
value of po there exists a choice of r , c 2 , . . . , cn such t h a t 7^™' has any desired pos i t ive 
value. Choosing an RS is equivalent to choosing a p o i n t on the n — 1 d imens iona l surface 
def ined by V } N \ T h u s , fo r any A / J S we can choose a sequence of schemes such t h a t 
7£( 2) = TZ(3) = . . . = n ( n ) = 7ZEXP, the expe r imen ta l ly measured value. 
2.3 Common renormalization schemes 
Before consider ing some proposed solutions t o the RS dependence p r o b l e m we i n t r o d u c e 
some more c o m m o n l y used RS's. 
2.3.1 Minimal subtraction and variants 
T h e first of these is the m i n i m a l sub t r ac t ion ( M S ) r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n scheme [9]. As an 
example consider the r eno rma l i za t i on of the g luon self-energy d i ag ram, F igu re 1.1. Re-
t u r n i n g to Eq . (1 .27) we saw t h a t using d imens iona l r egu la r i za t ion we o b t a i n an expression 
w h i c h has a 1/e pole. I n the M S scheme we s i m p l y remove th i s pole. N o t e t h a t t h i s does 
not def ine a un ique scheme; there is s t i l l a choice of r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n p o i n t t o be made. 
M o r e c o m m o n l y used is the m o d i f i e d m i n i m a l s u b t r a c t i o n scheme ( M S ) [46]. I n M S the 
1/e pole always appears i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h a group of constants, ln47r — 7 ^ , where 
7 ^ = 0 . 5 7 7 2 2 . . . is the Euler -Mascheroni constant . I n M S these fac tors are r emoved along 
w i t h the pole. T h e M S scheme and var iants are def ined pu re ly i n t e rms of a calcula-
t i o n a l procedure , w i t h the advantage of p r o v i d i n g a gauge and ver tex independen t , a lbe i t 
phys ica l ly u n i n t u i t i v e , d e f i n i t i o n of the coup l ing . T h e re la t ive ease of ca lcu la t ion has led 
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t o a lmost universa l p o p u l a r i t y amongst phenomenologis ts b u t i t should be stressed t h a t 
there is no c o m p e l l i n g phys ica l a rgument to suggest t h a t i t should be p re fe r red over any 
other scheme. N o t i c e t h a t wh i l s t we are free t o choose the b e t a - f u n c t i o n as we please and 
consider any RS , we do no t a p r i o r i know w h i c h ca lcu la t iona l procedure corresponds t o 
such a general RS. 
To re la te M S a n d M S RS's we note t h a t fo r any observable and independent of p [47] 
r ™ S ( p ) - r ™ { p ) = h - { \ n ( ^ ) - l E ) . (2.31) 
So us ing Eq. (2 .19) we have 
A M = 2 . 6 6 A M S • (2.32) 
T h e r e l a t i on is independent of N or N j , and the higher-order b e t a - f u n c t i o n coeff ic ients 
i n M S and M S are i den t i ca l , c ^ f s — c M S (k > 2 ) . T h e o n l y dif ference is d e f i n i t i o n of the 
r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n scale d e r i v i n g f r o m the dif ference i n the s u b t r a c t i o n procedure . Hence 
a choice of scale j.i us ing M S corresponds to the same RS as the use of the M S procedure 
w i t h scale 2.66/ i . However , f r o m Eq.(2 .19) we see there is no n o n - t r i v i a l res idual scheme 
dependence i m p l i e d i n a convenient choice of Aj^g as the f u n d a m e n t a l Q C D d imens iona l 
mass t r a n s m u t a t i o n parameter we wan t t o ex t r ac t . 
T h e b e t a - f u n c t i o n coeff icients i n the M S are k n o w n to four- loops [48, 49] 
f 2857 5033 Af , 325 Art] 
[-2 TT^J + ^4AJ\ M S 
J V I S _ 
16(11 - |JVy) 
(2.33) 
[l093 i\r3 i (6472/• , 50065\ Art (6508/- , 1078361 ^ A/'. I fcc^/l/" | 149753YI 
[ w i V / + + 1 M 7 N f ~ + " ^ 6 2 ~ ) ^ f + V i 5 b 4 C 3 + ~ ^ ~ / J ( 2 34) 
128(11 - I N , ) 
where the R i e m a n n zeta f u n c t i o n is def ined i n E q . ( A . 5 ) . 
2.3.2 Momentum space subtraction (MOM) scheme 
We shal l i n Chapters 3 and 4 refer to the m o m e n t u m space sub t r ac t i on ( M O M ) scheme 
[40]. T h i s is based on the r eno rma l i za t ion of a ver tex ( fo r example , the t r i p l e - g l u o n or 
qua rk -qua rk -g luon ve r t ex ) ra ther t h a n of a self-energy. M O M schemes are def ined so 
t h a t r a d i a t i v e correct ions t o a pa r t i cu l a r ve r tex are absorbed i n t o the c o u p l i n g w h e n the 
i n c o m i n g m o m e n t u m have pa r t i cu la r values character ized b y p. T h e idea is t h a t one w i l l 
o b t a i n a wel l -behaved series w i t h such a d e f i n i t i o n of t he coup l ing i f p is chosen t o be the 
' t y p i c a l m o m e n t u m ' flowing t h r o u g h the relevant d iagrams. Since the choice p is the o n l y 
a m b i g u i t y at N L O , and o f t e n the most serious p r o b l e m at higher orders i n p e r t u r b a t i o n 
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theory , the a rgument of M O M is basical ly correct but the m e t h o d leaves the choice of /t 
to i n t u i t i o n . 
We can relate M O M to the M S scheme, w i t h scale n = e u + v / b Q . M O M based on the 
ggg ver tex at a s y m m e t r i c sub t r ac t ion p o i n t [x2=Q2 [40] corresponds to M S w i t h u=2.56 
and u = C _ 4 / ( £ ) , where / is a cubic p o l y n o m i a l i n the gauge parameter f . For the Landau 
gauge, £ = 0 , V=—2A9CA- For other versions of M O M based on the qqg or ghost vert ices, v 
w i l l i nvo lve C_\ and Cp. Not ice t h a t we consider M O M i n t w o d i f f e ren t gauges as separate 
RS's. T h i s is because M O M is a gauge non- invar ian t RS. T h e values of the coeff ic ients 
r , c 2 , . . . are d i f f e ren t f o r d i f fe ren t choices of the gauge parameters £ and thus correspond 
to d i s t i n c t RS's. B y comparison M S is a gauge invar ian t RS since the gauge parameter £ 
cancels order-by-order before one labels the RS [37]. 
2.3.3 Finite schemes 
I n f i x e d order p e r t u r b a t i v e calculat ions one can t runca te the b e t a - f u n c t i o n to def ine the 
c o u p l i n g a. For all-orders resummat ions we require an all-orders d e f i n i t i o n of the coup l ing . 
One therefore requires a f i n i t e scheme w rhere B(x) has a f i n i t e radius of convergence and 
can be summed . 
A n ex t r eme example is the so-called ' t H o o f t scheme [50] where c 2 = C 3 
B(x)—\ + ex. T h i s results i n the all-orders d e f i n i t i o n of the coup l ing , 
bin — = — | - c m . 
A a L + ca 
O f course we do not know how to calculate d i r e c t l y i n th is RS. 
2.4 Proposed solutions to R S dependence 
T h e r e have been many proposed solut ions t o the p r o b l e m of r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n scheme 
dependence. M a n y concentrate on the p r o b l e m of f i n d i n g an ' o p t i m u m scale' u,. W e w i l l 
consider three popu la r proposed solutions i n the l i t e r a tu r e . 
2.4.1 Physical scale 
T h e a rgumen t i n th is approach is based a round the idea tha t the r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n scale 
should be chosen t o be the physical scale pL = Q. T h i s v i e w p o i n t is m o t i v a t e d by the f a c t 
= • • -=c f c = . . . = 0 , 
(2.35) 
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t h a t p e r t u r b a t i v e coefficients i n higher orders w i l l be po lynomia l s i n In p/Q 
r„ = A ' m - (b In — 
B y se t t ing p ~ Q one therefore avoids large loga r i thms . I f p red ic t ions i n the v i c i n i t y of p = 
Q are s t rong ly ^-dependent then th i s is supposedly an i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the p e r t u r b a t i o n 
series is i n t r i n s i c a l l y badly behaved. 
T h e flaw i n th is a rgument is t ha t i t i m p l i c i t l y assumes t h a t the N L O RS dependence is 
comple t e ly g iven by the dependence on the r eno rma l i za t i on scale p. As we have prev ious ly 
shown r n ( r , c 2 , . . . ,cn) so the N L O RS-dependence is pa ramet r i zed by r = b\nQ/.\jis; so 
the coeff icients depend on ARS i n a d d i t i o n t o p. T h e mean ing of p depends on the RS; 
th is is ev ident i n Eq. (2 .32) where we observed t h a t \IMS — 2.66^53. 
To demons t ra te the error i n the phys ica l scale a rgument more e x p l i c i t l y we have f r o m 
Eq.(2 .21) 
n 
r n = ^ A ' m ( r - / 9 0 ) ! , (2.37) 
! = 0 
where the coeff icients A n i do not depend on the N L O RS choice, b u t o n l y on c, e 2 , . . . , ct-
and the RS- invar iants p 2 , p 3 , . . . , pt. There fore t o avoid large te rms one should choose 
r ~ pQ, t he e f fec t ive charge scheme. To relate Eq.(2 .37) to Eq. (2 .36) we w r i t e 
( T - p 0 ) = b \ n ^ + r ^ ( Q ) = b\n 
where r ^ s — r ( ? 5 ( / i = Q). T h e n we w r i t e Eq.(2 .37) as 
n 
l L e r « S / b 
Q 
1=0 
bin ^ s / f c 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
I n Eq . (2 .37) and Eq.(2 .39) the K n i coeff icients do not depend on the N L O RS choice, 
whereas i n Eq. (2 .36) we see t h a t since the K n i depend on the N L O coeff ic ient r f s t hey 
w i l l have an i m p l i c i t dependence on the N L O RS choice. F o l l o w i n g the same a rgumen t 
f o r Eq . (2 .39) as t h a t used to m o t i v a t e p, ~ Q f r o m Eq.(2 .36) we see t h a t one should set 
p ~ Qer""^b = PEC* the effect ive charge scale. 
T h e conclus ion is t h a t i n order to avoid large loga r i thms and cor rec t ly pa rame t r i ze the 
N L O RS dependence one should choose the ef fec t ive charge scheme, r = p0. 
2.4.2 B L M scale fixing 
B r o d s k y , Lepage and Mackenzie ( B L M ) [51], m o t i v a t e d by physica l considerat ions in 
Q E D , proposed t o select the scale p so t h a t the N L O coeff ic ient r x is independent of 
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the number of flavours N f . T h e f lavour-dependent pa r t of n is t hen absorbed i n t o the 
coup l ing a. T h e l inear ly 7V/-dependent pa r t of rx appears i n the ca lcu la ted F e y n m a n 
d i ag rammat i c s due to the inse r t ion o f a one-loop f e r m i o n bubble co r rec t ion to the p h o t o n 
propagator 2 . B L M applies at N L O and assumes t h a t A is always the same. A t t e m p t s 
to ex tend B L M to higher orders have been made [52], bu t f o r s i m p l i c i t y we consider t he 
N L O case. 
To be more precise, consider a phys ica l observable, def ined i n t w o RS's, one the B L M 
scheme and the o ther a rb i t r a ry . T h e p e r t u r b a t i v e expansion i n the t w o schemes w i l l be 
7Z = a + rla2 
K B L M = a B L M + r » L M a*BLM (2.40) 
I n general f o r b o t h i\ and b we can separate l inear ly A^-dependent and A^- independen t 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
b = 6 ( 1 ) ^ + 6(0,. (2.41) 
T h e t w o coupl ings can be re la ted v i a Eq . (2 .14)and Eq. (2 .16) . Us ing Eq. (2 .41) t he B L M 
p e r t u r b a t i v e coeff ic ient w i l l t hen be 
RBLM = r l * ) B L M N J + ^ (0) BLM + + ^ ^ ^ / ^ , { , M ) 
where HBLM a n d are the r eno rma l i za t ion scales in the respective schemes. 
B L M requires t h a t the t w o ^ / - d e p e n d e n t par ts of Eq. (2 .42) cancel each o ther exac t ly ; 
thus we have 
HBLM = / i e x p ( - r i 1 ) / 6 ( i ) ) (2.43) 
RBLM = r (0 ) _ ( 2 4 4 ) 
6 (1) 
T h e B L M a p p r o x i m a n t fo r 7Z then reads 
spBLM JL<J°) ^(0) ( I K 2 I"} A*>\ 
K - ciBLM + ( ^ - T — r x ) a B L M , [ZAS) 
0(1) 
w here a B L M = a B L M ( u , B L M ) . 
2 A generalization of this property has been exploi ted in Q C D and termed "naive non-abel ianizat ion"; 
in Q C D there w i l l be addi t iona l gluon and ghost loop corrections relevant in the runn ing of a s . We 
consider this i n more detai l i n Chapter 3. 
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T h e B L M procedure is not RS-independent . S t a r t i n g f r o m two d i f f e ren t i n i t i a l schemes 
one can o b t a i n d i f fe ren t answers f o r 1 Z B L M . To observe the exact res t r ic t ions consider the 
observable, denoted 7Z, i n a second a r b i t r a r y scheme; we have 
n = a + r i a 2 , (2.46) 
w i t h a = a + v^a1. F r o m Eq.(2 .14) we have t h a t 
f , = f \ 1 } N j + r [ 0 ) 
= (r[V + ^ N f ) + (r(V + I>l0)). (2.47) 
I n th is scheme 7 Z B L M w i l l have the N L O coeff icient TBLM g iven by 
-BLM = ^ ( i ) ^ + - 0 ) ^ + ( r (Q) + - ( 0 ) ) + { b w N f + b ( 0 ) ) i n f i B L M / j i . (2.48) 
A p p l y i n g the B L M c r i t e r i o n requires t h a t 
H B L M = ^ e x p H r ^ + ^ y & d ) ) (2.49) 
-BLM = r ( O + i > ( 0 ) _ - W y ( 2 . 5 0 ) 
For f B L M = r B L M , i t fo l lows f r o m Eq. (2 .43-2 .44) and Eq. (2 .49-2 .50) t h a t we have the 
c o n d i t i o n 
fi = tiexp(C), C=-^- = ^ - . (2.51) 
0(1) 0(0) 
where C is a constant , independent of N j . There fore scale t r ans fo rma t ions between the 
ba r red and unbar red schemes must be f lavour independent . 
T h e B L M scale se t t ing procedure can on ly give scheme-invariant results w i t h i n classes of 
schemes t h a t can be t r a n s f o r m e d i n t o each other v i a f l avour - independen t scale t ransfor-
ma t ions . For instance, as discussed i n Section 2.3.2, M O M schemes w i t h d i f f e r en t gauge 
or ve r tex choices are re la ted to each other by f lavour-dependent scale t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s and 
w i l l hence give d i f f e r i n g B L M results. T h i s is ra ther u n h e l p f u l since we have no ex t e rna l 
c r i t e r i a t o choose the class of schemes tha t specifies the flavour-dependence of r\ o p t i -
m a l l y . N o r do we have any physica l reason to make us believe t h a t such classes of schemes 
are the 'best ' . 
T h e basic misunde r s t and ing in b o t h the physical scale and B L M argument is the assumed 
existence of an ' o p t i m a l ' scale p. T h i s is meaningless since there is no such t h i n g as an 
o p t i m a l p. The re is, however, an o p t i m a l value of the r a t i o / ( / A since th i s is exac t ly the 
var iab le t h a t embodies the RS a m b i g u i t y at N L O . 
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2.4.3 The principle of min imum sensitivity (PMS) 
T h e p r i n c i p l e of m i n i m u m sens i t iv i ty ( P M S ) [37] is based on the f u n d a m e n t a l n o t i o n of 
R G invar iance. T h e p r inc ip l e [37] is t h a t since the exact all-orders resul t is independent of 
the unphys ica l parameters T , C 2 , C 3 , • • • , c k , • • • we should choose the 0 { a n + 1 ) a p p r o x i m a t i o n 
7Zn(T.c2., • • • , c n ) to m i m i c this p r o p e r t y by m i n i m i z i n g i ts s ens i t i v i t y to smal l var ia t ions 
i n those parameters . 
M a t h e m a t i c a l l y P M S is f o r m u l a t e d as a va r i a t iona l p r inc ip le ; we arrange t h a t 
dn(n) 
dco 
C2 = C2 
dcT, 
= o . (2.52) 
T h e P M S scheme is then specified by r , c 2 , • • • , cn. 
To give an example of P M S we consider N L O . W e r ewr i t e RG- invar iance c o n d i t i o n i n 
t e rms o f the parameters t h a t label the RS dependence, i n th is case r . We solve 
Or 
' d_ 
dr b da I 
T h i s leads t o 
>0r. 




T h e 0(a2) t e rms mus t cancel f o r the f o r m a l consistency of p e r t u r b a t i o n theory . T h e P M S 
c r i t e r i o n requires the r e m a i n i n g te rms of Eq.(2.54) t o vanish at r = f 
2 f 1 ( l + ca) + c = 0 , (2.55) 
where f i = ^ ( T ) , a = a ( r ) . E l i m i n a t i n g n i n Eq.(2 .10) us ing Eq. (2 .55) we t h e n o b t a i n 
the so lu t ion i n t e rms of a 
,d ) _ a ( i + 2 c Z l ) 71 PMS (1 + ca) 
(2.56) 
To de t e rmine the s t a t iona ry po in t i n t e rms of r we r ewr i t e Eq. (2 .54) as the cor responding 
t ranscendenta l equa t ion 
Po = - + c In 
ca 
1 + ca + 
1 
2 1 + ca 
(2.57) 
W e see t h a t a and hence 7l.p\,IS is an RS- invar ian t . T h i s is also t r u e f o r h igher order 
o p t i m i z e d approx iman t s . I f 71(a) and a l l der ivat ives are mono ton ic then the p e r t u r b a t i v e 
a p p r o x i m a n t is i r redeemably ambiguous since there is no ob j ec t i ve means f o r choosing p 
at w h i c h t o evaluate the coup l ing . T h i s happens i n lowest order 7Z(a) = a, w h i c h therefore 
gives at best s emi -quan t i t a t ive results. 
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U n l i k e B L M or physical scale arguments , P M S cor rec t ly a t t e m p t s t o o p t i m i z e p/A. T h e 
disadvantages of the P M S m e t h o d are tha t the coup l ing and the b e t a - f u n c t i o n are un-
phys ica l quan t i t i e s and t h a t g iven the complex na ture of the coupled equat ions which 
must be solved i t is unclear whether the i r all-orders versions are def ined . 
2o5 The effective charge (EC) formalism 
I n the f o l l o w i n g section we give a de ta i led review of a general izat ion of Grunberg ' s effec-
t i ve charge approach [42] w h i c h w i l l be centra l to the RS- invar ian t r e summat ions to be 
discussed i n Chapte r 4 and 5. W e refer the reader to references [38, 53] f o r f u l l detai ls . 
2.5.1 The effective charge beta-function 
We begin by consider ing a generic dimensionless Q C D observable 1Z(Q), w i t h a f o r m a l 
p e r t u r b a t i o n series o f the f o r m (2.2) . We shall refer to observables def ined i n th is way as 
effective charges. Such ef fec t ive charges sat isfy several i m p o r t a n t proper t ies . 
For the dimensionless Q C D observable 1Z(Q) we can define the e v o l u t i o n equa t ion f o r the 
Q-dependence of 71 
d7i/c\lnQ and hence £(7Z(Q)) are i n p r i n c i p l e e x p e r i m e n t a l l y observable quan t i t i e s . To 
make contact w i t h Q C D p e r t u r b a t i o n theory we note t h a t Eq. (2 .58) is the b e t a - f u n c t i o n 
equa t ion i n the ef fec t ive charge ( E C ) scheme where the coup l ing is an e f fec t ive charge: 
So we have 
where 
K(Q) ==> r 1 = r 2 = • • • = ! < „ = ••• = ( ) . (2.59) 
dK(Q) 
d\nQ 
-bp{K(Q)) , (2.60) 
p{7Z{Q)) = - K 2 ( l + c7l + p2K2 + ••• + pn7ln + • • • ) , (2.61) 
where the e f fec t ive charge b e t a - f u n c t i o n coefficients pn are Q- independent ( b u t process-
dependent) RS- invar ian t combina t ions of the r , , c, (i < n ) , as shown i n Section 2.2.3. T h e 
e f fec t ive charge b e t a - f u n c t i o n p(lZ(Q)) is a key ingredient of the E C f o r m a l i s m and can be 
regarded as a phys ica l observable to be reconst ructed f r o m the measured r u n n i n g of 1Z(Q) 
e.g. at a nex t - l inear col l ider . As measured f r o m da ta i t w i l l i nc lude a r e s u m m a t i o n of 
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the ( a s y m p t o t i c ) f o r m a l p e r t u r b a t i o n series together w i t h n o n - p e r t u r b a t i v e e t e rms 
w h i c h are inv i s ib le i n p e r t u r b a t i o n theory 3 . 
2.5.2 The non-perturbative integrated beta-function 
To o b t a i n 1Z(Q) we need to in tegra te Eq.( '2.58). We use the assumpt ion of a s y m p t o t i c 
f r e e d o m as the necessary bounda ry cond i t i on . A F is equivalent t o the s ta tement t h a t f o r 
any ef fec t ive charge 1Z(Q), 
l i m 7l(Q) = 0 . (2.62) 
Q^oo 
T h i s corresponds to the requ i rement t h a t t,(R(Q)) < 0 fo r Q > Q0, w i t h Q0 some su i t ab ly 
low energy. (Equ iva l en t ly , p{H{Q)) > 0 for Q > Q0). 
I n t e g r a t i n g up Eq.(2 .60) and i m p o s i n g A F as a bounda ry c o n d i t i o n we o b t a i n , 
Q rK(Q) 
In - — = / ——-dx + ( i n f i n i t e cons tant ) (2.63) 
An Jo {(x) 
where An is a f i n i t e constant of i n t e g r a t i o n w h i c h depends on the way the i n f i n i t e constant 
is chosen. T h e i n f i n i t e constant can be chosen to be 
y 0 0 dx, 
( i n f i n i t e constant) = — / ——-, (2.64) 
Jo r](x) 
where r)(x) is any f u n c t i o n wh ich has the same x —*• 0 behaviour as £(x). W e k n o w f r o m 
Eq. (2 .60) t h a t £(x) has t he universal a,- —> 0 behaviour £(x) = —bp(x) w — bx2(l + cx) so 
we choose rj(x) — —bx2(l + cx). Inse r t ing th is choice fo r rj(x) and rea r rang ing Eq. (2 .63) 
we find 
, , Q f°° dx rT-{Q) , f 1 1 
o In - — = / —— + / dx —— H — — . 
A ^ JTI(Q) x £ ( l + cx) Jo [ p(x) x z { \ c x ) 
Recognis ing the first i n t eg ra l on the r igh t hand side of Eq. (2 .65) as j u s t Eq. (2 .12) fo r t he 
E C scheme, th i s t hen yields 
(2.65) 







Fix) = , 
a; V1 + cx 
p(x) x2(l + cx) 
= b \ n ^ - - A P o ( Q ) , (2.66) 
1 / cx 
F ( x ) = - + c l n — ) , (2.67) 
3 T o be more rigorous p(1Z) = -Tl2{\ + cR + p2Tl2 + ••• + pnTln + • • • ) + e - s l n 1 l 6 { K 0 + Kill +•••), 
w i t h S,6,A'o,A'i , . • .observable-dependent constants which we do not specify fu r the r [54]. 
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Not ice t h a t the in t eg rand o f Ap0 is regular at x = 0 and t h a t i n a r r i v i n g at Eq. (2 .66) 
we d i d not need to refer to p e r t u r b a t i o n theory, except t o assume the a s y m p t o t i c x —> 0 
(Q - > oo) behaviour £{Tl{Q)) « -bK2(l + cK). 
Rear rang ing Eq. (2 .66) and assuming A F (Q —> oo, 1Z(Q) —>• 0 ) , i n w h i c h l i m i t Apo(Q) —> 
0, one f inds t h a t , a sympto t i ca l l y , for any effect ive charge TZ{Q) 
l i m QF(1l(Q)) = An , (2.68) 
Q—kx> 
Here A # is a observable-dependent scaling constant w i t h the dimensions of energy, and 
we have def ined a universa l Q C D scaling f u n c t i o n 
F(x) = e - ^ b x ( l + l / c x ) c / b , (2.69) 
w i t h 
F(x) = - b \ n f ( x ) (2.70) 
T h e p r o p e r t y (2.68) m a y be t e r m e d asymptotic scaling [53]. G i v e n su f f i c i en t ly large values 
of Q t h i s p r o p e r t y can ev iden t l y serve as a test of Q C D , b u t since An is not universa l i t 
cannot use fu l ly be app l i ed at f i x e d values of Q. 
As we w i l l now show, the constant An ob ta ined w i t h the p a r t i c u l a r choice r/(x) = — bx'2( l + 
cx) is precisely the A i n t r o d u c e d i n Eq. (2 .18) . Consider the coup l ing a w i t h scale p = Q 
using the M S s u b t r a c t i o n procedure i n N L O , and w i t h the higher order b e t a - f u n c t i o n 
coeff icients zero ( ' t H o o f t scheme [50]). T h i s defines an all-orders coup l ing w i t h 
F{a) = bln-Q- . (2.71) 
W i t h a —> 0 as Q —> oo, one has 
R ~ a + r f S ( Q ) a 2 + --- , (2.72) 
so a sympto t i c a l l y , 
F ~ F ( a ) - r f S ( Q ) a 2 + -- - , (2.73) 
where the ell ipsis denote te rms w h i c h vanish as Q —> oo. In se r t i ng Eq . (2 .73) i n t o Eq . (2 .68) 
and us ing Eq.(2 .71) we o b t a i n f o r Q —> oo the exact Celmaster-Gonslaves r e l a t i on [40] 
A n e - ^ / b = A w . (2.74) 
C o m p a r i n g Eq. (2 .20) and (2.74) we have tha t An = A . 
I f the nex t - to - l ead ing order ( N L O ) p e r t u r b a t i v e coeff ic ient rx = r ^ s ( p = Q) has been 
ca lcu la ted ( i n the MS scheme w i t h scale p2 = Q2 for ins tance) , t h e n can be conver ted 
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into a universal scaling constant A j j j y i a the exact relation (2.74). Use of different 
subtraction procedures results in different constants which, however, a,re still universal. 
Using the exact Eq.(2.74) and Eq.(2.68) one finds that, asymptotically, for any effective 
charge H(Q) 
lim Qf(K(Q))e-^b = A m . (2.75) 
This property may be termed universal asymptotic scaling [53], and can be used to test 
QCD at fixed Q by looking at the scatter in QJ7(7Z(yQ))e~Tl^b for various observables [38]. 
Furthermore, one can then identify bln(Q/An) with the NLO RS-invariant po{Q) [38] 
using Eq.(2.18) 
6In = p0(Q) = bin - r ^ ( p = Q) , (2.76) AT? 
One can see that and p0 are connected with the asymptotic dependence of 7Z on Q 
i.e. liniQ^oo 1Z(Q) ~ 1/po- In principle or po could be measured given unlimited 
accelerator energies. 
Finally, using Eq.(2.76) we can rewrite Eq.(2.66) as 
F(K(Q)) = M n - ^ - r p ( Q ) - Ap0(Q) 
= po(Q) - Ap0(Q) . (2.77) 
As stressed by [38] Eq.(2.77) holds beyond perturbation theory for the measured observable 
7i{Q) and Apo(Q) constructed from the measured running of 1Z{Q), d/R.(Q)/dlnQ = 
—bp(7Z(Q)). No reference was made to perturbation theory except to assume AF. That 
is, we can write a non-perturbative closed expression exactly relating the universal QCD 
dimensional mass transmutation parameter Ajjg to physical observables. 
2.5.3 The effective charge scheme 
One could, of course, write down Eq.(2.77) perturbatively in the EC scheme by using 
the integrated beta-function Eq.(2.25) with a ( n» = KSn\ TEC = p0 and B(n) = p{n*> = 
1 + cx + p2X2 + • • • + pnxn • The scheme parameters are then the RS-invariant quantities 
P0,P2,P3, ••• ,Pn-
The pk can be calculated in any convenient scheme. For example pi. the NNLO EC 
beta-function coefficient, can be calculated in the MS RS given the NLO and NNLO 
perturbative coefficients, r ^ s and r.^ s 
P2 = c™ + r f - c r p - r f 2 , (2.78) 
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with Cj the three-loop MS beta-function coefficient. This can be inserted into the inte-
grated beta-function Eq.(2.77) and solved for a(n) = 11 = 1Zdata to evaluate p0. 
In low orders of perturbation theory there is a close connection between the EC and 
PMS methods, and they give practically identical results. For example at NLO we have 
F(a) = p0 (EC) and F(a) + = p0 (PMS). In both cases p0 is then adjusted to give 
7^ ( 1 ) -1Z(l) 
'^PMS/EC — ,K-data-
As we will discuss further in Chapter 3, it is believed that perturbation theory gives 
only asymptotic series which diverge at high orders. However, in optimized schemes 
such as PMS and EC one cannot regard perturbation theory as a conventional power 
series expansion in a fixed parameter. As noted in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 perturbative 
approximants written in terms of RS-invariants are not polynomials in the coupling. The 
effects of optimization at higher orders and their possible convergence or divergence is 
thus of interest, and it has been suggested that optimized schemes may converge [53, 55]. 
2.6 Summary and conclusions 
Stevenson's [37] parametrization of the RS offers an explicit realisation of the RG in 
massless QCD. For perturbation theory truncated at 0(an+1) we require n independent 
parameters, r, c2, c 3,. . . , cn, to label the RS dependence of the coupling and perturbative 
coefficients. Crucially we can construct RG-invariant quantities pQ,p2,... from pertur-
bative Feynman diagram calculations which together completely determine the physical 
observable. At NLO this leads to the exact Celmaster-Gonslaves equation, relating two 
A's in two RS's exactly given only the NLO perturbative coefficients in the two schemes. 
Using these RS-invariants the perturbative coefficients in any RS can be obtained. 
To exploit these RS-invariants we introduced the EC formalism, which is a refinement and 
extension of RG-improved perturbation theory, and therefore different from the conven-
tional concept of a power-series expansion in a fixed-parameter. One non-perturbatively 
identifies each observable as an all-orders coupling, with both coupling and beta-function 
experimental observables. We emphasise that the non-perturbative derivation of the EC 
formalism makes it more general than the adoption of a specific scheme. Given p(x) and 
Aj^g, 1Z is unambiguously fixed by Eq.(2.77). Our knowledge of p(x) can be increased from 
perturbation theory and independently from measurements of the running of 1Z, and then 
their consistency checked. These advantages will make the EC formalism a cornerstone 
for the ideas in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
Chapter 3 
Perturbat ion theory at large-orders 
3.1 Introduction 
The subject of large-order perturbation theory (LOPT) has aroused new interest in the 
last decade, with particular attention paid to the power corrections to QCD predictions 
for hard scattering processes. One can point out two reasons for this growing interest in 
the large-order behaviour of the perturbative expansion coefficients in QCD: 
• The theoretical problem of how physical observables can be reconstructed from 
their (often divergent) power series expansions. The discovery that for most prac-
tical quantum field theories the perturbative expansions demonstrate divergent be-
haviour at large orders must cause concern since it is our best tool for extracting 
phenomenological predictions. 
• The practical need to assess the usefulness of evaluating multi-loop Feynman dia-
grams in QCD. Considerable effort has been devoted to the computation of higher-
order QCD perturbative corrections; in some cases NNLO approximants are known, 
and we now seem to be at the limit of what can be achieved analytically or numer-
ically. If the series is divergent, the next order may represent no improvement with 
respect to the lower-order result. On the contrary, at a certain order it will lead to 
deterioration — an effect exacerbated if the energy scale is low. 
In this chapter we review the means by which perturbation theory, as applied to quantum 
field theory (QFT), has been investigated at large orders, and the insights and inter-
pretations which have been consequently gained. We start in Section 3.2 by presenting 
Dyson's argument for the divergence of QED. To clarify how it is that the application of 
54 
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fixed order perturbation theory to QFT gives such spectacular agreement with experiment 
when it appears to ignore an infinite number of divergent higher order terms we introduce 
the concept of an asymptotic series and the method of Borel summation in Sections 3.3 
and 3.4. We move on in Section 3.5 to consider the large-iV/ expansion as a method 
to resum the subset of Feynman diagrams which cause the divergence of the perturba-
tive theory in QED and QCD. Section 3.6 considers the application of Borel transform 
technology to encode the divergent behaviour of the expansion coefficients in the form 
of renormalon singularities in the Borel plane. Briefly mentioning instanton singularities 
in Section 3.7, we move on in Section 3.8 to discuss the progress made in understanding 
the link between renormalons and non-perturbative power corrections, emphasising the 
role of operator product expansion in phenomenological calculations. Section 3.9 contains 
concluding remarks. For a more detailed review of LOPT see [56, 57]. 
3.2 The divergence of the Q E D perturbation theory 
A physically intuitive argument to show that perturbative expansions in QED would 
diverge was presented by F.J. Dyson in 1952 [58]. To illustrate the mechanism we start by 
considering the perturbative expansion for a generic physical quantity / , in renormalized 
QED perturbation theory 
CO 
/ ( e 2 ) = fo + fie2 + f2e4 + --- = J2 fk(e2)k , (3.1) 
k=0 
where e is the electron charge and is calculated using Feynman diagram methods. Let 
us assume that the series in Eq.(3.1) is the Taylor expansion of / (e 2 ) , uniquely determining 
/ ( e 2 ) , with radius of convergence p > 0 centred at the origin in the complex e2 plane. 
Then / (e 2 ) is analytic V|e| < p. Given this assumption, then, for sufficiently small values 
of e, / (— je 2 | ) will also be an analytic function with a convergent power series expansion. 
Consider a 'gedanken' universe in which e2 = — e2 < 0, so that on a macroscopic scale 
the Coulomb interaction is opposite to that in our universe: like charges attract, unlike 
charges repel. Field theoretical fluctuations in the quantum vacuum continually result in 
the spontaneous creation and annihilation of electron-positron pairs. If enough electrons 
spontaneously appear in the vicinity of our system it will cause the energy of the system 
to decrease 1 . Moreover with enough pair production this decrease will be greater than 
the energy required to create all the lepton pairs. Pair production becomes energetically 
xWe do not take into account the Pauli principle which forbids us to put an arbitrary number of 
fermions in the same quantum state. The argument is only really valid for charged bosons. 
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favourable and manifests itself as a real process. Real electrons materialize from out of 
the vacuum and a pathological situation develops as it becomes ever more favourable for 
the vacuum to decay. Once this state is realised, an irreversible process of pair creation 
will set, in until an infinite number of pairs has been created. With a finite probability for 
the required pair-creation, the disintegration of the vacuum is inevitable. 
Therefore for e2 < 0 the physical quantity / cannot be well-defined. Thus the series in 
Eq.(3.1) must have a zero radius of convergence and our observable f(e2) can at best be 
analytic in the complex e2 plane with a singularity at e2 — 0 and the negative real axis 
excluded. We conclude that the quantum tunneling instability between the vacua of the 
real universe and gedanken universe introduces a cut in the amplitude on the negative 
real axis, leading to the divergence of perturbation theory. As we will demonstrate in 
Section 3.6 one finds that LOPT has a generic factorial type divergence. 
This conjecture has been questioned [55]. Eq.(3.1) can only generate a series in positive 
powers of the coupling. All analytic functions, however, are expressible as a Laurent 
expansion, which includes negative as well as positive powers of the expansion parameter. 
The perturbation expansion of a field theoretic quantity is therefore inherently incomplete, 
and incapable of providing all the information we require to construct the functional form 
of a physical observable. A physical observable is determined by its perturbative expansion 
plus non-perturbative effects. For example, the term e~1//e2 is non-perturbative and would 
not contribute to the expansion on the right hand side of Eq.(3.1) - it is invisible in 
perturbation theory. It is possible for the perturbative expansion to converges to some 
well-behaved analytic function and that it is the non-perturbative part of the function 
f(e2) that has an essential singularity at the origin. The latter is then wholly responsible 
for the singular nature of / (e 2 ) and it is not possible to deduce anything about the 
divergence of the perturbative expansion from Dyson's argument. 
Despite the fact that Dyson's analysis is not entirely rigorous the general conclusion that 
QED perturbative series have zero radius of convergence raises important considerations. 
We must explain exactly how truncated perturbative series still have meaning when the 
series themselves formally diverge for any physical value of the expansion parameter. 
3.3 Asymptotic series 
To answer this question we assume that perturbative series in QFT's are in general asymp-
totic expansions. In our example this means that the sum on the right hand side of Eq.(3.1) 
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does not necessarily reproduce f(e2) uniquely but rather it converges asymptotically to-
wards / (e 2 ) for a finite number of terms, after which it begins to diverge. 
Definition of an asymptotic series 
Formally let us consider a general function f(g) which is analytic in the domain V, 
where T> is a subset of the complex plane having the origin as an accumulation point. 
Perturbation theory (PT) is based on expressing f(g) in the form of the power series at 
the origin 
CO 
f(g) = Efn9'\ (3-2) 
n = 0 
where g, the expansion parameter (usually the coupling in QFT), is considered to be a 
small numerical quantity. 
A formal series (3.2) is called asymptotic to f(g) on the domain T> if the sequence of 
remainders Rjvig) satisfies [59], 
RN(g) = I f(g) - fN(g) I < CN+1\g\N+1 VN,Vg e V (3.3) 
where fj\(g) = Yln=ofn9n l S the Nth partial sum. That is, the right hand side of Eq.(3.2) 
diverges V g ^ 0 and in D it satisfies the bound Eq.(3.3) V Ar. 
The optimum order of an asymptotic series 
The bound on Riv(g) supplies the method by which we can make sense of a divergent 
series. It informs us that if we choose to truncate the series after the first N terms we can 
obtain an approximation to f(g) which for any N improves as \g\ —> 0, with a discrepancy 
that is of one order higher then the approximant itself. 
We note that if a small enough \g\ is inserted into the divergent series, then there will be 
an initial period of convergence before eventual divergence. One may define the accuracy 
e{g) of the remainder function evaluated at Nopt, where Nopt is such as to minimise the 
remainder function. As \g\ increases from zero, period of convergence of the series (given 
by N) diminishes monotonically from infinity, reaching zero at a critical value \g\ = \gc\; 
then there is instant divergence. Correspondingly e(g) will increase monotonically from 
zero. Furthermore for \g\ < \gc\, Nopt should give the point at which the period of 
convergence ends. 
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So, despite the fact that the infinite series is divergent for all non-zero values of g, the 
partial sum of N terms can be used to estimate f{g) providing \g\ is small. For a particular 
fixed value of \g\ we can minimize the bound on the error in this estimate by minimizing 
the right hand side of Eq.(3.3) with respect to A r. Hence we can find the optimum 
number of terms, A ^ t , to take in the partial sum. For QED the expansion parameter is 
the fine structure constant, a ~ 1/137. Assuming the expansion coefficients grow as n!, 
minimizing fnan gives Nopt ~ 1/a ~ 137. Thus QED starts to diverge only at ~137th 
order in the perturbative expansion, far beyond the present (or future) state-of-the-art in 
Feynman diagrams calculations. 
Let us consider a slightly more general choice of form for the coefficients, / „ , which will 
lead to similar behaviour; that is, convergence of the partial sum up to Nopt terms, and 
divergence of the series beyond Aopt terms. So, for example, 
CN = AC'NN\ . (3.4) 
We can then write down a function of g which will characterize the maximum accuracy 
of the partial sum to A" terms: 
e(flf) = mm 
= fNopt\g\Nop' • (3.5) 
Using the Stirling formula Eq.(A.4) for n! at large n, so that for /„ of the form given in 
Eq.(3.4), j V o p t ~ C/\g\. We then find that 
e(g)~eM-C/\g\}. (3.6) 
Uniqueness 
The fact that the asymptotic series can approximate f(g) only to a finite accuracy, t(g), 
indicates that knowledge of the asymptotic series alone does not allow us to unambiguously 
and uniquely determine its corresponding function f(g). 
Generally, if we have 
oo 
£ / n $ B « / t o ) . (3.7) 
n = 0 
where means 'is asymptotic /o' 2 , then it may be proved there always exists a function 
f{g), analytic in the region |arg<jr| < 0 with 0 < 9 < T T / 2 , satisfying Eq.(3.7) for any 
2 The requirement of asymptoticity in Eq.(3.7) for a perturbation series is not a formal assumption. 
Its physical meaning is that there is a smooth transition in the coupling parameter between the system 
with interaction and the system without it. 
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set of coefficients { / n } , however 'violent' the behaviour of the expansion coefficients f n 
as n —> oo [59]. To a function f(g) satisfying Eq.(3.7), one can acid a term of the form 
Aexp(-B/gk), with 0 < 2k9 < 7r, with A real and B > 0, without violating Eq.(3.3) 
within V [59] 
OO 
£ fn9n « f(9) + Aexp[-B/gk] . (3.8) 
n = 0 
provided that i?cos (8/2) > C and that \A\ is sufficiently small. This new function is also 
analytic in D and satisfies the bound given in Eq.(3.3). Further, in contrast to Eq.(3.2), 
the relation (3.7) does not determine the function f(g) uniquely, even when all the f n 
are explicitly given and the set of rays approaching the point g = 0 is specified. Even 
then an infinite class of functions f(g) is defined by Eq.(3.7). On the other hand any 
given function f(g) can only correspond to one and only one asymptotic series. Note the 
ambiguity in Eq.(3.8) has the construction of a non-perturbative term. Thus the divergent 
nature of the perturbative series in itself implies that the PT cannot fully describe QFT. 
However, there is one situation in which the asymptotic series defines a unique function. 
If 9 > IT then, for some g such that | arg g\ > w/2, £?cos(arg g) < 0 and the only way in 
which the right hand side of Eq.(3.7) can be bounded by e(g) is if A = 0. Then the right 
hand side of Eq.(3.7) reduces to f(g) over the whole domain and the asymptotic series 
defines f(g) uniquely. 
We stress that an asymptotic series need not be a divergent series. Consider a counterex-
ample, the function F(g) = f(g) + Ae'B^9 with A real and B > 0, where f(g) is analytic 
at the origin. F(g) all have, in the right half plane, the same asymptotic expansion, which 
is identical with the Taylor series for f{g); so the asymptotic expansion of all the singular 
functions F(g) is a convergent series because of analyticity of f(g). 
We emphasise that the divergence of a perturbation expansion does not signal an incon-
sistency in the theory. The central problem is always that of uniqueness — determining 
whether the asymptotic expansion uniquely determines the function f(g) or not. 
3.4 Borel summation 
A large class of asymptotic series can be given precise meaning by means of the method of 
Borel summation, provided that certain additional conditions are imposed on /(</). As a 
result Borel summation techniques have been widely adopted in QFT. It is important to 
state, however, that this procedure is only one of many possible summation methods, and 
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correspondingly Borel summability (Borel non-summability) cannot serve as fundamental 
classification criterion for the consistency (inconsistency) of a theory. 
3.4.1 The Borel transform 
The series 
.A.'/) £ /••.'/" ( ; 3 - 9 ) 
n = 0 
is called Borel summable if [59] 
• its Borel transform B(z), 
oo r 
B{z) = j : V - (3-10) 
n = 0 
converges inside some circle, | z |< 8. b > 0; 
• B(z) has the analytic continuation to the neighbourhood of an infinite strip of non-
vanishing width bisected by the positive real semi-axis Re z > 0. 
• the integral, called the Borel sum. 
1 f°° 
9 
converges for some g ^ 0. 
f°  i 
F{g) = - e-z/°B(z)dz, (3.11) 
g Jo 
One may regard Eq.(3.11) as the definition of the sum of the series [59], valid when it 
has a particular set of analytic properties. This definition, however, is far from being 
completely arbitrary. If B(z) is replaced by its power series expansion and one integrates 
term by term then the series Eq.(3.9) is exactly reproduced. Strictly this procedure is not 
mathematically rigorous, since integration and infinite summation do not always commute 
and it is incorrect to write F(g) — f{g). It does nonetheless suggest that F(g) f(g) i.e. 
the Borel sum of the series is asymptotic to f(g). 
To motivate this method of summation we use a simple example. Consider a generic 
quantity D, calculated in perturbation theory with the coupling a, 
CO 
D(a) = J£dnan. (3.12) 
n = 0 
Using the definition of the factorial function this can be rewritten 
1 f°° w roo 
D(a) = £ dnan— / dte'H71. (3.13) 
n = 0 n - ^ ° 
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If the series (3.12) has a non-vanishing convergence radius 6, the integration in (3.13) 
can be exchanged with the sum inside the circle. If we are outside the circle or if the 
convergence radius is zero, 6 = 0, we can exchange the order of integration and summation 
to define the series by the same expression (provided that the integral converges). In either 
case, taking z = at this gives 
f°° 00 (at)n 1 r,x> 
D{a)= cite-1 Tdn—t- = - / dze-z/aB(z). (3.14) 
Jo Q n\ a Jo 
where B is the Borel transform of D. The process of taking a divergent series in QFT and 
applying the Borel transform to extract a function which corresponds to it asymptotically 
is termed Borel resummation. This makes Borel summation a powerful tool in QFT. 
Convergence properties 
The convergence properties of the Borel transform (3.10) are superior to those of (3.9). To 
see this let us compare the convergence radius p% and p2 of (3.9) and (3.10) respectively 
using the Cauchy root test. We have 
l / P l = l im ( / K | , l/p2 = lim d\dn\ln\ . (3.15) 
The factor \/n\ between px and p2 indicates that if the convergence radius of the original 
series is nonvanishing, that of B(z) will be infinite. 
Uniqueness 
The Borel summability of a perturbation series is not the same as the possibility of the 
complete determination of the physical observable from which the perturbative expansion 
results. To deal with the problem of uniqueness in Borel summation we need to know 
more about the physical observable, and it turns out to be necessary to, a priori, prove 
something about the remainder function. 
The necessary criterion of Borel summability is given by Watson's lemma [59], or one of 
the many later refinements [57]. If the full functional form of F(g) may be recovered from 
its perturbative expansion f(g) we may call such a function Borel recoverable [55]. Since 
Watson's lemma implies that the function F(g) is unique, we conclude that no function of 
the form of Eq.(3.8) can satisfy the condition Eq.(3.3). So the limiting of the remainder 
function is responsible for ruling out the possibility non-perturbative effects. 
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In general for QCD the conditions for Borel recoverability are not satisfied, which is to be 
expected since non-perturbative effects are known to be present. In QCD the analyticity 
region is not a disc but a wedge of zero opening angle [50, 57]. To recover the ful l analytic 
form of the function in such an analyticity region the growth of the expansion coefficients 
cannot exceed (In??.)71, however, as we shall see in the Section 3.5 the growth is n!. 
Universality 
The Green functions of a theory are related through the Schwinger-Dyson equations and 
generalized Ward-Takahashi identities. Physical observables are then constructed by the 
means of these operations — essentially made up of multiplications and divisions — acting 
on the Green functions. 
f t is found that these operations do not result in new singularities in the Borel plane [50]. 
Therefore the interconnectedness, through Schwinger-Dyson equations, of all Green's func-
tions ensures that a singularity in the Borel transform of one Green function propagates 
through to the Borel transform of all others. Moreover, it follows that the location of sin-
gularities in the Borel plane must be universal in all Borel transforms within each theory 
[60]. This implies the perturbative expansions of a theory all have the similar divergence 
characteristics. 
3.4.2 Exploiting Borel transform technology 
To give sense to Eq.(3.f l ) we need convergence of the integral and that B(z) has no 
singularities in the integration range (the positive real axis). 
Consider, for example, the divergent series with an alternating sign factorial behaviour 
of the perturbative coefficients, dn = ( — \)nn\. The corresponding Borel transform and 
Borel sum are then given by 
B(z) = = - 4 > D{a) = r dze~''a-±- . (3.16) 
where we have assumed analytic continuation along the whole real line. This integral is 
well-defined, and D(a) has been successfully resummed. 
The method can fail if we take a fixed-sign factorial behaviour, dn = n!, as an example, 
however, we obtain 
0 0 1 f » . I 
B(z) = E(zT = TZ > D ( a ) = / d z e " Z / a T Z ^ • ( 3 - 1 7 ) 
n = 0 I Z JO 1 
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The pole at z = 1 on the integration range means that this integral does not exist for 
a positive (where D(a) has a cut), nor is the Borel sum of such a series defined. For 
other values of o, the integral converges, selecting one of the functions having Y^=o n-a'1 
as asymptotic expansion within the angle 0 < arg a < 2ir. The summation can be defined 
in many ways; there are infinitely many functions with this asymptotic expansion. For 
instance, one can add any term of the form Aexp( — l/a) for 0 < a < 1/2. 
More generally, we can consider 
d n = [ - \ n'n\ . (3.18) 
with 7 > 0. The Borel transform is then of the form 
* « > - ( T ^ ^ • (3.i9) 
To see this we work backwards. For \z/zi\ < 1 we can expand binomially, and if 7 > 0 we 
obtain 
, t < ! I + ^ ( £ ) " . ,3.20) 
~ 0 n ! 7 ! \ z j 
Using Stirling's theorem, Eq.(A.4), one can then show that for large n 
(ra + 7)! 
n 7 ( l + 0 ( l / n ) ) . (3.21) 
Therefore to leading order in 1 /n we obtain 
00 / ~ \ n 
B { z ) ~ Y , n l [ T ) • ( 3 / 2 2 ) 
n = 0 \ Z t / 
We have seen that the Borel transform can be used to classify divergent series. The generic 
n\ divergence leads to a singularity in the Borel plane. The nature of this singularity is 
determined by the value of 7; if 7 is a positive integer we have a pole; and for non-integer 
7 a branch point singularity in the z-plane at z — zt. The position of the singularity in 
the Borel plane is determined by (l/zt). If (1 /^ ) is negative (positive) the singularity lies 
on the positive (negative) real axis of the Borel plane. Only for [l/zt) negative will the 
series admit Borel summation - otherwise the singularity prevents us from resumming the 
integral. 
However, we can still give meaning to the integral such as in Eq.(3.17) by specifying a 
prescription to go around the pole. The result will then depend on the chosen prescription. 
For example if we define 
D+ ,_(a) = f ° dze-^a- 1-— , (3.23) 
J0 1 — Z ± 16 
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then the difference is proportional to the residue at z = 1 
D+(a) - D_{a) ~ exp( - l / a ) . (3.24) 
Fortunately the resulting ambiguity is of the order exp( — z/a) so that if this quantity 
is small it may be neglected. For singularities more complicated than poles a similarly 
exponentially small ambiguity arises near a — 0. 
In strictly renormalizable theories, like <f>\, QED and QCD, there are large order diver-
gences associated with a single class of diagrams. These bubble chain diagrams create a 
characteristic n\ divergence in the perturbative coefficients. Transforming to the Borel 
plane this behaviour induces a set of singularities called renormalons. This feature was 
first identified in QED by Lautrup [61] and 't Hooft [50] and accordingly we will begin 
our discussion of these singularities by looking at contributions to the QED vacuum po-
larization function. We will then turn to consider the analogous situation for the QCD 
vacuum polarization function defined in Section 1.7.1. 
For a full calculation of U(Q2) in QED we must take into account insertions in the photon 
propagator, which take the form of a vacuum polarization blob. We identify the sequence 
of Feynman diagrams, shown in Figure 3.1 (this is shown for QCD — for QED we replace 
the gluon lines with photon lines), contributions to the two-point correlator from one-loop 
vacuum polarization diagrams with a one-chain of fermion bubbles inserted. 
There is a very natural way to separate out the perturbative contribution from one-
loop vacuum polarization diagrams with a chain of n fermion bubbles inserted. We will 
consider variants of minimal subtraction, MS with renormalization scale /.i — evQ, where 
u is an jVj-independent number. In such cases the 1/e pole appearing in dimensional 
regularization is subtracted along with an ^/--independent finite part. The most general 
subtraction procedure, however, which will result in perturbative coefficients polynomial 
in Nj, can be regarded as MS with scale fj, — eu+v/bQ, where v is again Ar/-independent. 
We shall refer to such renormalization schemes as 'regular' schemes. Any variant of 
minimal subtraction with an ^/-independent renormalization scale will have v=0. 
For a wide range of "quark-initiated" [62] QCD observables, the perturbative coefficients 
dn can then be organized as polynomials of degree n in the number of of active quark 
3.5 The Large- Nr expansion 
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+ n 
n bubbles 
Figure 3.1: Leading large-contribution at nth order in perturbation theory. 
flavours, Nj - a large Nj expansion; we assume massless quarks. 
dn = d^N] + r i J r 1 1 ^ - 1 + • • • + 4°] • (3-25) 
The Ay-expansion coefficients, d^~r\ will consist of sums of multinomials in C 4 = N and 
CF = (A^2 - l ) /2A r , of SU(A) QCD; and will have the structure CNA~R-SCF (note the 
prefactor of CF in Eq.(1.61) so that each term is of degree n. 
The terms in the large-A^-expansion correspond to Feynman diagrams with differing num-
bers of vacuum polarization loops. In general, when the nth coefficient is considered, the 
leading contribution d^Nf from the large-Nj expansion will come from the diagrams in 
Figure 3.1, since these diagrams contribute ~ g2n+2Nj ~ an+lNJ. As we shall demon-
strate in the next section this contribution to the perturbative series at nth order from 
leading coefficient d^Nj is found to behave like n\ for large n. This divergent behaviour of 
the expansion coefficients cannot be cancelled since the bubble diagrams have the highest 
power of Nj for any given power of the coupling a. 
We should note that these single bubble chains alone contribute the leading large-A1/ 
behaviour. For example, if we consider the behaviour of a generic two chain diagram, see 
Figure 3.2, then this will contribute gn+2g2t+2Nk+t ^ ak+t+2Nk+t W e find t h i s i s 0(1/Nf) 
in the large-Nj expansion and hence subleading. Some doubts have been raised as to the 
validity of the assumption that the subleading terms make a negligible contribution to 
the asymptotics [63]. This point will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.2: A generic two-chain diagram 
Having identified the diagrams which will be of interest, we now proceed to sketch the 
calculation of these diagrams in this and the following section. Applying the Feynman 
rules to the diagrams in Figure 3.1, one finds that the leading coefficient in the large-Nj 
expansion, is of the form [64] 
/W ~ [ * ! L [ * P - } B W ( p - k ) T T 
J (2TTW (2TT)M P A [ P ' (2TYJ (2 
+2B™(k)Tr 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Here Bj%) is the renormalized sum of n bubbles: 
B<ff{k) = ( * ' * * ~ * V ) [-Mk2) 
where U.2{k2) is the contribution of one bubble, 
(3.26) 
3.27 
In — + C 
t1 
(3.28) 
where b is the first beta-function coefficient and C depends on the renormalization scheme. 
So, for MS C = -5 /3 ; and for the V-scheme (MS with fi = exp[-5/6]<9) C = 0. 
bumming over the large-iVy, d^NJ, terms is equivalent, in the case of vacuum polar-
ization, to performing a Dyson summation correcting the photon propagator in QED. 
Expanding (1 + n ( & 2 ) ) - 1 as a geometrical progression, and integrating over the momen-
tum fc, one can extract the coefficient d f f l to all-orders. 
Large-Nf expansions have been widely used in the past in the investigation of large-order 
behaviour and renormalons [64]. Techniques such as the Gegenbauer polynomial £-space 
method [64] for evaluating the loop integrals in such diagrams exactly in all-orders have 
been developed and rather compact results for QCD vacuum polarization [64, 65] (and 
hence its Minkowski continuations, the e+e~ QCD i?-ratio and the r-decay ratio, i? T); 
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Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) sum rules [66]; and heavy quark decay widths and pole 
masses [67, 68] obtained. A general procedure enabling c/f to be obtained from knowledge 
of the one-loop correction with a fictitious gluon mass has been developed [62, 69]. 
Progress in applying the Nf expansion in QED [70] has led Broadhurst to a generating 
function for the leading order ( large-Nf) coefficients of the QED Gell-Mann-Low function 
(MOM scheme beta-function) [65]: 




P(x) = — V ( ~ ^ k k (3 30) 
can be explicitly evaluated in closed form [65]: 
*W (n - 1) 2n + 4 
2" ( n - 2 ) ! ( - 3 )
f t - J 
1 6 £ S ( l - 2 - 2 ' ) ( l - 2 2 - " ) C 2 . + i 
^ 1 f > s > 0 
(3.31) 
Using this result one can then obtain the leading-order large-Nf result for the QCD Adler 
D-function. In the MS scheme with /.i2 = Q2 one has [66] 
= 2 7 > ! 5 ; ; w + 2 " " \ , , (3-32) m l ( n - m ) ! 
where the group theory factor Tp = 1/2 in the standard fermion representation. The 
(—5/9)m factors enter since one is converting from the MOM scheme Adler function to 
that in the MS scheme. The results of Eq.(3.31) and (3.32) are in agreement with the 
exactly known coefficients and cffl in Eq.(1.64) and Eq.(1.65) . 
Rather than using the MS scheme with u = Q we find that considerable simplification in 
the form of the asymptotic behaviour results from choosing the so-called V scheme [51], 
MS with fi = e~5/6Q, which is directly related to the QED MOM scheme. With this 
choice n 2 is a simple logarithm with no finite part. Eq.(3.32) then becomes 
dH = 2Tfnq>[^] . (3.33) 
We will discuss DIS sum rules and the experimentally relevant Minkowski continuations 
of D, the i?-ratio and tau-decay ratio RT1 in much greater detail in the Chapter 4 where 
we explore the possibilities of constructing all-orders resummations from our knowledge 
of the Borel transforms of these quantities. 
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3.6 Renormalons 
We have identified that the contribution of the required bubble-chain diagrams is given 
by the highest power of Nr. the lea.ding coefficient d^Nj, We now apply our knowledge 
of the Borel transform to investigate the large-order behaviour of the perturbative coef-
ficients in QED and QCD. The factorial growth of the expansion coefficients will lead to 
singularities in the Borel transform. We wish now to obtain information on how these 
2-plane singularities of the vacuum polarization function in the Borel plane encode the 
large-order behaviour of the perturbative coefficients. 
3.6.1 Renormalons in Q E D 
We begin again with QED. Returning to Eq.(3.26), the contribution to the order n term 
from insertions of chains of one-fermion bubble graphs in the expansion of the vacuum 
polarization function can be cast in the form 
dnan+' ~ / - ^ F { k \ k • q, Q2)^H(k2) . (3.34) 
where IT(AT 2 ) = ( — l~I2(£;2))n and U2(k2) is the second order vacuum polarization. After 
renormalization, and performing the d 4p and angular integrations on Eq.(3.26) we have 
U2 ba, k 
(3.35) 
where we have inserted the leading logarithmic term only. Summing over n-bubble con-
tributions we then obtain 
D ~ Y,dna n+1 .inu. 
n=0 
J k2dk2$ 1 . Q , k 7 , . (3.36) \Q2J k2\ + bfln(^) 
We now split the integration range into small and large k2. For the infra-red (IR) region, 
from 0 < k2 < Q2, we can expand the kernel §(k2/Q2) in powers of its argument, leading 
to a generic term proportional to 
.2 \ J + l 
Changing variable to t ~ \nQ2/k2 and further rescaling by z = at(j + 1) we obtain 
Q2 r ^ . - 9 , a 1 
D ~ Q2 — (—V+1 * (3 37) 
D ~ Q Jo k2 [Q2) l + * l n ( & ) ' ( } 
D ~ 
J + - - « - 2 j + l 
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This is directly in the form of a Borel transform. We see that the IR region leads to poles 
in the Borel plane at z = 2(j + l)/b, j = 1, 2 , . . . . 
A similar procedure can be repeated for the ultraviolet region Q2 < k2 < oo. In this case 
<b(k2/Q2) is expanded at large k2 in powers of Q2/k2 so that the generic power (Q2/k2)J 
contributes 
After changing variable to t = \nk2/Q2, and rescaling according to z = ( j — \)at this 
becomes 
We see that the UV region leads to poles in the Borel plane at z — —2(j — l)/b ( j = 
These poles are termed renormalons and explicit calculation shows that they are located 
at z = 2l/b, I = - 1 , ±2 , ± 3 , . . . . For QED we have 6 = -2/3Nf, so we find that the infra-
red renormalons, which are associated with an alternating sign factorial divergence of the 
perturbative coefficients, dn ~ ( —l) n n! , reside on the negative real axis. They are not 
on the integration range, and hence do not represent an ambiguity in the reconstruction 
of D(a) from its perturbative expansion. IR renormalons essentially arise from infrared 
divergences of bubble diagrams similar to that in Figure 3.1. 
The UV renormalons are located on the positive real axis, and are associated with a 
fixed-sign factorial growth, dn ~ n!, of the perturbative coefficients. Since they reside 
on the integration path they represent a genuine ambiguity in the reconstruction of a 
function from its divergent perturbative expansion. This, of course, corresponds to the 
non-perturbative region of the non-asymptotically free theory of QED. These poles are 
induced by the presence of the Landau pole of QED, where the running coupling diverges, 
i.e. the pole at 1 + \ba \n(k2/Q2) — 0. This occurs at very high momenta and is due to 
the same bubble insertions in the photon propagator. 
3.6.2 Renormalons in Q C D 
For the QCD vacuum polarization function one can also consider one-loop diagrams with 
a single gluon line inserted. In the non-abelian QCD case the insertion of fermion loops 
is insufficient to reconstruct the complete beta-function. In fact the one-loop corrections 





l + | l n ( f ) Q2 k2 \ k 
(3.39) 
Q2 a dze D b z 1 + J 0 
(3.40) 
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that if extra gauge-dependent parts of other diagrams are added the net result will simply 
be a gauge invariant reconstruction of the QCD beta-function coefficient b. 
For the asymptotically free theory of QCD the first beta function coefficient is of opposite 
sign to that in QED. Therefore replacing the first QED beta-function by the first QCD 
beta-function in the analysis above we find that the UV and IR. regions are swapped 
around. 
If we include a number of refinements, such as subleasing beta-function coefficients and 
logarithms, the positions of the singularities remain fixed but their nature changes, cor-
responding to the large-order behaviour of the QCD perturbative coefficients 
In general we see that the Borel plane singularities will be not poles, but of the branch 
point type. 
The final conclusion is that in QCD one in fact expects UV renormalon singularities, UV^, 
at z = Z£ = —2£/b, I — 1,2,3,. . . corresponding to an alternating sign factorial growth 
of the perturbative coefficients: and IR renormalon singularities, IR^, at z = zg = 2£/b, 
I — 1,2, 3, . . . corresponding to a fixed-sign factorial growth. 
Parisi [71] found that the UV divergences of the n-bubble diagrams have a very deep 
origin in the renormalization process. Based on the BPH theorem which states that all 
UV divergences can be removed by the introduction into the Lagrangian of counterterms 
of local operators, Parisi connected each pole with a local operator in the theory. Fur-
thermore Parisi showed that the location of the UV renormalons is independent of the 
choice of beta-function, although their strengths have a weak dependence on the second 
beta-function coefficient. 
In QCD it is the IR renormalon singularities, corresponding to the non-perturbative region 
of QCD, which reside on the integration path, and thus represent an ambiguity in the 
reconstruction of the observable. For the specific case of QCD vacuum polarization one 
expects IR j to be absent since, as will be discussed in the Section 3.8, there is no dimension 
two condensate in the corresponding OPE. 
We have seen that QED and QCD have perturbative expansions that are neither conver-
gent nor Borel summable. In the context of the Borel transform the non-Borel summability 
of the QED (QCD) perturbative series signals an ambiguity in D(a) at very high (low) 
n 
IR region dn ~ Cnn\n 2 
UV region 
n b 
dn ~ C „ ( - l ) n n ! n 21 
(3.41) 
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IR Renormalons 
F i g u r e 3.3: The singularity structure of the Borel transform of the Q C D quantity D{a), as discussed in 
the text. The relative positions of the singularities are based on b = 23/6, corresponding to SU(3) Q C D 
with Nj = 5. 
momenta. For QCD, however, perturbation theory is only relevant at high Q2 where 
a(Q2) is small due to asymptotic freedom. At large Q2 the ambiguities in the Borel plane 
associated with singularities behave as exp(—21/a). But in QCD a = 2/b\n(Q2 / A2) so 
that exp(—21 /a) ~ (A2/Q2)k. As a result the ambiguities are power suppressed with re-
spect to all the individual terms in the perturbative series which are only logarithmically 
suppressed. Similarly in QED the ambiguities are small because a is small at all realistic 
energies and therefore exp( — 21/a) is very small. As we noted in Section 3.4.2 it is possible 
to deform the contour in the Borel reconstruction integral of Eq.(3.11) around the pole by 
introducing a term ~ e~1| /a which vanishes in a perturbative expansion. It is the choice 
of the exact method of avoiding the pole that leads to the ambiguity in D(a). Terms 
~ e~1/ ,a correspond to non-perturbative effects and so discovering the correct method for 
negotiating the pole is necessarily equivalent to finding a non-perturbative solution of the 
theory. 
3.7 Instanton singularities 
There is another known source of singularities in the Borel plane from instanton contri-
butions. Instanton singularities do not arise from a specific set of diagrams, but rather 
are intimately related to the proliferation of Feynman diagrams at large orders, at least 
for quantum mechanics and super-renormalizable field theories [72]. The reason that this 
relation must hold for simpler theories is that, for finite, renormalized diagrams, the di-
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agrams themselves are bounded by a pure power law behaviour. Hence the only way in 
which factorial growth can manifest itself in the perturbative coefficients is through a 
combinatorical increase in the number of Feynman diagrams at large orders. 
In QCD there are singularities at Z( = 4f, 1= 1,2,3,... due to instanton/anti-instanton 
solutions of the classical equations of motion [50, 73] The known singularity structure 
of the D function, including instantons, is then summarised in Figure 3.3. Although 
instantons terms are conceptually important, since they represent a breakdown of the 
short-distance expansion, we shall not elaborate much further on the role of instanton 
singularities in QCD for two reasons. In vacuum polarization amplitudes the value of 
Zi corresponding to an instanton singularity is positive and large, so that the resulting 
ambiguities are strongly suppressed. Therefore renormalon singularities dominate the 
leading singularity structure in the Borel transform to the exclusion of instantons. Second, 
due to the universality of the location of the instanton singularities, which are independent 
of both N and Nj, they are invisible in the large-./V and large-Nj limits. So we shall not 
learn about them from exact large-Nj result. 
3.8 I R renormalons and the connection to the O P E 
Significant progress has been made, notably by Grunberg [16] and Mueller [74], in relat-
ing IR renormalons to non-perturbative effects through the operator product expansion 
(OPE). The question of how we deal with poles on the positive real axis is very important. 
At the very least we would like to know what degree of ambiguity these poles introduce 
into perturbative calculations, since large ambiguities would call into question the value 
of continuing the programme of extending fixed order perturbative calculations of QCD 
observables. Less pessimistically, we might hope to obtain further insight into the non-
perturbative regime of QCD. As we shall see, there is much to be learnt from studying 
the consequences of using a short-distance OPE to quantify some of the non-perturbative 
effects which we believe are intimately related to the presence of IR renormalons. 
In anticipation of later calculations we assume massless QCD. From Eq.(1.66) applying a 
short distance OPE to D(Q2) yields the representation 
Here the unit operator is the usual perturbative contribution, Eq.(1.62), and for massless 
QCD the leading (lowest dimensional) condensate contribution is the gluon condensate 
D(Q2) = DPT(a) + CGG(Q///,, a) 
(Q|G^G^|0)(^) 
Q4 
+ higher dimensional condensates 
(3.42 
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with Wilson coefficient CGG(Q/H,a)- w m denote the glnon condensate by G(a), 
Now, we expect DPT(a) and G(a) to be separately RG invariant. If we consider a con-
densate with dimension 21 (that is, with scaling behaviour ~ Q~21) we can determine the 
a-dependence of G{a) by requiring that G(a) satisfies the RGE (see Eq(1.36)). Taking 
the NLO form for the QCD beta-function, Eq.(2.11), we find that G{a) must take the 
form (c.f. Eq.(1.66)) 
,2 /n'A21/2 . / j J f i i r > / , . \ \ r,-u 
nJ-1 roo p-z/a 
G(o) = C ( f l Q 2 ) exp[-z,/a}a'(l + 0(a))~Q-21 , (3.43) 
where 
S = ^ - c z l , z, = 21J b (3.44) 
with 7o the one-loop anomalous dimension of the corresponding operator. C is a scale-
independent constant which contains the non-perturbative information. Eq.(3.43) can be 
re-expressed in the form [16] 
Cz\~x y*> e~zla 
This form for G(a) has an essential singularity at a = 0, so that the OPE motivated 
expression in Eq.(3.42) is only meaningful when we have a resummation prescription for 
Dpj{a). This will be provided by the Borel transform, in which the IR renormalon poles 
will be negotiated by performing the reconstruction integral along a contour displaced 
above or below the real z-axis. 
We assume the first IR renormalon pole is an integrable branch point of the form of 
Eq.(3.41) at z0. Further we assume 7 < 1 though the result will have general validity. 
This yields (disregarding any UV renormalons on the negative real z-axis) the large order 
behaviour 
y \ 6 2 0 / 2 /1 y r (n + 7 ) d„ ~ K 1 + 0 ( 1 + -n (3.46) \ z j r(7) 
For z > z0 the (1 — Z/ZQY1 factor implies that this contribution has an ambiguous 
imaginary part (for a > 0). We can then write the "renormalon contribution" to Dpx(ci) 
in terms of its Borel representation in the region of the first IR renormalon pole 
where 
DPT{a)= dze-^aB[DPTfi}(z)+ dz e^<aB[lmDpTfi](z) , (3.47) 
J0 Jz0 
B\DpT,t}\{*) = , < [ f f " 1 J T ^ (3.48, 
B[ImDpTfl](z) = A ' ( J - J _ exp(±»7r 7 ) . (3.49) 
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where K is a scale independent factor and we neglect terms of 0 (1 — z/z0). The resulting 
ambiguity in Eq.(3.49) result depends on whether the contour is taken above or below 
the real 2r-axis. 
If this ambiguity is to be avoided we must obtain some compensating factor from the non-
perturbative part of the theory. Due to non-logarithmic UV divergences [75] C acquires 
an ambiguous imaginary part. We therefore assume that the constant C in Eq.(3.45), 
is in fact complex. So we will have C —> CR ± iC[, with the ambiguous imaginary part 
reflecting the renormalon-induced ambiguity in Dpj(a). 
The critical step is now to require cancellation of these ambiguities between the pertur-
bative, Eq.(3.47), and non-perturbative, Eq.(3.45) parts of the theory. This leads to the 
following relations: 
z0 = zi = 2tjb (3.50) 
6 = 1 - 7 (3.51) 
K = - . • (3.52) sm7rol (oj 
There are a number of important points to raise about these relations. First, the renor-
malon residue is related to the condensate parameter, which leads us to expect that 
it is a process independent quantity. The implication that one can obtain, by making 
an all-orders perturbative calculation, a "perturbation theory determined" part of the 
condensate contribution is misleading in that exponentially small terms may be shifted 
between Dpi{a) and G{a) [16]. 
Secondly, Eq.(3.50) tells us the location of the IR renormalon poles on the positive real 
4-axis. The condensates obtained from performing a short distance OPE have dimensions 
d — 4,6,8, . . . , implying that the Borel transform for the Adler D-function will have IR 
renormalon singularities at z? = j- (I — 2,3,4, . . . ) . Notice that the lowest dimension 
condensate in the OPE is the gluon condensate with d = 4. Hence we expect that there 
will be no IR renormalon at z = 2/6 since there is no dimension two condensate to 
compensate for i t . We shall discuss this issue in more detail in Chapter 4. 
The perturbative and condensate contributions can be combined in a single representation 
by defining a regularization, PV, by averaging the integrals above and below the positive 
real axis 
D(Q2) = PW dz h + ce(z-ztj\ . (3.53) Jo 1 - z zeV L J 
The final point to be made is that Eq.(3.51) gives the structure of the renormalon sin-
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gularities. In general they will be branch point singularities; but in the case of a large-6 
expansion (which we shall motivate in section 4.1 of Chapter 4), 7 — > 1, they reduce to 
simple or double poles. The regularization PV in Eq.(3.53) then reduces to an ordinary 
Cauchy principal value. 
3.9 Summary and conclusions 
We have demonstrated in this chapter that QCD perturbation theory may be re-interpreted 
as an asymptotic series, which may be summed by the application of the Borel transform. 
Applying the large-Nj expansion, we went on to identify a sequence of Feynman diagrams 
which contribute factorial growth to the expansion coefficients in QED and QCD. The 
UV and IR divergences of n-bubble insertions into the photon and gluon propagator enter 
the Borel transform as UV renormalon and IR renormalon singularities. Figure 3.3 shows 
the singularity structure in the Borel plane for the Borel transform of the QCD Adler 
D-function. 
In QCD the UV renormalons are confined to the negative real 2-axis and do not present 
problems for the reconstruction of QCD observables from their divergent perturbative 
expansions. Their existence and location are a product of the renormalization procedure, 
and may be compensated by introducing counterterms of local operators into the La-
grangian. However, the IR renormalons on the positive real 2-axis result in ambiguities 
in the reconstruction of the observable. To relate IR renormalons to non-perturbative 
effects we reviewed how we can use the mechanism of the OPE. We found that the Borel 
integral (the regulated Borei sum) provides a satisfactory prescription for combining non-
perturbative vacuum condensates in the OPE with the perturbation theory in order to 
arrive at a well-defined result for D. 
A final purpose of this chapter was to introduce some techniques and notation. Having 
set up some of the formalism, in Chapters 4 and 5 we will move on to examining some of 
the practical applications of these techniques. 
Chapter 4 
RS-invariant all-orders leading-b 
resummations 
4.1 Introduction 
There has been a great deal of interest recently in the possibility of identifying and resum-
ming to all-orders the Feynman diagrams which dominate the large-order asymptotics of 
perturbation theory [62, 69, 76, 77, 78, 79]. In particular, the resummation to all-orders 
of the perturbative corrections contributed by QCD renormalons has been pursued vigor-
ously. Notwithstanding the theoretical importance of establishing to what extent physical 
observables can be formally reconstructed from their divergent perturbative expansions, 
there is a more phenomenological motivation; specifically, the need to assess the reliability 
of a growing number of NNLO perturbative calculations so that the uncertainty in the 
fundamental QCD parameter A^g may be determined. 
In the last chapter we introduced a selection of ideas connected with investigating the large 
order behaviour of the perturbative coefficients in quantum field theory. We concluded 
by reviewing recent progress in the use of an expansion in 1/Nj, with Nj the number 
of fermion flavours, to probe the QED and QCD renormalon singularity structure in the 
Borel plane. 
To be more precise let us first recap on some points raised in the last chapter. Consider a 
generic dimensionless QCD observable D(Q), dependent on the single dimensionful scale 
Q, with a perturbation series 
D(Q) = a + dxa2 + d2az + • • • + dkak+1 + • • • , (4.1) 
where a = as/ir is the renormalization group (RG) improved coupling. The perturbative 
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coefficients dn can be organized as polynomials of degree n in the number of of active 
quark flavours, N;. In general, as discussed in Section 3.5 the leading d f f l coefficient 
corresponds to the evaluation in each order of perturbation theory of a gauge-invariant 
set of Feynman diagrams containing chains of n fermion bubbles. 
Whilst the resummation of such diagrams provides a gauge-invariant effective charge in 
QED, it is a poor approximation in QCD. In particular in the large-Nj limit asymptotic 
freedom is lost, and so such a resummation will give no useful information for comparisons 
of D(Q) with fixed-order N = 3 QCD results with experimentally-relevant values of A / . 
To perform an analogous Dyson summation in QCD one would need to include chains of 
gluon self-energy loops and ghost loops. The resulting corrected gluon propagator is then 
hopelessly gauge-dependent. In fact the isolation of a gauge-invariant subset of diagrams 
providing an analogous QCD effective charge is problematic [80]. 
To overcome this one needs a method of assembling pieces of Feynman diagrams to arrive 
at a gauge-invariant result. In the background field method one arrives at an effective 
vacuum polarization piece [81] 
l\{k\tq) = a{li)h-
where 
F((q) = ^CA[1 - ~(l - Q(7 + £,)] • (4.3) 
MS renormalization has been used. £9 denotes the quantum gauge parameter. Crucially 
the \n(/j,2/k2) piece arising from renormalization has a gauge-independent coefficient pro-
portional to b, the first beta-function coefficient of QCD. As expected on the grounds of 
gauge invariance, however, part of the result is proportional to bk, where b is the first 
beta-function coefficient, b=l{UN-2Nf), for SU(iV) QCD. 
As we shall emphasize, it therefore is actually more useful for our purposes to consider an 
expansion in powers of b 1 . Since for large-Arj one must reproduce the QED bubble-sum 
result one can replace Nj —> y i V — 3b in the 'A^-expansion" of Eq.(3.25) to recast it in 
powers of b and arrive at a large-b expansion 
dn = d^bn + d^-x)bn-x + • • • + 4°' , (4.4) 
where 
4 n ) = (-3rc4n], (4.5) 
1 Although this expansion in 6 is convenient, we should emphasize that it does not have such an obvious 
interpretation in terms of a class of Feynman diagrams as does the large-Nf expansion. 
(4.2) 
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so that exact knowledge of the leading-Nj d$ to all-orders implies exact knowledge of 
the leading-6 d^ to all-orders as well. Hence from Eq.(4.5) and Eq.(3.33) we obtain 
3^  <B) = 2(-0 * & 2 1 - (4-6) 
Expanding (1 + U(k2,£q)) 1 in a geometrical progression and integrating over k, as in 
Section 3.5, one then obtains the QCD Dyson summation coefficients, 
<*„(£,) = d^]bn + (f,-dependent pieces) . (4.7) 
The existence of so-called infra-red (IR) and ultra-violet (UV) renormalon singularities 
in the Borel plane at positions z=2l/b with / a positive or negative integer, respectively, 
means that in large-orders the perturbative coefficients are expected to grow as dn ~ bnn\. 
As shown in references [82, 83] this singularity structure leads to the expectation that the 
'leading-6' term when expanded in powers of Nj should, asymptotically, reproduce the 
sub-leading coefficients. That is, expressing d^bn as 
d{nn)bn = d[^N] + d]^NJ-' + ••• + <fy-r]N?-T + •••+ d£] , (4.8) 




so that for fixed r and large n the sub-leading 'iV/-expansion' coefficients are reproduced. 
The leading-6 expansion encodes the divergent behaviour of the perturbative coefficients 
at large orders. 
As we shall demonstrate in Section 4.2.1 for both the e+e~ Adler IMunction and DIS 
sum rules this asymptotic dominance of the leading-6 term is already apparent in compar-
isons with the exact next-to-leading order (NLO) and next-to-NLO (NNLO) perturbative 
coefficients, d\ and d-2-
The above observations suggest that there should be some merit in resumming to all-
orders the 'leading-6' terms, In a number of recent papers [62, 69, 76, 77, 78, 79] such a 
programme has been carried out. 
Whilst such a summation can be performed many features of the approximation remain 
to be clarified. To fully justify it one needs to understand how it operates at the level 
of Feynman diagrams. Even without this deeper motivation, one can anticipate that the 
resummation will have a number of defects. 
• The resulting expressions are dependent on the chosen renormalization scheme (RS). 
Changing the RS changes the definition of the renormalization group (RG)-improved 
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coupling and hence the coupling 'a1 appearing in the summation changes. In the 
ful l sum this change is precisely compensated by the RG transformations of the 
coefficient under the change in RS. However, by restricting oneself to the 'leading-
6' piece of the coefficients this exact compensation is destroyed and the resulting 
sum is fatally RS-dependent [76, 84]. 
© For several QCD observables one has exact results for the first two perturbative 
coefficients d\ and d2, usually in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme 
with renormalization scale /J,=Q [17, 18, 28, 29]. One would like to include the 
exact NLO and NNLO coefficients without introducing a matching ambiguity. 
e The full QCD Dyson sum involves the ^-dependent coefficients, and depends on 
which basic ingredient is chosen for the one-loop correction to the gluon propagator. 
The leading-6 resummation simply discards these ^-dependent terms. 
What is clearly needed is a resummation in which the exact NLO and NNLO contribu-
tions are included, and an approximate resummation of the higher orders performed, in 
such a way that the full sum is explicitly RS (and £ g) invariant under the ful l QCD RG 
transformations. 
The plan of the chapter is as follows: In Section 4.2 we demonstrate the asymptotic 
dominance of the leading-6 term at NLO and NNLO, review the 'naive' all-orders leading-6 
resummation and exhibit its RS dependence. In Section 4.3 we propose an improved RS-
invariant leading-6 resummation, which includes the exact NLO and NNLO contributions. 
To achieve explicit RS-invariance under the ful l QCD RG we invoke the effective charge 
formalism. In Section 4.4 we apply this RS-invariant resummation to assess the reliability 
of fixed-order perturbation theory and determine the uncertainty in the fundamental QCD 
parameter Aj^g. Section 4.5 contains discussion of some technical issues and Section 4.6 
a summary of our conclusions. 
Parts of Section 4.2 and Sections 4.3-4.6 have been previously summarised in reference 
[85]. 
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4»2 "Naive" leading~6 resummations 
4.2-1 Leading-6 expansions 
To compare the leading-^ coefficients with exact perturbative calculations we presented 
in Section 1.7.1 we re-expand the NLO and NNLO coefficients using Nj —> (^-N — 3b) to 
obtain a 6-expansion. 
For the D-function expanding d\ and d2 in b as in Eq.(4.4) gives 
/151 19 \ , 2 ^ /31 5 A 5 \ L 
29 19. . „ . \ , / 799 
+ C ^ S - T & + 1 0 ( . j 4 + C S ^ - C , 
^ e v • < * ( - § ) • 
Expanding in powers of 6 for A', we obtain 
/115\7 2 ^ /335 3 . 15. \ , ^ / 133 5 . \ . 
^ , / 179 11 \ ( 389 11 \ r i 2 ( l \ , 1 1 ( M 
+ c i ("IS " TW + c * c ' (-152 + T & ) + # (32) ' ( 4 1 3 ) 
Finally for U we have 
4 , /C\ 4 11 
/ 1 5 5 \ l 2 ^ /275 7 A . \ . ^ / 335 1 \ 
We now demonstrate that the leading term in the 6-expansion, when expanded in Nj, 
approximates the ^/-expansion coefficients well even in rather low orders. For instance, 
for SU(A'") QCD the exact perturbative coefficients for D in numerical form are given by 
t/a = - . 1 1 5 ^ + ^ . 6 5 5 ^ + ^ ) (4.16) 
d2 = .086N] + Nf (-1A0N - '-^j + (2.ION2 - .661 - '-^j . (4.17) 
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These are to be compared with the the leading-6 terms 
d^b = .3456 = -.115A'/ + .634Ar , (4.18 
d(2)b2 = .77662 = .086iV? - M8NfN + 2MN2 . (4.19) 
The subleading N, NjN and N2 coefficients approximate well in sign and magnitude those 
in the exact expressions in Eq.(4.16) and Eq.(4.17). The leading Nj and A^2 coefficients 
of course agree exactly. 
For Ki and K2 we have from Section 1.8.3 
K, = -.333iV, + (lA8N + , (4.20) 
K2 = . 177Nj + Nj (-2.51 V - ^ ) + (4.537V2 + .686 + ^ ) . (4.21) 
compared with 
K[1]b = b = -.333Nf + 1.83A' , (4.22) 
K(2)b2 = 1.5962 = .177N2 - 1.95NfN + 5.377V2 . (4.23) 
The agreement with the exact N, NjN and N2 coefficients in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.21) is 
again rather good. 
Finally for U we have 
1.847V+ — J , (4.24) 
U2 = .2397V/2 + y V / ( - 3 . 1 l 7 V - ^ + (5.77iV2 + 2.22 + ^ . (4.25) 
compared with 
U^b = 1.336 =- .444W, + 2.44iV , (4.26) 
U{22)b2 = 2.1562 = .239JV2- - 2MN}N + 7.24A^2 . (4.27) 
Again the agreement with the exact coefficients in Eq.(4.24) and Eq.(4.25) is quite good. 
As reference [76] notes, whilst the leading-6 term reproduces the sub-leading coefficients 
in the Nj-expansion at the ~ 20% level, there are significant cancellations between large 
terms and as a result the overall NNLO perturbative coefficients for the Euclidean ob-
servables D, K, U are significantly overestimated by the leading-6 term. For example, 
for Nj — 3 and SU(3) QCD one has the exact (MS, \i = Q) coefficient d2 = 6.37, to be 
compared with the leading-6 term d^b2 = 15.7. In every case the leading-6 piece is a 
factor ~ 2 larger than the exact coefficient. 
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Notice that the level of accuracy with which the sub-leading coefficients dk~ are re-
produced is far in excess of that to be anticipated from the asymptotic expectation of 
Eq.(4.9). This is a rather weak statement which implies only that d\k~r^ should be repro-
duced to 0(1/k) accuracy for fixed r and large k on expanding d^bk. whereas the d^ 
(r—k) coefficient, which is leading in the 1/N expansion for a large number of colours, is 
reproduced accurately for £=1 and k=2. 
4.2.2 Borel resummation of the leading-6 expansion 
Given the observed dominance of the leading-6 terms, an obvious proposal is to perform 
all-orders resummations for some phenomenologically interesting QCD observables. We 
shall refer mainly to the results of reference [76]. 
Since d[k^ = ( — 'i)kdkk^ exact all-orders large-Nj results can be used to perform a "leading-6" 
resummation. Following [76] we define 
D{L] = f ; 4 L ) a f c + 1 (4.28) 
k=0 
where d[L) = d(k)bk (d[L) = 1). We can also consider the complementary sum over the 
sub-leading b terms 
& N L ) = £ d[NL)ak+1 (4.29) 
k=i 
where d\NL^ = dk — dkL^. Hence 
D = D(L) + D ( N L ) . (4,30) 
In reference [76] the summation in Eq.(4.28) was defined using Borel summation. The 
Borel integral can be split info two components corresponding to UV^ and IR^ renor-
malon singularities, respectively. The integral is well defined for the UV^ singularities 
on the negative axis, which contribute poles to the Borel transform of D^L\ The piece 
of the Borel integral for involving the IRc singularities on the positive real axis is 
formally divergent; a principal value or other regulation can be used to go around the 
poles. As we saw in Section 3.8 the IR/ singularities are intimately connected with OPE 
for the observable in question, and the chosen regulation of the IR singularities deter-
mines the definition of non-perturbative condensates [16]. In reference [76] the integral 
was performed explicitly in terms of exponential integral functions and other elementary 
functions with the IR renormalon singularities principal value (PV) regulated. 
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For the Euclidean quantity D defined in Section 1.7.1 it can be deduced from the exact 
large-Nf results that, in the 'V-scheme' (MS scheme with fi=e~5/6Q), the Borel transform, 
B[D](z), is of the form [82] 
B[D](Z) = f ; M I ]
 +
 A L { I ) Z
 +
 A L { £ ) Z j " / W } z 2 + 
^ B0(£) + B,(t)z + B^)z + B2(£)z2 + - - • 
( i - - r * ' 
where Z(=2i/b. The two terms correspond to a infinite summation over the ultraviolet 
renormalon singularities, UVf at z= — zi, and infrared renormalon singularities, IRp at 
2=*/, respectively. A0(£), Ai{£), a? and B0(C), B1(£), fa will be obtained from the large-
JVJ results. 
The barred terms are sub-leading in Nf and remain unknown. The use of the 'V-scheme' 
[51] means that only the constant and O(z) terms in the numerator polynomials are 
leading in N f . For a general MS scale, [i=euQ, an overall factor ebztu+?>l&) should multiply 
the unbarred leading-Nf terms in the numerator. The presence of this exponential factor, 
when it is expanded in powers of z, can mask the presence of the UV and IR. renormalons 
in low orders of perturbation theory. 
For the ful l branch point structure of the renormalon singularities one needs to incorporate 
the subleading in N f , at and fa, pieces of the exponents. One expects 
ae = -cze + -ye , 
& = cze + yt. (4.32) 
As we have already noted in Chapter 3, the first term can be deduced from RG consid-
erations and (see Section 3.8) the 7c and 7', are the one-loop anomalous dimensions of 
the relevant operators [16, 63]. For D it is known that IR 2 has a corresponding OPE 
operator with vanishing one-loop anomalous dimension, 72=0 [74], so /?2=cz2 is known. 
The remaining 7^ and 7 '^s are unknown. 
The Adler D-function 
We now turn to the explicit determination of the coefficients and exponents for D. While 
the general expectations for the Borel plane singularity structure were discussed in Section 
3.6, the exact large-Nf result of Eq.(3.32) can now be used to exhibit what its singularity 
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structure actually is. Using Eq.(3.33) i t can be deduced that the that the coefficients and 
exponents in Eq.(4.31) for B\D){z) are [82] 
_ 8(-l)*+ 1 (3* 2 + 6l + 2) 8 & ( - l ) ^ V + f ) 
A0{Z) - o 02(0 i l\2/tf , 1\2 ' ^ H 1 ) - o 3 P(£+l)2(l + 2)  ' 1 W 3 £ 2 ( € + 1) 2 (£ + 2 ) 2 
I = 1 ,2,3, . . . 
£ o ( l ) = 0, ^o(2) = l , 5 0 ( 0 = - A 0 ( - £ ) £ > 3 
5 1 ( 1 ) = 0, # i ( 2 ) = 0, = - A x ( - ^ ) £ > 3 
a, = 2 ? = 1,2,3,..., & = 1, ft = 2 £ > 3 . (4.33) 
In the specific case of the Adler £>-function, one observes that IR4 is absent, reflecting 
the absence of a relevant operator of dimension two in the OPE for vacuum polarization 
(as mentioned in Section 3.8) [82, 64]. I R 2 is a single pole and the remaining singularities 
are double poles. Notice that the branch point exponent czi is sub-leading in the A / , b 
expansion and so one sees poles and not branch points in the large-Nf l i m i t . The coeffi-
cients for the UV* and IR^ singularities are related by the symmetry Boti(() ——A0ti( — £), 
and an additional relation A0(£)=—B0(£ -\- 2) resulting f r o m the fo rm of A0(l). This sec-
ond relation results in the constant term in the numerator polynomial for UV^ exactly 
cancelling that for IRM_2- This ensures that 
f:(A0(£) + B0(£)) = B0(2) = 1 , 
e=i 
which is required to reproduce the unit coefficient of the 0(a) term in the perturbative 
expansion. 
For the Adler D-funct ion the singularity nearest the origin is U V i . From A o ( l ) , ^4 i ( l ) in 
Eq.(4.33) this w i l l correspond to 
; ( n ) | / l \ n 12n + 22 . 0 I . 
In the V-scheme the U V i renormalon dominates the contribution to the exact leading-6 
coefficients, even in low orders and the expected alternating sign factorial behaviour 
is a observed [76]. 
To perform the leading-6 resummation defined in Eq.(4.28) one can use the Borel integral 
of Eq.(3.11). For the Adler .D-function we then have [76] 
fl<i>(«) = r t e , - - W " > n £ M f > + *M* (4.35) 
0 e=i z t f 
+ r a , . - . / • , « - / » > ( + £ B ^ ^ f > ) , 
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where MS subtraction wi th ft = eu+v/bQ is assumed (this subsumes M O M , see 2.3.2). 
Notice that v does not appear in the expression for Z )^ ' ( a ) since the leading-6 terms are 
^'-independent. Assuming that a finite RS (say t h e ' t Hooft scheme introduced in Section 
2.2.3) w i th beta-function B(x) has been used, then the coupling, a, is defined by the 
integrated beta-function equation 
a \ Apg- J 1 + ca Jo 
1 1 
x2B(x) x2(l + ex] 
(4.36) 
In such finite schemes, where c 2, c 3, . . . are A/-independent, the leading-6 expansion of 
Eq.(4.4) contains additional inverse powers of 6 so that the dn are no longer polynomials 
in Nj. In 'regular' schemes the leading-6 coefficients, d^\ are independent of c 2, c 3, . . ., 
since these beta-function coefficients, c*., are 0 ( 1 / N f ) relative to d^. 
Substituting f rom Eq.(4.36) for 1/a in Eq.(4.35) one then obtains 
Jo frl i + - r 
where 
Q 5, . ca 
F(a) = bln-^ f 6 - c l n — + v - [ dx 
Af^jg 6 1 + ca Jo 
1 
+ x2B(x) x2(l + cx) (4,38) 
The it-dependence in Eq.(4.35) has cancelled exactly, since i t is compensated by the 
leading-6 scale dependence of a. The scale dependence subleasing in b is not compensated. 
This makes the partial resummation RS dependent, a subject we return to in Section 4.2.3. 
The integral in Eq.(4.37) may now be evaluated in terms exponential integral functions, 
E i (x ) ; see Appendix A.4 for their definition. The U V renormalon terms are performed in 
terms of Ei(x) (wi th negative argument) — see Eq.( A.6); and the principal value regulated 
IR renormalons in terms of E i (x ) , which are defined for positive argument as a Cauchy 
principal value — see Eq.(A.7). Defining 
D{L)(F(a)) = D(L)(a)\uv + D^(F(a))\m , (4.39) 
one then obtains the closed form expressions [76] 
D{L)(F(a))\uv = f > { e F < a ^ E i ( - F ( a K ) [F(a)ze(A0((!) - ztA^C)) - ztAx{t)} 
+(A0(l) - zeA^l))} (4.40) 
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D(L)(F(a))\IR = e-F^z2B0(2)Ei(F(a)z2) 
CO 
+ 1£zt{e-FM*<Ei(F(a)ze) [F(a)zf(B0(i) + zfB,U)) - zeBx{()} 
-(B0(C) + z.B^i))} . (4.41) 
i?-Ratio 
Analogous resummations have been derived for the Minkowski continuations of the D-
function, the e+e~ annihilation i2-ratio and the analogous quantity in r-decay, RT [76]. 
Inserting the Borel representation of D into Eq.(1.72) one can directly obtain in the 
large-N f l im i t [76] 
Bim*) = ^ ^ B { b ] U ) . (4.42) 
The leading-^ resummation is then obtained f rom Eq.(4.37) simply by adding an extra 
sin(7r6z/2) f a c ^ o r -m ^ n e integrand. 
KOZ/2 ° 
The integrals are then evaluated in terms of generalized exponential integral functions; see 
Appendix A.4 for details. The UV renormalons are performed in terms of Ei (n , u>), wi th 
complex argument w, defined for Rew > 0 — see Eq.(A.8). The principal value regulated 
IR renormalons are performed in terms of E i (n , i « ) , for Rew < 0 — see Eq.(A.9). To 
evaluate this contribution correctly one needs to continue Ei(n, tu) as a. real funct ion, the 
method for which is explained in Appendix A.4. Defining 
R{L)(F{a)) = R(L\F(a))\uv + R(L){F{a))\IR . (4.43) 
One then obtains the closed form expressions [76] 
2 (8(2 11 \ / TT6 R(L\F{a))\uv = ^ " y ) - c t a n ( 2F(a 
9 CO 9 ^s, r 1 
+ ^ £ { 4 > W + ( l , 0 + (A0(£) - A 1 (£)^)^+(2,£) | (4.44) 
2 0 0 r i 
+ - b Y J [ B o W - ( h £ ) + (B0(e) + Bl(t)zt)^{2J)y (4.45) 
where, defining F±=F(a) ± we have 
<f>+(P^) = e F ( a ^ ( - l ) ' I m [ E i ( p , F + ^ ) ] 
4>-(p,q) = e-F^(-l)nm[Ei(p.-F+zq)\ K_ ^ q 7rR.e[(F +) p~ 1] 
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and we have used 
F l a , sin(7r6z/2) / irb \ , , 
dze-FM* i L_2 = a r c t a n - . (4.46) 
z \2F{a)J 
Hadron ic tau-decay ratio Rr 
For RT we have 
+ B[D)(z) . (4.47) 
.(1 - y ) (1 - £ ) ' ( ! - I ) . 
Proceeding in a manner analogous to that for the i?-ratio, we define 
R[L\F(aj) = R^\F(a))\uv + R{TL)(F(a))\IR . (4.48) 
The U V and IR contributions are then [76] 
&rL)(F(a))\uv = A f ^ - ^ a r c t a n ^ ^ 
nb\ 3 3 / V 2 F ( a ) / 
4 0 0 
+ - T E [ ( ^ O W ( G ( 0 + H(l)) - ztA1(e)G(e))</>+(l,i) 
+H(t)( AQ(t) - W + ( 2 , £)] (4.49) 
2 / 14 8 ( 2 \ / 7T& \ R[LHF(a))\m = A ^ - ^ a r c t a n 
2F(a) 
where 
4 / 14 64 /23 32 \ \ 
+ ^ ( " T + T 8 C ' + fcl ( j - T l a 2 ) ) l ) 
- 7 i * - { l < 2 ) + 76 ( " ™ + 6 4 l n 2 + k * ( f - f ' » 2 ) ) * - ( 1 ' 3 > 
± / 1 6 2 7 _ 128 , n /2036 16 -
TT6 V 972 81 V7776 81 J J Y K ' 
TT6 V 27 6 7 ^ ' ' TT6 \648 162 J ' v ' 
8 / 1 1 &2 3 \ , ^ 8 / 1 3 5624 \ , / o . 
4 0 0 
+ - r D W ) ( G M ) + # ( - * ) ) + 2 / £ i ( 0 G M ) ) < M M ) 
+ # ( - * ) ( £ 0 ( 0 + ^ ( 0 ) ^ ( 2 , ^ ) ] , (4.50) 
(£ + 1) 2 (£ + 3) 2 (£ + 4 ) 2 1 v ' ; (t+l){£ + 3)(£ + 4) 
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P B j S R and G L S S R 
For the PBjSR and GLSSR the generating function for the leading-^ coefficient in the 
V-scheme is [66] 
1 / l \ n d n (3 + .T) 
3 \2J dxn ( l - x 2 ) ( l - f ) 






( I + T ) ^ 1 + T ) ( I - T ) U - T ) 
The terms correspond to U V i , U V 2 , I R i , IR2 respectively, 
is then given by (we assume the V-scheme) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
is dominated, even in low orders, by the combined U V 1 + I R 1 contributions of the 
two singularities nearest the origin, the first two terms of Eq.(4.53) [76]. 
Analogously to the Adler D-funct ion, we can evaluate the Borel integral in terms of Ei(;r) 
functions using Eq.(4.52). Defining 
K(L)(F{a)) = k ( L ) ( F ( a ) ) \ u v + K(L)(F{a))\m 
one then obtains the closed form expressions 
k ^ ( F ( a ) ) \ u v A e n ^ Z l E i { _ F { a ) z i ) + J _ e
F ( o ) * » z 2 E i ( - F ( a ) 2 2 ) 
y io 





B j S R 
In addition to those observables considered in [76] we can use the large-Nj result for the 
BjSR to evaluate the corresponding large-6 resummation. The generating funct ion for the 
leading-6 coefficient in the V-scheme is [87] 
n d n j 
u ( n ) = ( -
, 2 ; dx« (1 - x)(l -




1 ) + (i + ¥ ) 
(4.58) 
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The terms correspond to IR4, I R 2 and U V 2 respectively. Note the absence of the U V i 
singularity. As before each numerator and exponent w i l l contain in addition 0 ( 1 / A V ) 
corrections corresponding to the barred terms in Eq.(4.31). The constant terms in the 
numerators sum to 1 ensuring a unit 0(a) coefficient in U. 
U{nn) is then given in the V-scheme by 
^-Ms)"-Mi)**M-i)"-
As one might expect the leading-6 perturbative coefficients are dominated by the 
contribution f rom the I R i singularity nearest the origin, the first term in Eq.(4.59). 
Analogously to D we wi l l then have, using Eq.(4.58), 





These integrals may be expressed once again in terms of E i (x ) . Defining 
U[L)(F(a)) = il{L)(F(a))\uv + U{L)(F(a))\m , (4.61) 
we obtain the U V and I R contributions 
U{L)(F(a))\uv = 1-eF^z2Ei(-F(a)z2) (4.62) 
0 { L ] ( F ( a j ) \ m = ^e-F^z1E\(F(a)z,)~1-e-F{a^z2Ei(F(a)z2) . (4.63) 
4.2.3 RS-dependence of the "naive" resummation 
In this section we focus on the question of the RS dependence of D ( L ^ ( c ) . For a generic 
quantity we can write 
D = D^(a) +D^NL](a) . (4.64) 
Here D denotes the f u l l Borel sum in Eq.(4,31) w i t h barred and unbarred terms included 
and the IR singularities PV regulated; we assume that this exists. The f u l l Borel sum is 
formally RS-invariant and so w i l l not depend on The and D^NL^ components do 
depend on 'a', however, and so are separately dependent on the chosen RS. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, changing the RS changes the definition of the renormalization group (RG)-
improved coupling so that the ia' appearing in the summation changes. In the f u l l sum 
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this change is precisely compensated by the RG transformations of the coefficient <4 under 
the change in RS. By restricting oneself to the ieading-6' piece, however, of the coefficients 
this exact compensation is destroyed and the resulting sum £> ' L ' is strongly RS-dependent 
[76, 84]. 
Even at NLO the RS dependence is quite destructive. Let us denote the perturbative 
coefficients in the MS scheme wi th \x — Q (u=v=0) by df.; and those w i t h general u and 
v by d'k. Then 
d[ = (d^ + ujb+id^ + v) 
= dx+bu + v. (4.65) 
Changing v, one can make the coefficient as large as one pleases and hence destroy 
the dominance of the leading-i term noted in Section 4.2.1 for the observables in low 
orders. Similar remarks w i l l apply at higher orders in perturbation theory. Of course 
the leading-6 term should st i l l reproduce asymptotically the df r^ coefficients to 0(1/k) 
accuracy. 
To exhibit the RS dependence more explicitly one can consider 'a' varying between a=0 
and a = + o c , labelling possible RS's. From Eq.(4.38), as a —» 0 so F(a) —> +oo, resulting 
f rom the —cln term (we assume c > 0 which is true for Nj < 8 in SU(3) QCD) . One 
then has D{L)(0)=0. Correspondingly, f rom Eq.(4.64), D^NL^(0)=D and so, as a -» 0, the 
N L component contributes the whole resummed D. As 'a' increases the — C I I I Y ^ - term 
in Eq.(4.38) decreases and as a —> oo i t vanishes, resulting in a finite l imi t F(oo) 
F(oo) = 6In — - -b + v - r dx 
AjvTe 6 Jo 
1 1 
+ 
lB(x) x2(l + cx)_ 
(4.66) 
We assume that B(x) is such that the integral exists. 
In Figures 4.1(a) to 4.1(e) we plot the observables versus a, where a = 1/F(a) , and F(a) 
is given in Eq.(4.38). So as to f i t the f u l l variation of a = 0 . . . oo (F = oo . . . 0) we plot 
versus a — 1 — e~a. The range then corresponds to the unit interval a — 0 . . . 1. For each 
observable we choose an appropriate value of N f , though i t should be emphasised that the 
fo rm of the plots does not significantly alter w i th flavour thresholds. In addition to the 
overall resummation, D(F(a)), denoted by a solid curve, we have plotted curves for the 
D{L){F{a))\uv (dashed) and D(L){F(a))\IR (dashed-dotted) contributions. The relative 
sizes of the U V and IR contributions reflect the disposition of the U V and IR renormalon 
singularities. 
Turning first to the Adler D-funct ion, Figure 4.1(a), we observe that D(F(a)), in i t ia l ly 
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F i g u r e 4 .1 (a) : The leading-6 resummation, D{F(a)), p lo t ted versus a = 1 — e~a and assuming A f ; = 5. 
The solid curve denotes the overall resummation split in to D(L\F(a))\uv (dashed) and D^L\F(a))\iR 
(dashed-dotted). 
zero for a, = 0, monotonically rises w i t h increasing a to a maximum, followed by a mono-
tonic decrease to a f ini te value for a = oo. For most phenomenologically relevant energy 
scales (Q ^> A) and renormalization schemes, we are only interested in the port ion of the 
plot to the left hand side of the maximum. This corresponds to asymptotic freedom, wi th 
limQ^oo D(a(Q)) — 0. The interpretation of the right hand portion of the plot is some-
what ambiguous, and we wi l l return to this question later in Section 4.5.3. The presence 
of a maximum value for D(F(a)) w i l l have an important consequence when we tu rn to 
construct RS-invariant resummations in section 4.4.2, and the implications are discussed 
further in Section 4.5.3. 
The individual contributions f rom the UV and IR singularities are, as would be expected, 
somewhat discordant in behaviour. D^(F(a))\ifv (dashed) is a monotonically increasing-
function, such that D^(F{a))\uv -c oo as a -> oo (F -* 0). D(L)(F(a))\IR (dashed-
dotted) in i t ia l ly increases, but unlike D^{F(a))\uv, eventually reaches a maximum. Fol-
lowing this D{L](F(a))\rR decreases, such that i ) ( L ) ( - f 1 ( ° ) ) | / H ~> — 0 0 as a ^ oo. The IR 
contribution is therefore directly responsible for the maximum in D(F(a)). As expected 
the dominance of the U V i singularity results in the contribution f rom the U V singulari-
ties being dominant for most scenarios. We note, however, that the IR singularities exert 
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F i g u r e 4 .1 (b ) : As for Figure 4.1 bu t for R(F(a)) (assuming TV; = 5) . 
increasing influence on the overall contribution as a increases, most particularly in the 
region to the right-hand side of the maximum. 
For R(L)(F(a)), Figure 4.1(b), the behaviour for a < 0.3 is qualitatively similar to that 
of D^L\F(a)), w i th the R^(F(a))\yV the dominant contributory source. Quantitatively 
the maximum value of R^(F(a)) is somewhat smaller. For a > 0.3, however, the IR con-
t r ibut ion becomes almost totally dominant, since R^(F(a))\rR decreases rapidly, while 
the monotonic increase of R^L\F(a))\uv slows. Note that for a = oo both R^L\F(a))\uv 
and R^(F{a))\IR are finite. 
The behaviour of R[L)(F(a)), Figure 4.1(c) reflects the additional strength of the I R 
singularities relative to R. For RT we can see f rom Eq.(4.47) that we w i l l have double 
poles at I R 3 and I R 4 , rather than single poles as is the case for R. Ini t ia l ly , the UV 
contribution is greater, but i t is quickly overwhelmed by the IR contribution which rises 
rapidly. Unlike Dw(F{a))\IR and ftL){F{a))\IR, R{TL)(F{a))\IR is positive for all a. As a 
direct result the value of the maximum is very much larger than that for D^(F(a)) or 
R^{F(a)). Again for a = oo both R^{F(a))\uv and R[L){F(a))\IR are f ini te . 
Lastly, we tu rn to the DIS sum rules K^{F{a)) and U{L){F(a)), Figure 4.1(d) and 
Figure 4.1(e), respectively. As expected the IR contribution dominates for both these 
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F i g u r e 4 . 1 ( c ) : As for Figure 4.1 but for RT(F(a)) (assuming Nj — 3) . 
observables. This effect is more visible for U^L\F(a)) which is totally dominated by the 
I R i singularity. As was the case for the other Euclidean observable, for a — oo we find 
I\^(F{oo))\uv = oo K(L\F\oo))\IR = oo, and similarly for U^L){F{oo)). 
Except at low energy scales, the RS dependence of D ' L ' ( a ) is monotonic. This is problem-
atic since there is no basis for choosing a particular scheme. There is also a dependence 
on the particular f ini te scheme, characterised by the choice of B(x), and on the parameter 
v. The maximum value, D^L^[oo), does perhaps minimize the relative contribution of the 
unknown £ ) ^ i V L ' component but there is no guarantee that D^NL\oo) is positive; and i t 
is entirely possible that D^(oo) overestimates D. Since both fixed order perturbation 
theory and the leading-6 resummed results exhibit RS-dependence i t is not at all obvious 
which procedure gives the closest approximation to the all-orders sum. 
In the recent papers [62, 69, 77, 78, 79] resummation of the leading-6 terms has also been 
considered. In these papers it has been motivated as a generalization of the B L M scale 
fixing prescription [51], discussed in Section 2.4.2, and termed "naive non-abelianization" 
[88]. In response to the RS dependence problem they artificially restrict the R.G-transformation 
of 'a ' to that contributed by the first term in the beta-function only. W i t h this restriction 
the summation is then RS-invariant since RS changes are exactly compensated for at 
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the 'leading-6' level. References [62, 69, 77, 78, 79] all define a to be the one-loop coupling 
in the V-scheme (MS scheme wi th fi=e~5/6Q) 
ai-ioop = , , 1 0 , (4.67) 
6 In -r-
where Ay =e 5 / , 6 Aj^g . Using the one-loop form for a(//) makes the leading-6 summation 
/i-independent. W i t h this choice one has 
F(oo) = b]n-Q--h; (4.68) 
A M S 6 
One can observe that this corresponds a variant of minimal subtraction wi th v = 0 and 
B(x)—1 + cx, t h e ' t Hooft scheme. 
In our view, however, one can and should do much better than this. For several QCD 
observables one has exact results for the first two perturbative coefficients d\ and d2, 
usually in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme wi th renormalization scale fi=Q 
[17, 18, 28, 29]. Only the leading-6 pieces of these exacts calculations included in a 'naive' 
leading-6 resummation. In particular if the exact NLO and N N L O coefficients are available 
i t would seem sensible to include them and approximate only the unknown d3, <i 4, • • •, 
higher coefficients by d^\d^\ Unfortunately, however, the resummed result explicitly 
depends on the RS chosen for evaluating the exact di,d2 coefficients. Any attempt to 
additively include the non-leading pieces of the NLO and N N L O perturbative coefficients, 
as in reference [77], wi l l destroy the RG invariance, leading to a matching ambiguity due 
to the RS dependence of the resummation. In Section 5.5.4 we wi l l explicitly exhibit the 
effect of this RS dependence on the determination of as(mT) f r om R[LK 
These difficulties greatly l im i t the phenomenological application of such resummations. 
There is clearly a requirement for a resummation in which the N L O and N N L O coefficients 
are included exactly, and an approximate resummation of the higher orders coefficients 
performed; in such a way that the f u l l sum is explicitly RS-invariant under the f u l l QCD 
RG transformations. In this way one would have a test bed for assessing the rel iabil i ty of 
fixed-order perturbation theory in any RS by seeing how i t differed f r o m the RS-invariant 
resummed result. As one reduced the energy scale Q (e.g. the centre of mass-energy in 
e+e~ annihilation) one could also assess how the reliabili ty of fixed-order perturbation 
theorv deteriorates. 
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4.3 RS-invariant leading=6 R-esumniations 
The problematic RS-dependence may be avoided by performing a resummation of the EC 
beta-function which is explicit ly RG-invariant. 
4.3.1 The leading=6 expansion of the EC beta-function 
To construct RS-invariant resummations the strategy wi l l be to approximate the RS-
invariants p^, and then use Eq.(2.30), to obtain the approximate perturbative coefficients 
in any arbitrary RS. In this way invariance under the fu l l RG transformations of QCD is 
guaranteed. 
For later convenience we recall f rom Eq.(2.76) that po=r — di is RS-invariant. Therefore 
we can use d\ itself, rather than r , as was used in Eq.(2.30), to label the RS. Eq.(2.30) 
then becomes 
d2 (c?i, c 2 ) = d\ + cdx + { p 2 - c 2 ) 
5 1 
d3(duc2,c3) = d31 + -cd21 + {3p2-2c2)d1 + - ( p 3 - c 3 ) (4.69) 
The result for dn(di,c2, • • • , cn) is a polynomial of degree n in d\ w i t h coefficients involving 
pn,pn-i,- • -,c and c 2,c 3,- • -,cn; such that dn(0,p2,p3,- • -,pn)=0. Given just these numbers 
the perturbative coefficients in any RS can be obtained f r o m Eq.(4.69). 
The pk invariants can be organized as an expansion in b, w i th 
Pk = Ak)bk + P V ^ + --- + p[0) + „ < - V 1 . (4.70) 
The p^ can be obtained to all-orders f rom the large-TV/- result for d f \ The b"1 te rm arises 
f rom the fact that in a 'regular' RS such as minimal subtraction the <4 are polynomials in 
b of degree k [86], whereas the corresponding beta-function coefficients c^ . are polynomials 
in b of degree k-l w i th additional b~l terms (c.f. the expression for c—Ci in Eq.(2.5)). 
The RS-invariant combinations in Eq.(4.70) in principle could contain arbitrary inverse 
powers of 6, but RG considerations guarantee that only b~l terms remain [86]. Thus bp^ 
is a polynomial of degree &+1 in b. 
The effective charge beta-function p(D), Eq.(2.60), wi l l contain Borel plane singularities 
at the same positions as those in D(a) [54] and hence one should expect a weak asymptotic 
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result analogous to Eq.(4.9), wi th the p^bk+l term asymptotically reproducing the Nj-
expansion coefficients of bpi,- For the Adler D-function and DIS sum rules the level at 
which this works is again far in excess of that to be anticipated f r o m the asymptotic result. 
The p[k^ term involves only combinations of the d^~\ wi th for instance p^—d^ — ( ^ I 1 ' ) 2 ^ 
and so the p^ can be obtained to all-orders given the exact leading-Nf all-orders results. 
For the Adler D-function (D) one has the exact result for SU(JV) QCD (where the "light-
by-light" contribution D is excluded, see [76]) 
bp2(D) = -0.0243JVJ + (0.5537V - 0.00151 ^ ) N 2 f 
+(-3.32N2 + 0.344 + 0 . 0 6 1 2 - ^ ) ^ / (4.71) 
+ {3.79N3 - 1.45A" - 0.337-^r) . 
This is to be compared wi th the 'leading-6' piece 
b3p^(D) = b3(d22) - (d[1])2) = 0.65663 
= -0.0243WJ + 0A01NN] - 2.21N2N} + 4 .04A 3 . (4.72) 
Notice the good agreement of the sub-leading N N j , N 2 N j , and A 3 coefficients. This gives 
us some confidence that the remarkable accuracy wi th which the sub-leading coefficients 
<4f - r ' are reproduced is not just an artefact of the particular RS choice of MS w i t h p = Q. 
In order to further extend this conviction we can consider K and U. For polarized Bjorken 
or GLS sum rule, K [76]) one has the exact result 
bp2{K) = -0.0221JVJ + (0.513W + 0.00665-^)iVj 
+ ( -3 .29A r 2 + 0.505 + 0 . 0 1 4 3 - ^ ) ^ / ( 4 -"3) 
A ' 1 
+ ( 3 . 8 5 N 3 - 1.13N - 0 .337^ ) , 
which is to be compared wi th 
b 3 p ( 2 \ k ) = 0.59763 
= -0.0221 + O.mNNj - 2MN2Nf + 3.68N3 , (4.74) 
The NN'j, N 2 N j , and N3 coefficients are well reproduced. 
Finally, for the (unpolarized) Bjorken sum rule the exact result is 
bpM!) = —0.0139Ar? + (0.568Af + 0.0432-J-)iV? 
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+(-3 .507V 2 + 0.342 + 0 . 0 1 2 8 - ^ V , (4.75) 
+ (4 .38N 3 - .5727Y - 0.0704-^) , 
which is to be compared with 
b3p(2\U) = 0.37563 
= -0.01397VJ + 0.229NN] - 1.26N2Nf + 2.31N3 , (4.76) 
In this case we f ind that the the N N j , N 2 N j , and N3 coefficients are not well reproduced 
by the leading-6 expansion. 
For two of the three cases in the large-A" l imi t ( N f = 0 ) the RS-invariant p2 is approximated 
to better than 10% accuracy. The 20% level agreement of the sub-leading coefficients does 
not, unfortunately, guarantee that the overall RS-invariant is reproduced to the same 
accuracy for all Ar, Nj since there are large numerical cancellations. For instance for 
N=3 and N}=5 one has p2(D)=-2.98 (exact), whereas b2p{2)(D)=9M. 
4.3.2 The Borel resummation of the E C beta-function 
Approximating the unknown RS-invariant EC beta-function coefficients pu {k = 2 , 3 , . . .) 
by retaining only the portion involving the highest power of b, p^ = p[k^bk, one can now 
define the RS-invariant resummation D^(Q). Expanding D^L*\Q) i n the coupling a 
appropriate to some RS one then obtains 
oo 
D(L*\Q) EE J 2 d i L * ) a k + 1 ' ( 4 - 7 7 ) 
where in a general RS d[L*\dx, c 2, c 3, • • • ,ck) is obtained by replacing pk in Eq.(4.69) by 
pkL\ so that 
d[0L*] = 1 
4 M ( ^ i , c 2 ) = dl + cdt + ipP-ct) (4.78) 
dt\duC2, c 3 ) = d3 + b-cd2 + (3p{2L) - 2c2)dx + i(/4L ) - c 3) 
Notice that, unlike the strict 'leading-6' approximation of Eq.(4.28), the N L O coefficient 
di is now included exactly. I f an exact N N L O calculation exists then the exact p2 can 
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be used and P3,P4,-• • approximated by P3L\p\L\---, s o that d2 ( in any RS) is included 
exactly. The approximated d^* ' and higher coefficients may be obtained in any RS f rom 
the approximated p^ invariants using the exact QCD RG. In this approach the maximum 
available exact information is included in the all-orders sum, Eq.(4.77), in a formally RS-
invariant manner. 
I t can further be seen that the dependence of the gauge ( q is also avoided. The RS-
invariants constructed f rom the dn(^q) of Eq.(4.7) are ^-independent. For instance, 
Pp = 4 L ) - (4 L , ) 2 
= 4 ( & ) - ( r f i 0 2 - (4.79) 
This follows because the £ 9 dependence can be absorbed into the choice of renormalization 
scale, since the \n(p2/k2) term in Eq.(4.2) is ^-independent. 
The next task is to define the all-orders resummation in Eq.(4.77). The improved re-
summation Z)(L*) of Eq.(4.77) wi l l correspond to the solution of the EC integrated beta-
function equation (2.25) 
- / dx 
Jo + p ( L * ) ( x ) X2(1+CX) (4,80) 
w i t h x2B(x)=p(x) replaced by p^L*\x), where 
CO 
p ^ \ x ) = x2(l + cx + p2x2 + AL)*k) • (4-81) 
k=3 
One has arrived at the definition of the resummed EC beta-function. For the observables 
to which we shall apply the resummation exact N N L O results exist and so we have included 
the exact p2, rather than p2L\ so that d2L*^ = d2. Taking d3L*\ for example, we find this 
differs f rom the exact d3 only in the unknown p3 term (we remind the reader that c^ s has 
now been computed [49]), the known p2 has been exactly included. 
We can define p^1"^ using the principal value (PV) regulated Borel sum results for D^(a) 
of Eq.(4.37) [76] 
f CO 
D(L]{a) = PV / dze-*,aB[D(L)](z) , (4.82) 
Jo 
where B[D^](z) denotes the Borel transform which as discussed in Section 4.2.2 contains 
an infinite set of poles at z = z ; = j ( /=1,2 ,3 , • • •) corresponding to infra-red renormalons 
( IR;) , and at z= — z\ corresponding to ultra-violet renormalons (UV; ) . 
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I t finally remains to perform the resummation p^L*^ by uti l izing the explicit expressions 
for five observables D^{F), R[L)(F), R[L)(F) K ^ ( F ) , and U^L){F) which were given in 
closed fo rm in terms of exponential integral functions in Section 4.2.2. Defining 
^ ( x ) = x 2 ( i + i ; ^ V ) , (4.83) 
k=2 
and using the chain rule, Eq.(2.28), to relate beta-function in the EC scheme to that in a 
general RS, one has at the leading-6 level, /3(a)=c 2 , 
p<L\x) = i a ( L , ( x ) {L)( 
da 
(4.84) 
a = a ( L ) ( x ) 
where aSL\x) is the inverse function to D^(a), i.e. D(L\a,(L\x))=x. p^L^(x) can then 
be straightforwardly obtained f rom the corresponding D^(F) expressions of [76] for the 
various observables. The first step is to numerically solve for a given .r 
DiL)(F{x)) = x , (4.85) 
to obtain F(x). Recalling that F = ^ one can then determine f rom Eq.(4.84) 
(4,86) 
F=F(x) 
by differentiating the explicit D^L^(F) expressions in terms of Ei functions. Finally on 
comparing Eq.(4.81) and Eq.(4.83) one has 
p(L*\x) = p(L)(x) + cx3 + p[NL)xA , (4.87) 
where p^^ = pi — • T h e improved RS-invariant resummation D^L*\Q) can then be 
obtained as the solution of the integrated beta-function equation (4.80). 
Given the known exact NLO perturbative coefficient ( ^ ( p = Q) and a value for Aj^g, 
p(L*\x) can then be inserted in Eq.(4.80) and the integral performed numerically. On 
solving the transcendental equation the RS-invariant resummation D = D^L*\Q) can be 
evaluated. Conversely given D=D^L*^=Ddata. f rom the experimental measurement of the 
observable, one can solve Eq.(4.80) for A^jg. By varying Q. w i th A ^ > and d f s ( p = Q) 
evaluated w i t h the number of active quark flavours, TV/, changing across quark thresholds, 
one can study the (J-dependence of D^L*\Q). The resummed result D<L*) can also be 
compared wi th N n L O fixed-order perturbative results. We return to discuss the method 
we w i l l use to do this in Section 4.3.4. 
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4.3.3 Numerical evaluation of the resummation DiL*> 
Before proceeding to consider the the results of evaluating these RS-invariant leading-6 
resummations, we would like to remark on their ease of evaluation. 
The expressions for D(L) (Eq.(4.40,4.41). R{L) Eq.(4.44,4.45), and R{V Eq.(4.49,4.50), 
respectively, contain infinite summations over the contributions for the UV^ and IR( 
singularities. However, successive terms in the sums are strongly damped, wi th the result 
that, in order to obtain the four significant figure accuracy of the resummed results, i t 
is only necessary to retain terms up to and including i ~ 10 in each sum. Note that 
to ensure the constant term in the numerator polynomial for U V p exactly cancels that 
for IR^+2, we must make use of the relation A0((') =—B0(i + 2). Hence i f we truncate the 
summation over the contributions for the U V f singularities at order I , we, correspondingly, 
truncate the summation over the contributions for the IRe singularities at order £ + 2. For 
all observables the computing time is then dominated by that required for the solution 
of Eq.(4.85). We used the symbolic algebra software M A P L E to numerically solve the 
transcendental integral equation Eq.(4.85). 
There is a fur ther complication to the solution of Eq.(4.85). I t was noted in Section 
4.2.3 that all five observables have a maximum value, D M A X say, when plotted versus F 
(or a). As a result for some values of D ^ L \ F ) there are two corresponding values of F . 
When solving Eq.(4.85) it is therefore necessary to select one of the two possible values. 
Imposing asymptotic freedom, D ( F ( Q ) ) —> 0 for Q —> oo, we choose that solution which 
is connected to F = oo (a = 0) as Q —> oo. I t is therefore necessary to constrain the 
domain of F over which one solves Eq.(4.85). An immediate consequence of a maximum 
value for D ^ ( F ) is that we cannot reconstruct our observable D ( L * ' for D > D M A X . We 
consider the consequences of this problem further in Section 4.5.3. 
To numerically reconstruct the function p^L\x) by inversion of we use Eq.(4.86). The 
closed fo rm expressions for the five observables D { L ) ( F ) , K ^ ( F ) , U { L ) { F ) , B S L \ F ) and 
R [ L \ F ) allow one to exactly perform the differentiation. Performing the resummation to 
obtain />' L*)(x) to 4 significant figures using the symbolic algebra software M A P L E on 
a H E W L E T T - P A C K A R D 712/80 took between 1/2 hour, for U { L ) , and 6 hours, for 
R[Ll 
Once p^L*\x) has been numerically determined over the fu l l range, one can insert each 
p^L*\x,) (i = 1 . . . n ) data point into the the integrand of in Eq.(4.80), denoted Ap0(x) in 
Eq.(2.66). A polynomial interpolation algorithm is used to fit the resulting data points. 
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Integrating the f i t polynomial we obtain a polynomial expression for Ap0(D^L^). 
We may compare our numerical reconstruction of ApoiD^"^) wi th the asymptotic (Q —> 
oo) fo rm of Ap0. This may be found by expanding the integrand in Eq.(2.66) as a power 
series in x and integrating term-by-term. We obtain 
^Po(Q) = P2D + {p3 - 2p2c)— + (p4 - 2cp3 + 2c2p2 + 2c 2 - P 2 2 ) — + ••• • ( 4 - 8 8 ) 
For D{L^ - • 0 corresponding to Q —• 00 our numerical reconstruction of Ap0{D^ ' ) 
agrees w i t h the asymptotic form in Eq.(4.88). Given a NLO coefficient < i M S , a value for 
Apg, and an ini t ia l t r ia l value for Z), an iterative procedure evaluates the RS-invariant 
resummation 
4.3.4 Evaluating the fixed-order approxinmants Z)(L*Hn) 
The resummed result can be compared wi th the N L O , N N L O , N 3 L O , . . . , N n L O , . . . 
fixed-order perturbative approximations to assess the accuracy of the fixed-order results. 
We define the nth order truncations of Eq.(4.77) 
D(L*)M = J24L*)«k+1- (4-89) 
A-=0 
Since dx and d2 are exactly included in any RS one has D^L*]^ = D^, D^L*^=D(2\ w i th 
denoting the exact NLO and N N L O results. 
We shall choose to consider fixed-order approximants in the EC scheme. Correspondingly 
we need to define the truncations of p ( ^ ) ( » ) ( x ) ; we define 
pMW(x) = x2(l + cx + p2x2 + £ p[L)xk) . (4.90) 
k=3 
The N n L O fixed-order perturbative result D{L*^n)(EC) of Eq.(4.89) w i l l correspond to 
solution of Eq.(4.80) wi th p{L*\x) replaced by p^L*^n\x). 
To evaluate Eq.(4.90) at order n we need to calculate p[L^ for k = 3 • • • n. In Section 
2.2.3 we expanded out Eq.(2.28) and compared coefficients of a to calculate the first few 
pk- This method, however, proves to be rather cumbersome for higher order pk. A more 
efficient method by which to obtain pk is by reversion of power series. 
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Consider a power series, D(a)1 which starts at 0(a) 
D(a) = d0a + dxa2 + ••• + dkak+l +••• , (4.91) 
then its inverse or reversed series, a(D), is defined by 
a(D) = Ii\D + K2D2 + K3D3 + • • • + KkDk + ••• (4.92) 
The reversion coefficients, A',-, are multinomials in the dj. A brute force approach to 
determine Kx is to simply substitute Eq.(4.91) into Eq.(4.92) and equate coefficients. 
However, there is a more elegant and powerful method; using the calculus of residues i t 
is possible to show that [89] 
d n _ 1 / t ' v 1 A„ (4.93) 
t=o dF'"
1 \D(t) 
For a derivation of Eq.(4.93) and the explicit fo rm of the first six coefficients, Kn, see 
Appendix B . l . 
We now rewrite Eq.(2.28) in the form 
This may now be expanded as a power series in D. Equating powers of D one can express 
Pi in terms of the reversion coefficients Kt. Note the Kx are scheme dependent. Using 
Eq.(4.93) w i t h d0 = Kx E 1 we can evaluate p{ in terms of c and dk (k = ! • • • * ) . Sub-
s t i tu t ing the complete beta-function in Eq.(4.94) one can calculate the exact expressions 
for ph. The first six are listed in Appendix B.2. 
For Eq.(4.90), however, we only require p^\ so one truncates the beta-function at leading-
b level, 8(a) = —a2. To numerically evaluate the resulting expressions for p\^ we use our 
knowledge of d^ the leading-6 part of the perturbative coefficients. For the Euclidean 
observables, Z), A' and U, we use Eq.(4.6). Eq.(4.53) and Eq.(4.59), respectively. For the 
Minkowski quantities R and RT we express r^ n ) and r^l in terms of d^] by using Eq.(4.42) 
and Eq.(4.47), respectively. I t is then straightforward to show (assuming the V-scheme) 
n ^ 1 j (2fc + l)!(ra-2Jfc)! ' ' k=0 
and 
+ (9 ^ 
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Figure 4.2(a): NLO and NNLO fixed-order perturbation theory, the naive RS-dependent leading-6 
resummation, and RS-invariant leading-6 resummation, for D at Q = 91 GeV plotted against 'a'; c-> — 0 
has been assumed. 
where dk was defined in Eq.(4.6). On substituting these leading-6 perturbative approxi-
mations into the expressions derived f rom Eq.(4.94), wi th one-loop beta-function, we can 
evaluate p\. Implementing this procedure using M A P L E on a Hewlett-Packard 712/80 
i t took 3 hours to calculate p^. The numerical values of p^ (n = 2- • • 12) for each 
observable are tabulated in Appendix B.3. 
I t should be noted that both M A P L E and M A T H E M A T I C A have library functions 
to obtain the reversed series (and hence reversion coefficients) to arbitrary order. I t was 
found, however, that while this was effective at lower orders (n < 10), the procedure 
detailed above was more computationally efficient to obtain higher-order p^. 
4.4 Numerical results 
4.4.1 Comparison of F O P T with leading-6 resummations 
In Figure 4.2(a) we have plotted as the dashed curve the leading-6 resummation D^L\a) 
versus the coupling for the Adler D-funct ion wi th Q=91 GeV, the t 'Hoof t scheme 
corresponding to B(x) = l+cx, and minimal subtraction have been assumed w i t h A^-=200 
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Figure 4.2(c): As for Figure 4.2(a) but for Rr at Q = 1.78 GeV. 
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Figure 4.2(d): As for Figure 4.2(a) but for K at Q = 1.5 GeV. 
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Figure 4.2(e): As for Figure 4.2(a) but for U at Q - 1.5 GeV. 
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MeV. There is a monotonic RS-dependence as discussed in Section 5.3.3 and reference 
[76]. Noting that r is related to 'a' using Eq.(2.25) one can use 'a' to label the exact NLO 
and N N L O approximants, D[1){a), £ > ( 2 ) ( a , c 2 ) . The dotted line shows £ > ( 1 ) ( a ) , and the 
dashed-dotted line gives 7_) ( 2 )(a,0). We have chosen c 2 =0 to avoid adding an extra axis 
to the plot. The solid line gives the RS-invariant resummation D^L*\ Figure 4.2(b) gives 
the analogous plot for the e+e~ i?-ratio wi th Q=91 GeV. 
We note that the fixed-order results agree best wi th the D^L*^ and w-L*^ resummations 
in the vicinity of the stationary points wi th respect to variation of the RS. This is to be 
anticipated since the Principal of Min imum Sensitivity (PMS) [37] choice of RS avoids the 
inclusion of potentially large U V logarithms connected wi th the choice of renormalization 
scale [38], A similar statement holds for the NLO and N N L O results in the EC scheme 
[38], R{1)(EC) and RW(EC), corresponding to solutions of Eq.(4.80) w i th p ( L ^ as in 
Eq.(4.90). These are numerically very close to the PMS approximants. The 'optimized' 
PMS/EC fixed-order N N L O approximant is thus seen to be very close to to the RS-
invariant resummed result for the i?-ratio at LEP energy, indicating that the approximated 
effect of including N 3 L O and higher corrections is small, and thus suggesting that one can 
in principle accurately determine given ideal data. 
In Figures 4.2(c), 4.2(d) and 4.2(e) the analogous plots for the RT, (Q=mT=1.771 GeV) 
and DIS sum rules K, U (Q=1.5 GeV), have been given. A ^ = 3 2 0 MeV has been assumed. 
In contrast to Figure 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) the differences between the fixed-order results and 
the RS-invariant resummations are clearly much larger. Thus at these lower values of Q 
the significance of N 3 L O and higher effects is apparently much greater, and the reliability 
w i th which A ^ - can be determined correspondingly less. We shall quantify this more 
carefully in just a moment. 
4.4.2 The reliability of F O P T 
A d l e r D - f u n c t i o n 
In Figure 4.3(a) we plot, for the Adler D-funct ion at Q=91 GeV, the fixed-order per-
turbative results D ^ n \ E C ) (Eq.(4.89)) for n = 2 (NNLO) and higher orders (crosses) 
compared wi th the RS-invariant resummed result D^L*^ (dashed line). A g = 2 0 0 MeV 
has again been assumed. We could of course have chosen to plot the fixed-order approxi-
mants in any RS, for instance MS wi th p=Q, but as discussed in connection w i t h Figure 
4.1(a), we expect the 'optimized', EC or PMS, choice of RS to approach the resummed 
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Figure 4.3(a): Comparison of fixed-order EC perturbation theory (denoted "+" ) with the RS-invariant 
resummation (dashed line) for D at Q = 91 GeV. 
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Figure 4.3(b): As for Figure 4.3(a) except at Q = 5 GeV. 
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Figure 4.3(c): As for Figure 4.3(a) except at Q = 1.5 GeV. 
result more rapidly. We stress that the fixed-order D^L*^{EC) approximates corre-
spond to the solutions of Eq.(4.80) w i th p(x) = p(L*^n\x). Since p2 is included exactly 
b(L*)(2\EC)=D{2){EC). As can be seen f rom Figure 4.2(a) the N 7 L O and higher results 
are indistinguishable f rom the resummed result wi th the chosen scale. 
In Figure 4.3(b) we show a similar plot for D at Q=5 GeV. A ^ = 2 7 9 MeV h as been 
assumed. We see that the fixed-order approximants are always distinguishable f rom the 
resummed result and the approach is less rapid. The oscillation of successive fixed-order 
approximants above and below the resummed result is explained by the dominance of 
the U V i singularity at z=— | in the Borel plane, which is the closest to the origin for 
the D-funct ion. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2 this is a double pole in the leading-/) 
approximation. This singularity is responsible for alternating sign factorial growth of the 
perturbative coefficients. In Table B.2 of Appendix B we tabulate the numerical values 
of pkL\ The alternating sign factorial growth in the p\L^ is immediately apparent, and 
is responsible for the pattern shown in the Figures 4.2(a)-(c). Beyond order n = 9 the 
amplitude of the oscillations increases dramatically, and the fixed-order approximants 
diverge increasingly f rom the resummation; f u l l breakdown occurs for n > 12. This is 
precisely what one would expect to see on comparing the Borel sum of an alternating sign 
asymptotic series wi th its truncations. We note that a similar oscillating behaviour w i t h 
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Figure 4.4(a): Comparison of fixed-order EC perturbation theory (denoted "+" ) with the RS-invariant 
resummation (dashed line) for R at Q — 91 GeV. 
eventual wi ld oscillations setting in would also have been apparent in Figure 4.2(a) had 
we used a finer vertical scale. Naively f rom the large-order behaviour in Eq.(4.34) one 
would not expect the wi ld oscillations to set in unt i l n > 50. 
Figure 4.3(c) finally shows the corresponding plot for D at (5=1.5 GeV, w i t h as 
above. The fixed-order start to diverge away f rom resummed result immediately w i t h w i ld 
oscillations for n > 5. Nonetheless even at this low energy fixed-order perturbation theory 
(in particular N N L O ) is approximating the resummed results, though not particularly 
well. 
e' e i ? - r a t i o 
In Figures 4.4(a)-4.4(c) we give the analogous plots for the e+e~ i?-ratio, plotted on the 
same vertical scales for direct comparison. As can be seen f rom Figure 4.4(a) at Q — 91 
GeV the N 4 L O and higher fixed-order results are indistinguishable f rom the resummed 
result w i th the chosen vertical scale, and there is only a small shift between the N N L O 
and resummed results. Evidently fixed-order perturbation theory in the EC scheme seems 
to be working very well for the i?-ratio at L E P / S L D energies. 
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Figure 4.4(b): As for Figure 4.4(a) except at Q = 5 GeV. 
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Figure 4.4(c): As for Figure 4.4(a) except at Q = 1.5 GeV. 
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Clearly in Figure 4.4(b), at Q = 5 GeV, the approach to the resummed result is some-
what more rapid than for Figure 4.3(b). A similar oscillatory behaviour is also evident 
for the conventional fixed-order perturbative approximants for R, but wi th much smaller 
amplitude. Beyond order ?T.=12, however, the amplitude of the oscillations increases dra-
matically, and the fixed-order approximants diverge increasingly f rom the resummation. 
Figure 4.4(c) shows the plot for R at Q—1.5 GeV. The approach to the resummed result 
is s t i l l slower, and the oscillations have only just become established when they increase 
wildly beyond n = 9 . Nonetheless even at this low energy fixed-order perturbation theory 
is approximating the resummed results, albeit much less well. 
The difference in behaviour of R. f rom D derives f rom the fact that for R the \ ] \ \ singu-
lari ty is softened to a single pole, again in the leading-6 approximation. To see this we 
note f rom Eq.(4.42) that since sin(7r6z/2) has single zeros ~ (z — ze) at the same positions 
as the renormalon singularities one finds that renormalon poles of order p in B[D] are 
converted to poles of order p — 1 in B[R]. This implies that the poles in B[R] are simple 
poles except for I R 2 which was a simple pole in B[D] and hence apparently vanishes [64]. 
The absence of the IR X singularity at z = 2/b in the exact large-Nf for B[D}(z) implies 
f rom Eq.(4.42) that B[R](z) must have a compensating zero at this position. 
The leading asymptotics of the coefficients rn w i l l be given by U V i for B[R](z). Expanding 
around z = —2/b we have 
^ 4 4 M ( - I ) 2 ) 
Since the leading-Nf asymptotics are given by [82] 
4Tr] ~ (4.98) 
r! 
where p is the order of the pole in the Borel transform and r = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . Hence f rom 
Eq.(4.42) we f ind that the asymptotic behaviour of rn is given by changing the p —> p — 1 
in the results for Eq.(4.98). This implies that on very general grounds one expects [82, 64]. 
- ( l 4 - 0 ( l / , 7 . ) ) (4.99) 
so that the ?\. coefficients grow more slowly asymptotically. Correspondingly for the 
RS-invariants quantities we have, asymptotically, 
^ - ( 1 7 . - 1 ) ^ ( ^ = 0 ) , (4.100) 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of fixed-order EC perturbation theory (denoted ) with the RS-invariant 
resummation (dashed line) for R,T. 
Turning to Table B.3 in Appendix B we tabulate p ^ R . The factorial growth of the pn is 
seen to be slower than that in Table B . l for the Adler D funct ion. In fact Eq.(4.101) is 
predicting the relative sizes at quite low orders (n > 5). Table B.2 also explains why for 
R the alternating sign behaviour, above and below the resummed result, does not set in 
immediately as was the case of D. The first four pn are all negative. 
H a d r o n i c tau-decay ratio RT 
In Figure 4.5 we show the analogous plot for the hadronic r-decay ratio, RT, plotted on 
the same vertical scale as Figure 4.3(c). Here evidently Q — mT = 1.78 GeV, and the 
same A ^ as above has been assumed. Fixed-order EC perturbation theory is seen to 
be working reasonably well w i th oscillating behaviour around the resummed result which 
becomes wi ld for n > 5. Notice, however, that the performance is much worse than that 
of R at the comparable Q — 1.5 GeV in Figure 4.4(c). In Table B.4 of Appendix B the 
tabulated values of p^ for RT are somewhat larger than for R. This inferior performance 
can be at tr ibuted to the presence of double poles at IR3 and IR4 in the Borel plane. 
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Figure 4.6(a): Comparison of fixed-order EC perturbation theory (denoted "+") with the RS-invariant 
resummation (dashed line) for K at Q = 91 GeV. 
T h e P B j S R and G L S S R 
This reasonable performance of fixed-order perturbation theory for D and R is to be 
contrasted wi th the situation for the DIS sum rules K. Figures 4.6(a), 4.6(b), and 4.6(c) 
are plotted at the same values of Q as the corresponding Figures for D. The vertical scales 
for Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) are seven and two times coarser than for Figures 4.3(a) and 
4.3(b), respectively. In Figure 4.6(a) at Q—%\ GeV we see a much slower approach to the 
resummed result. The fixed-order EC approximations then track the resummed result 
between sixth and tenth order and then for n—12 there is a dramatic breakdown. The 
Borel plane singularities nearest the origin for K are now [76] IR;i at z—^, and U V ] at 
z= — | . I t is the presence of the I R i singularity which leads to fixed-sign factorial growth of 
the perturbative coefficients and a consequent deterioration in the performance of fixed-
order perturbation theory. The relative deterioration compared to the i?-ratio can be 
seen even more clearly in Figure 4.6(b) at Q=b GeV. There is a monotonic increase in 
successive orders w i t h no tendency to track the resummed result. 
The stair-like pattern, w i th neighbouring odd and even orders roughly similar in low 
orders, follows f rom directly f rom the values of p^ tabulated for K in Table B.5. of 
Appendix B. These values can be at tr ibuted to the Borel structure of K. In even orders 


















Figure 4.6(c): As for Figure 4.6(a) except at Q = 1.5 GeV. 
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Figure 4.7(a): Comparison of fixed-order EC perturbation theory (denoted "+" ) with the RS-invariant 
resummation (dashed line) for U at Q — 91 GeV. 
the fixed-sign ( I R i ) and alternating-sign ( U V i ) behaviour constructively add to give a 
large p^nLK In odd orders there is a partial cancellation between the fixed-sign ( I R i ) and 
alternating-sign ( U V i ) behaviour, resulting in a small value for . 
In Figure 4.6(c) we see that at (5=1.5 GeV fixed-order EC perturbation theory is a poor 
approximation to the resummed result for the DIS sum rules. Only n=2 and n = 3 are 
shown since for n >4 fixed-order perturbation theory is not defined in the EC scheme. I f 
p(x) has a zero at x=x* (where x* > 0 is the closest zero to the origin) then Eq. (4.80) 
has a solution D = D*, w i th D* < x*. This wi l l be the case i f the expansion coefficients 
of p(x) have alternating factorial behaviour, at least in either odd or even orders. I f , 
however, the coefficients have fixed-sign factorial growth, as is the case for the DIS sum 
rules, then p(x) w i l l have no positive zeros. In this case Eq.(4.80) may fa i l to have a 
solution, the condition for this being that in the l imi t as D —> +oo the right-hand side of 
Eq.(4.80) is negative. 
BjSR 
Finally, in Figures 4.7(a), 4.7(b) and 4.7(c) the unpolarized Bjorken sum rule is plotted 
at the same values of Q as the corresponding figures for K, and on the same vertical scale 
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Figure 4.7(c): As for Figure 4.7(a) except at Q = 1.5 GeV. 
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to enable direct comparison. For all three energy scales the performance is inferior to the 
PBjSR/GLSSR. In particular, we note that at 1.5 GeV the N N L O result is a very poor 
approximation to the resummed value. This is expected since there is no U V X renormalon 
singularity, resulting in the BjSR being totally dominated by the IRA singularity. The 
absence of a U V i singularity also explains the absence of the stair-like pattern observed 
for the PBjSR/GLSSR. In Table B.6 the tabulated values of pW a r e given for 0. We 
note that, compared to K, there is only a small cancellation in odd orders — this is due 
to the U V 2 singularity. 
4.4.3 E n e r g y dependence of the r e s u m m a t i o n a n d F O P T 
We can summarize the behaviour exhibited in the foregoing figures by plot t ing the energy 
dependence of D, R, K and U. Figure 4.8(a) shows (solid line), D^{EC) (dotted 
line), and D^(EC) (dashed-dotted line), plotted versus InQ/GeVover a range equivalent 
to Q = 1 — 91 GeV. Flavour thresholds in Q at ?7?,6 = 4.5 GeV, mc = 1.25 GeV, have been 
assumed and values of chosen as above. Figure 4.8(b) gives a similar plot for R. We 
note the reasonably satisfactory behaviour for D and R; in particular at all energies the 
N N L O EC approximation is closer to the resummed result than the NLO, as one would 
hope. 
In contrast for K and U below Q ~ 3 GeV the NLO becomes closer than N N L O to the 
resummed result, making the use of fixed-order perturbation theory dubious. Notice in 
addition that the vertical scale in Figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(d) is four times as coarse as that 
in Figure 4.8(a) and 4.8(b). 
4.4.4 D e t e r m i n i n g the uncerta inty in A ^ ' and as(A4z) 
We would finally like to use the RS-invariant all-orders resummation to assess the likely 
accuracy to which or as{Mz), can be determined for various observables at various 
energies. We focus on the three most phenomenologically relevant observables R, RT and 
A'. 
In Table 1 we have given the A ^ 1 values obtained by fitting the N L O , N N L O EC fixed-
order perturbative and the RS-invariant resummed results to the central values of the data 
for R{Q=91 GeV) [90], R(Q=9 GeV) [91], RT [25], and K{Q2=b G e V 2 ) . For K{Q2 = 
5GeV 2 ) we have taken the GLS sum rule result of the CCFR collaboration [92] corrected 
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Figure 4.8(a): NLO, NNLO fixed-order results in the EC scheme, and RS-invariant resummation, for 
D plotted versus InQ/GeV over the range 1 < Q < 91 GeV. 
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Figure 4.8(b): As for Figure 4.8(a) except for R. 
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Figure 4.8(c): As for Figure 4.8(a) except for A'. 
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Figure 4.8(d): As for Figure 4.8(a) except for U. 
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Observable Energy Q/GeV Data A ^ ' / M e V fi t ted to experiment 
NLO N N L O Resummed 
R 91 5 0.040 ± 0.004 9^9 + 190 293 l f 4 8 9 296±?fg 
9 5 0.073 ± 0.024 3 9 9 i £ f 5 1 6 ± I | | 
1.777 3 0.205 ± 0.006 3 i 9 ± ; 387111 4 0 4 1 -
k 2.24 3 0.154 ± 0 . 0 7 5 437t^ 9 7 Q7Q+138 ° ' y-252 4 2 6 1 ^ 
Table 4.1: Values of adjusted to fit the predictions of NLO, NNLO fixed-order results in the EC 
scheme, and the RS-invariant resummation to the experimental data for R, RT and K. 
by subtracting off the Q 2 higher-twist corrections suggested by reference [93], so that 
f> ,™ f> , ^ (0.27 ± 0 . 1 4 ) 
K(Q) = KCCFR(Q) + ^ • (4.102) 
The errors have been combined in quadrature. 
The results in Table 1 are encouraging in that they indicate rather small differences 
between the N N L O EC and resummed fits. From these differences one would estimate that 
one could determine A ^ - to an accuracy of ~ ± 3 MeV at L E P / S L D energies given ideal 
data for R, corresponding to determining as(Mz) to three significant figures. Needless to 
say even wi th ideal data undetermined finite quark mass effects would in fact introduce 
far larger uncertainties. 
At Q = 9 GeV A ^ - would apparently be determined to an accuracy of ~ ± 2 0 MeV. The 
data for R(Q = 91 GeV) imply N N L O as{Mz) (MS) values of a a ( M z ) = 0 . 1 2 2 ± 0.012; 
N N L O EC and resummed are the same to the quoted number of significant figures. 
For RT a comparison of the N N L O EC and resummed fits would suggest that A ^ - could 
be determined wi th a precision of ~ ± 1 5 MeV. One finds a s ( ra T )=0.320 ± 0.005 ( N N L O 
EC) and c v s ( m r ) = 0 . 3 2 8 ± 0 . 0 0 5 (resummed). To obtain as{Mz) we evolved the three-loop 
( N N L O ) coupling a™s f r o m Nj = 3 to Nj ~ 5 using Bernreuther-Wetzel matching [36], 
w i th flavour thresholds at mc = 1.25 GeV and m.t, = 4.5 GeV. Choosing the matching 
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scale HM = mq in Eq.( 1.101) the three-loop matching condition becomes 
a / _ t ( m ) = a / (m) + ^ a / ( m ) 3 . (4.103) 
This choice of matching condition leads to an approximate continuity of the running cou-
pling. This then yields A ^ = 2 5 3 ^ MeV (NNLO EC) and A ^ = 2 6 7 l ^ MeV (resummed), 
corresponding to as(Mz)=0.1190 ± 0.0006 (NNLO EC) and o s ( M z ) = 0 . 1 2 0 2 ± 0.0007 (re-
summed). A conservative estimate of the theoretical uncertainty due to higher order 
perturbative corrections is then Sas(Mz)=0.001. We w i l l consider the possible effect of 
varying the matching scale on the evolution as(mr) —> as{Mz) in Section 5.4 of Chapter 
5. 
I f taken seriously the above estimate of the accuracy wi th which A ^ - (as(Mz)) can be 
determined f rom RT measurements is very reassuring, and clearly indicates that this is 
indeed potentially the most reliable determination. The uncertainty is somewhat smaller 
than has been assumed based on more naive estimates of the size of the 0(a4) perturbative 
coefficient [94]. I t is much smaller than 8as{mr) = 0.05 inferred by Neubert in reference 
[78] based on comparison of the exact O(af) N N L O perturbative result in the MS scheme 
wi th fi=mT, a,nd a straightforward resummation of the leading-6 terms, which is essentially 
our (c.f. Eq.(4.28)), wi th a = ^ ~ ^ . As can be seen f rom Figure 4.2(c) the dashed 
curve R^\a) lies above the RS-invariant resummation (solid line) for a = ° ' s ^ n r ) ~ 0.12, 
and there is a strong 'a' dependence in this region. The N N L O EC result, and indeed 
the MS // = mT N N L O result, are both much closer to the RS-invariant resummation. 
The implication then is that the rather large difference between the exact fixed-order and 
naive resummed leading-/) results found in [78] is just a reflection of the inadequacy of the 
naive resummation, which was our original motivation for improving i t . 
We finally tu rn to the GLS sum rule results in Table 4.1. Whilst the A ^ - values for 
J M S 
N L O , N N L O , and resummed are in reasonable agreement wi th that obtained for RT, 
we note once again the worrying feature that the NLO result is closer to the resummed 
than the N N L O . We have also had to assume and correct for sizeable power corrections, 
based on the modelled suggestion of reference [93]. Also note the very large errors which 
reflect the diff icul ty in reconstructing the sum rule by combining data f rom various DIS 
experiments [92], One finds as(Q2 = 5 G e V 2 ) = 0 . 3 1 6 ± £ ? ? | (NNLO EC) and as{Q2 = 
5GeV2)=0.332+S.i34 (resummed). Evolving the three-loop coupling a p f rom Nf = 3 
to Nf = 5, using Bernreuther-Wetzel matching [36], w i t h the quark mass thresholds 
noted above yields A ^ I = 2 4 7 ± J | | MeV ( N N L O EC) and A ^ = 2 8 6 t ^ MeV (resummed), 
corresponding to a s ( M z ) = 0 . 1 1 8 l ^ ( N N L O EC) and a s ( M z ) = 0 . 1 2 l l ^ o 2 3 (resummed). 
Clearly A' wi l l not be competitive wi th RT as a way of determining A ^ g . 
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4.5 Technical issues related to the resummations 
Before concluding this chapter i t is appropriate to discuss several possibilities which could 
improve or extend the RS-invariant resummations, and mention some technical issues 
related to them. 
4.5.1 A n a l y t i c a l continuation between the pf a n d pf , p f T 
The first concerns the analytical continuation between the Euclidean Adler D-funct ion 
and the Minkowski quantities R and RT. This wi l l imply definite relations between the 
corresponding RS-invariants , pR, p^T. For instance for R one has [95] 
p? = p?- 1 2 b T 




The procedure we have used to construct R^L*^ involves resumming the effective charge 
beta-function using the exact p% and the leading-6 approximations to p§, k > 2. This 
means the — ^•c627r2 analytical continuation term in p§, or the — ^c 2 6 2 7r 2 in p f , have 
been omit ted since they are sub-leading in b. Since p® is known exactly we could also 
improve the resummation by using the exact p® in evaluating the — | / o f ) 6 2 7 r 2 term in pR. 
One could envisage an improved resummation p^**\x) incorporating these extra terms. 
p{£r")(x) = P % * ) ( * ) + P R ( * ) , 
where the extra terms to 0(x7) are explicitly 
PR{X) = - ^ c b W - q P ^ N L ) + ^ ? ) b W + U(.,-j + • • • . (4.106) 
This resummation to all-orders can be accomplished in principle by representing R as a 
contour integral involving D as in Eq.(1.74) [95]. Using D^*^ in the integrand would 
formally produce R(L**) corresponding to the above effective charge beta-function PR**\, 
but one would have to evaluate D^L*^ at complex values of Q. Similar remarks apply to 
RT [95]. One might note that in the NNLO case, where we can compare with the exact 
result, P2^ is only a good approximation to the exact p2 for Nj 0 or for large N j . 
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Hence one could conclude that the uncertainties in the basic approximation are such that 
the attempted improvement is not warranted. Nonetheless i t would be very worrying if 
any of our conclusions for R, RT changed on including these extra terms. This subject 
wi l l f o rm part of the motivation for Chapter 5. 
4.5.2 A n a l y t i c inversion of D ( I ) ( a ) to obtain p^L*] 
Another aspect of the resummations which requires elucidation is the way the resummed 
p(L*) e f f e c t i v e charge beta-function is obtained by numerically inverting the P.V. regulated 
Borel integral representation of Z? ( L ' (a) , as detailed in Eq.(4.82) to Eq.(4.87). From 
Eq.(2.60) we see that p(D(Q)) is directly related to the Q-evolution of the observable 
D ( Q ) , and is therefore of central physical importance in studying power corrections. One 
might then imagine defining 
p(D)=Reg dz e~^DB[p](z) + p^(D) , (4.107) 
Jo 
where B[p] denotes the perturbatively defined Borel transform of p. This w i l l contain 
singularities at the same positions in the Borel plane as D(a) [54], and to control the 
IR/ infra-red renormalon singularities on the positive-2 axis the integral w i l l have to be 
regulated, denoted Reg. There wi l l be an additional p^ep(D) incorporating the power 
corrections (e~llD terms) whose precise definition wi l l depend on the chosen method of 
regulation [16]. 
I f B[p] is defined in the leading-6 approximation we can then ask if the first term in 
Eq.(4.107) wi th P.V. regulation exactly reproduces the /^ L * ' defined by numerically in-
verting the P.V. regulated D^L\a). 
This can be reduced to a simpler problem. Consider 
roo 
D(x) = P.V. / dze-^xB[D}(z) 
Jo 
(4.108) 
a(x) = P.V. [°° dze~z/xB[a](z) 
J o 
where B[D] denotes the perturbatively defined Borel transform of D(a). and B[a] denotes 
the perturbatively defined Borel transform of the inverse function of D(a), which can 
unambiguously be defined by formally transforming the coefficients of the power series 
D(a). W i t h these definitions one can then ask whether D(a(x)) = x exactly or whether 
there are additional e~llx terms. Existing results on such problems are in short supply 
[96], but work in progress [60] strongly suggests that the relation D(a(x)) = x does hold 
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exactly. Unfortunately the result probably only holds for P.V. regulation. The pragmatic 
reason for studying this question is that B[D^]{z) is given by rather simple expressions 
as a sum of poles [76], whereas B[p\(z) w i l l have an extremely complicated fo rm. Hence i t 
is impractical to construct B[p}(z) directly, and the numerical inversion route is the only 
possibility. 
4.5.3 I n f r a - r e d p r o p e r t i e s o f p(x) 
The properties of the funct ion p(x) f ix the infra-red properties of the observable. For 
instance if p{D*) — 0 then D —> D* as Q —> 0. I t has been suggested [97, 98] that such 
infra-red freezing is supported by a wide body of indirect phenomenological evidence. 
In reference [99] the assumption of universal infra-red behaviour of an effective coupling 
a e j f ( k ) has been used to interrelate power corrections for different observables. I t is 
interesting that for all the observables we have studied in this chapter D^L\a) has a 
maximum value, D m a x : say. This means that p^L\x) is undefined for x > Dmax. I f p is to 
be defined in the infra-red this is presumably a signal that power corrections have to be 
included beyond a certain point. A n interesting consistency check on this interpretation is 
that i f only ultra-violet renormalon singularities are present then D^L\a) does not have a 
maximum, D^L\a)\uv increases monotonically and p^L\x) w i l l be defined for all x. This 
is also true for K^L\a) and U^(a). The absence of IR renormalons is consistent w i th 
there being no power corrections, or at least they are not constrained by the large-order 
perturbative behaviour. However, for the two Minkowski quantities the absence of IR. 
renormalons does not guarantee our ability to reconstruct p(x) for all x. 
To look at this more quantitatively we consider the infra-red behaviour of the EC beta-
funct ion p(x) for D and R, w i th Nj = 2. In Figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) we plot the behaviour 
of p(x) for x = D and x = R, respectively. We consider three possible definitions of p{x): 
p{Lm)(x), defined in Eq.(4.81); p{L}(x), defined in Eq.(4.83); and p<2){x) defined in Eq.(4.90) 
for n = 2. 
For an infra-red fixed-point, /?(a«) = 0 (o» > 0), we require at N N L O the condition that 
1 + ca* + c2al = 0 . (4.109) 
In the effective charge scheme, a = D (or R) and d f c = p2- Therefore for D the N N L O 
EC approximant p^2\x) has no infra-red fixed point since p® = 9.37140 for Nj = 2, and 
Eq.(4.109) has no positive root. For R, however, />f = -9.842342 for Nf = 2, so p{2)(R) 
has a positive root for R = 0.435. 
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Figure 4.9(a): The effective charge beta function p(D) for D for Ns = 2. Plotted are p{L*)(D) (solid 
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Figure 4.9(b): As for Figure 4.9(a) except for R. 
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For the RS-invariant leading-6 resummation, p^L\x), there is an IR fixed point for both D 
and R. This is also true for the other observables. This follows f rom the observation that, 
f rom Eq.4.86), p^ '(x) is zero for dD{L)(F)/dF = 0. The condition for an IR fixed-point 
is therefore that D^[F) has a stationary point. Since all five quantities considered have 
a maximum value, D m a x , i t follows that the IR fixed point is given by Dmax. For the 
D the IR fixed-point is at D = 0.260 (F = 2.07) for Nf = 2. This varies wi th Nf: for 
Nf = 5 we obtain an IR fixed-point at D — 0.327 (F = 1.65). For R the IR fixed-point 
is at D = 0.106 (F = 4.62) for Ns = 2. 
We see that, unlike the pure leading-6 resummation, p^L*\x) is not zero for any ;r ^ 0. As 
a result neither Z)( L*' nor i? ( L * f has a IR fixed-point. A t R m a x the value of p{L*]{Rmax) = 
0.00159, which is small but non-zero. 
4.5.4 A p p r o x i m a t i o n o f t h e large- .V l i m i t b y t h e la rge- b ex-
p a n s i o n 
A final underlying issue which needs further clarification is the explanation for the ex-
cellent performance of the leading-6 approximation itself. For all the cases where exact 
N N L O QCD calculations exist the leading-6 approximation not only gives exact results 
for perturbative coefficients and pk RS-invariants in the large-Nf l i m i t , but remarkably 
is also an excellent ( ~ 5% level) approximation in the large-N l im i t of a large number of 
colours. As pointed out unfortunately i t may be a rather poor approximation in-between 
these extremes, for Nf=5, N=3, for instance. Although the sub-leading ^/-expansion 
coefficients are reproduced remarkably well ( ~ 20% level). 
This clearly suggests that there is some far more powerful effect at work which guarantees 
that the leading-6 term reproduces large-Nf and large-iV coefficients simultaneously. A n 
idea as to how this might operate comes f rom noting that we could formulate a second 
version of the 6-expansion based on the large-N expansion of the coefficients by making 
the replacement N —> ^ (36 + N f ) . For simplicity we replace Cp by N/2, throwing away-
some 1 /N terms; this yields an expansion 
dk = d<k>bk + d<k-x>bh-1 + ••• + d<0> , (4.110) 
where d^k> is a pure number and d f k ~ r > ~ N'j. We would then hope to be able to explain 
why d[k^ ~ d£k>. This "large-Nf -large- N duality", which is found empirically f rom 
comparison w i t h exact calculations is clearly an intriguing feature of QCD; and it provides 
a motivation for resumming the leading-6 terms to all orders. A clearer understanding of 
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its origins wi l l be crucial in assessing the value of such resummations. 
A possible Feynman-diagrammatic explanation runs as follows. In the large-A r l im i t of 
QCD only planar diagrams contribute. ; t Hooft has shown that if one restricts oneself 
to UV-f in i te planar diagrams perturbation theory converges [100]. As far as perturbative 
estimates are concerned these diagrams can be discarded, therefore, since they do not con-
tr ibute to n\ growth of the coefficients. The remaining UV-divergent planar diagrams wi l l 
contain among them diagrams containing chains of gluon self-energy insertions and other 
structures which must be combined w i t h renormalon diagrams wi th chains of internal 
fermion bubbles and other structures to produce a gauge-invariant contribution propor-
tional to a power of 6, using the pinch technique or background field method [80]. The 
planar diagrams of interest are those not involved in the construction of a gauge-invariant 
effective charge, therefore. The hope would be to understand why their contribution is 
'small 1 . 
The purely Feynman-diagrammatic approach to this problem is potentially horrendously 
complicated. A more tractable method may be to consider the approach of Parisi [71], in 
which the structure of the leading U V renormalon singularity can be inferred by computing 
the insertion of dimension-six operators into the Green functions corresponding to, for 
instance, the vector correlator. Consideration of this approach in planar approximation 
has revealed considerable simplification in the case of the Adler D-funct ion, w i th three of 
the four potential four-fermion operators not contributing. One can then establish exact 
results for the contribution of Feynman diagrams proportional to N^~rNr as n —> oo, 
and these confirm that the weak dominance of the leading-6 term which holds for the 
exchange of one-renormalon chain survives the inclusion of any number of chains [83]. 
4.6 Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have proposed an improvement of the renormalon-inspired 'leading-6' 
resummations of QCD perturbation theory which have been previously used by various 
authors [62, 69, 76, 77, 78, 79] to assess the reliability of fixed-order perturbative predic-
tions. Such resummations are RS-dependent under the f u l l QCD RG transformations. To 
avoid this diff icul ty the strategy is to approximate the RS-invariant effective charge beta-
function coefficients by retaining their 'leading-^' part, which is completely determined 
by exact all-orders large-Nj results. Fixed-order perturbative approximations in any RS 
can then be obtained f rom the approximated RS-invariants by using the exact QCD RG. 
If the exact N N L O invariant is known i t can be included. In this way the resummation 
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includes the exact NLO and N N L O perturbative coefficients in any RS. 
The RS-invariant resummation was performed for the Adler Z>-function, e + e" i t - ra t io , 
R- the analogous decay ratio for the tau-lepton, and DIS sum rules. Comparison wi th 
fixed-order perturbation theory in the effective charge RS revealed impressive convergence 
to the resummed result for the e+e~ jR-ratio at L E P / S L D energies, Q = 91 GeV. As the 
value of Q was reduced oscillatory behaviour of the fixed-order results above and below the 
resummed value was increasingly evident, reflecting the alternating-sign factorial growth 
of the perturbative coefficients resulting f rom the dominant UV'i renormalon singularity. 
Even at Q = 1.5 GeV the resummed value was reasonably approximated unt i l ninth order 
perturbation theory. 
For RT{Q = m T ) , which is also U V i dominated, there was also a satisfactory approxi-
mation to the resummed value, although wi th much larger oscillations than for R, at a 
comparable value of Q, and wi th an earlier breakdown of perturbation theory beyond 
fifth-order. This is at tr ibuted to the IR3 and IR4 double poles. 
In contrast DIS sum rules which have an leading I R i infra-red singularity exhibited 
much less satisfactory behaviour wi th successive orders moving steadily away f rom the 
resummed result, reflecting the fixed-sign factorial growth of the coefficients. 
Using the difference between the exact N N L O EC approximation and the resummation 
to estimate the uncertainty wi th which A^g could be determined indicates that for R at 
Q = 9 lGeV cxs(Mz) could be determined to three significant figures wi th ideal data. 
For RT one concludes that Sees(Mz) = 0.001 in the MS scheme f r o m the NNLO-resummed 
difference. This is a much smaller uncertainty than deduced by Neubert [78] f rom a 
comparison wi th the naive RS-dependent leading-6 resummation. The RS-dependence 
means that the naive resummation is sensitive to the MS scheme a s ( m r ) being assumed for 
the coupling. Other a priori reasonable choices would dramatically change the resummed 
result, and hence we would argue that this estimate of the uncertainty is too pessimistic. 
We regard the impressive performance of fixed-order QCD perturbation theory for the 
UV-renormalon dominated quantities as the key result of this analysis. 
Various technical issues related to the resummation and possibilities for fu ture develop-
ments were also discussed. In the next chapter we shall pursue one of these, the inclusion 




5.1 Introduct ion 
There has been extensive recent interest [94, 101, 102] in the possibility of using measure-
ments of RT, the total hadronjc decay width of the r lepton normalized to the leptonic 
decay wid th , for precise determination of the renormalized strong coupling as(M2) (or 
more fundamentally A^g) . For this purpose RT apparently possesses a number of advan-
tages compared wi th other QCD observables. 
© I t is an inclusive quantity which can be computed in QCD using the operator product 
expansion (OPE) supplemented by analyticity [20, 21, 22]. 
© I t has been calculated in QCD perturbation theory to next-to-next-to-leading order 
(NNLO) 0(a3s) [17, 18]. 
© Power corrections are expected to be small [21, 22]. 
Q The T mass is below the threshold for charmed hadron production only the light 
quarks u, d, s are active, so QCD wi th Nj = 3 massless quark flavours should be 
applicable. 
o RT can be rather accurately determined f rom the measured electronic branching 
ratio of the r or f rom the r l ifetime [25]. 
o In evolving up in energy scale f rom as(rn2T) to a s ( M z ) , which is customarily quoted 
in global comparisons, the fractional error in a s ( A p g ) is reduced by a factor equal 
to the ratio of ats(Mz) to a s ( m ^ ) . 
130 
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Measurement of the hadronic wid th of the Z° to directly determine as(M2) shares the 
same advantages of being inclusive, calculated to N N L O in perturbation theory and having 
small power corrections, but suffers significant corrections f rom heavy quark masses, and 
much larger systematic experimental errors. 
Despite these undoubted advantages possessed by RT as a means of determining as, the 
relatively low energy scale involved, s = m 2 . , might lead one to expect sizeable corrections 
f rom uncalculated 0 { a f ) and higher orders in perturbation theory. To assess the effect 
of these terms wi th our present l imited state of knowledge one can employ a, necessarily 
approximate, all-orders resummation of the QCD perturbation series. A well-motivated 
framework for this is provided by the leading-6 approximation, discussed in Chapter 4, 
[76, 82], also sometimes referred to as naive non-abelianization [62, 88]. 
In several recent papers it has been claimed that applying the leading-6 resummation to 
RT indicates rather large perturbative uncertainties [69, 78, 79]. Indeed the estimated 
uncertainty in a s ( M | ) is of the same order as that normally quoted in determinations 
f rom jet observables at LEP and SLD [34]. 
In the last chapter we pointed out that a straightforward resummation of the leading-6 
terms of the kind employed in references [69, 78, 79], is renormalization scheme (RS) de-
pendent. This occurs because the compensation mechanism between the renormalization 
group (RG) improved coupling and the perturbative coefficients is destroyed by retaining 
only the leading-6 terms. As a result the 'naive' leading-6 resummation is not RS-invariant 
under the f u l l QCD renormalization group (RG). Whils t at large energies the resulting 
ambiguities are mi ld , at 5 = m 2 this RS dependence is serious and in our view invalidates 
the rather pessimistic conclusions of these references regarding the likely uncertainty in 
o - s ( M | ) determined f rom RT. 
Following on f rom this observation we proposed an improved RS-invariant resummation 
based on approximating the unknown effective charge (EC) beta-function coefficients by 
the portion containing the highest power of 6. Approximated perturbative coefficients in 
any RS can then be obtained using the exact QCD RG. The leading-6 effective charge 
beta-function can be resummed using exact all-orders large-Nj results. 
The difference between the exact N N L O result for Rr in the effective charge RS, and 
the RS-invariant all-orders resummation indicates a rather small uncertainty due to the 
approximated higher order terms, and the estimated uncertainty in a s ( M f ) is correspond-
ingly small, Sas{M2z) ~ 0.001. 
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In this chapter we wish to explore the perturbative uncertainty in Rr in somewhat more 
detail. Both RT and e+e~ i?.-ratio can be represented by a contour integral involving 
D(selB), where D( — s) is the Euclidean Adler D-funct ion, around a circle, cut along the 
positive real axis, 0 = — w to 9 = K, in the complex s-plane (as in Eq.(1.74)) [20]. Here .s = 
m2. for RT. Conventional perturbation theory involves an expansion in as(s) obtained by 
re-expressing as{seie) as an expansion in a s(.s) which is then truncated. Alternatively one 
can simply numerically perform the contour integration for the aks{selB) terms up to a given 
order [94]. This procedure includes in addition to conventional fixed-order perturbation 
theory a resummation of analytical continuation terms. A subset of these terms involve 
powers of the first beta-function coefficient, b, together w i t h IT2 factors, and are resummed 
to all-orders in the leading-6 approach. In addition, however, there are potentially large 
contributions involving higher beta-function coefficients [104]. I t would seem sensible, 
therefore to perform the improved RS-invariant resummation for D(sel8), and numerically 
evaluate the contour integral. In this way additional analytical continuation terms not 
captured in the leading-6 resummation are included exactly. This can then be compared 
wi th the exact NNLO result for D(seie) in the EC scheme, wi th the contour integral 
again numerically evaluated. Since in both cases the analytical continuation terms are 
resummed the difference should be indicative of the effect of the approximated higher 
effective charge RS invariants for D beyond N N L O . 
The plan of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2 we shall introduce the contour 
integral representations of the e+e~ i?-ratio and RT in terms of the Adler jD-function. 
Using Taylor's theorem we can then expand R and RT in terms of D(s) and its energy 
derivatives, which in tu rn can be expressed in terms of the effective charge beta-function 
for D and its derivatives. These results can be easily used to express the perturbative 
coefficients of the Minkowski quantities R and RT in terms of those of the Euclidean Adler 
D-funct ion and its effective charge RS invariants. We have compared these wi th existing 
expressions available in the literature [104]. We also derive relations between the EC 
invariants for R and RT and those for D. In Section 5.3 the contour integrals for the R and 
RT are evaluated by using Taylor's theorem successively to evaluate D at a series of values 
of complex s around the unit circle contour of integration. A Simpson's rule numerical 
integration is then performed. The translation of D in complex s involves the effective 
charge beta-function and its derivatives. This funct ion can be truncated or its leading-6 
terms resummed, as shown in the last chapter. In Section 5.4 fits to the experimental data 
for R and RT are performed to determine as f r om fixed-order and resummed perturbation 
theory. In Section 5.5 we conclude by comparing the resulting values and estimates of the 
perturbative uncertainty wi th those suggested by other approaches. 
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This chapter has been previously summarised in reference [105]. 
5o2 C o n t o u r in tegra l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of M i n k o w s 
observables 
The two quantities w i t h which we shall be concerned in this chapter are the e+e~ anni-
hilat ion i?-ratio and the RT ratio, defined analogously using the r hadronic wid th . These 
quantities were discussed in Section 1.8.1 and 1.8.2, respectively. We now wish to elabo-
rate in more detail on their contour integral representations. 
We demonstrated in Section 1.8 that the two Minkowski quantities, R and RT can both be 
conveniently expressed in terms of the transverse part of the correlator Il(.s) of two vector 
currents in the Euclidean region. Moreover, R, RT and related Minkowski quantities such 
as spectral moments [94] can all be wri t ten in terms of a weighted contour integral of 
D(seld) around a circle in the complex s-plane 
Denoting such a generic Minkowski observable as R we have 
R(so) = ^~ r deW(6)D(soei6) (5.1) 
where W(9) is a weight function which depends on the observable R. For R we have 
W{6) = 1, and for RT 
Wr{$) = (1 + 2eie - 2em - e4t0) , (5.2) 
and s 0 = rn\. 
A novel representation for R can be obtained by using Taylor's theorem to expand D(se'6) 
around s = s0. This yields 
1 f ~ ^ 0n d' 1 ~ 
R { s ^ = 2 7 Ldd W { 9 ) \ D i s o ) + S ^ d i ^ w (5.3) 
The derivatives in Eq.(5.3) can be recast in terms of the effective charge (EC) beta-
funct ion p{D) [42, 38], and its derivatives. p(D) is defined by 
^ - - > 
= - ^ ( t f + cD3 + p2D4 + • • • + P k D k + 2 + • • • ) • ( M 
Here b and c are first and second universal RS-invariant beta-function coefficients given 
in Eq.(2.5). The higher coefficients p2, P3, • • •, in Eq.(5.4) are RS-invariants and may 
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be expressed in terms of the perturbative coefficients of D, c4, together wi th the beta-
funct ion coefficients, c/.., which define the renormalization scheme employed to define the 
RG improved coupling a [37]. Thus 
^ b 
M » ) » , 2 . 3 , 4 . , Jfe+2 , 
- H 7 = - 7 T ( a + c a + c2a + h cka ^ + d In / r 2 
5.5) 
The effective charge (EC) scheme corresponds to the choice of coupling D = a. Appendix 
B.2 gives the explicit expressions for the EC invariants pk {k = 1 . . .6 ) . We note that 
in Section 2.5, to which the reader is referred for additional discussion of the EC beta-
funct ion, the dependent energy variable was taken to be Q, whereas we are employing 
s — Q2 in this chapter, hence there are additional factors of | in Eq.(5.4) and Eq.(5.5) 
compared to Eq.(2.60) and Eq.(2.3). 






n - l 
n > 0 (5.6) 
x=D{s0) 
Thus finally we can write Eq.(5.3) in the form 
'-ibV 
R(s0) = D(s0) + £ 
71=1 2 
" / ^ d ' 
n - l 
da" 
p(x) 0. I 
x=D(s0) 
Here wn denotes moments of the weight funct ion W[9), 
wn = ±- r d0 0nw(o). 
Z7T J-ir 
•5.8) 
For R setting W(9) = 1 yields wn = irn/(n + 1) (n even), wn = 0 (n odd). The first two 
terms in the sum of Eq.(5.7) are then 
R(s0) = D(s0) - ^ - P P ' + ^ p ( p 1 3 + ipp'p" + p2P'") + ;s.9) 
Primes denote differentiation of p(x) wi th respect to x, evaluated at x = D(s0). Succes-
sive terms are RS-invariants resulting f r o m the resummation to all-orders of analytical 
continuation terms proportional to w2b2, 7r 46 4, • • •, respectively. 
For RT the weight funct ion WT{8) of Eq.(5.2) has moments w{ = - y j , wT2 — ^— • • •. 
Then Eq.(5.7) yields 
- 2 265 \ b2 ~ 196 / 7T' . w . 
(5.10) 
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From Eq.(5.7) we see that Minkowski observables are naturally expressed in terms of the 
Euclidean Adler /^-function and its EC beta-function. Given an all-orders definit ion of 
p{x) one can discuss the radius of convergence of the sum in Eq.(5.7) in D(s0). This is an 
interesting question which could be directly addressed using the leading-6 resummation 
of p on which the RS-invariant resummations of Section 4.3 are based. However, one can 
anticipate a rather restricted radius of convergence by making the one-loop approximation 
p(x) = x2. One then finds 
2 bnb 
^one-i„ap = ^-arctan(—:—) , (5.11) 
for the result of resumming the analytical continuation terms which only involve the 
lowest beta-function coefficient. This suggests that the radius of convergence is l imi ted 
by D < [94 ; 106]. For Nj — 3 this gives a radius of convergence ^ ~ 0.141 
which is to be compared wi th D{m2T) ~ 0.1. So that the expansion wi l l not be useful 
for evaluating RT using the leading-6 resummation of p(x). As we shall discuss in the 
next section, however, we shall be able to make use of the Taylor's theorem approach 
to evaluate D(se'e) at closely spaced intervals around the integration contour using the 
resummed p(x). 
To conclude this section we note that the expansion of Eq.(5.7) is of use in straightfor-
wardly relating the i?, RT Minkowski perturbative coefficients r^, r [ to the Euclidean 
dk coefficients of D. The resulting calculated expressions are in agreement wi th the re-
sults available in the literature for k < 5 [104]. Details on the methodology and explicit 
expressions for k < 6 are included in Appendix C . l and C.2, respectively. 
In clarifying the connection between the various versions of fixed-order perturbation the-
ory to be compared in Section 5.4 i t w i l l be useful to relate the EC RS-invariants pf 
and p^T corresponding to R and RT to the pj? (hitherto pk) connected wi th D [95]. The 
method used and expressions for p% and p f r (k < 6) are included in Appendix C.3 
Having obtained the above expressions one can now calculate the numerical value of the 
contributions to p(x) sub-leading in b which are omit ted in W1^ and R[L*K As in Section 
4.5.1 we denote the sub-leading contribution to p(L\x) by p(x); the nth-ovdev truncated 
EC beta-functions p(L**)R>Rr then given by 
p(L**)R,Rr[x) = p ^ ) R , R r { x ) + p R , R r { x ) ( 5 . 1 2 ) 
Since p2 is included exactly, potential sub-leading corrections start at order k (k > 3). 
To look at the contribution order-by-order we denote the sub-leading contribution at order 
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Nf Order n P(nL) Pn Pn ' 
3 3 -81.97830 -148.0441 -230.0224 
4 -10.55325 +704.2099 +693.6567 
5 -7208.481 + 7840.018 +631.5370 
6 +62312.32 + 17182.86 +79495.18 
4 3 -65.07708 -109.9478 -175.0249 
4 -7.756951 +934.7940 +927.0370 
5 -4905.971 +6490.257 + 1584.286 
6 +39267.33 -140.9691 +39126.36 
5 3 -50.67474 -76.19243 -126.8672 
4 -5.557025 + 1084.924 +1079.367 
5 -3233.435 +5023.486 + 1790.051 
6 +23809.94 -13980.97 +9838.970 
T a b l e 5.1: Numerical values of ph \ the correction pn, sub-leading in 6, and p„ " ) for R w i t h Nf = 3 ,4 ,5 . 
Order n pIL) Pn JL**) 
3 -34.01647 -95.23157 -129.2480 
4 +439.4560 + 1049.853 + 1489.309 
5 -6007.231 + 154.3490 -5852.882 
6 + 102412.4 -28652.47 +73759.93 
T a b l e 5.2: Numerical values of pnL\, the correction p„, sub-leading in b, and pnL**^ for RT w i t h Nj = 3. 
k by pk we then have 
Pt* = PP + Pk , (5-13) 
for k > 3. For R we tabulate the values of p[L\ pk and p[L**} for Nf = 3, 4. 5 in Table 5.1. 
The values for RT are tabulated in Table 5.2. 
For both observables the sub-leading in b contributions are found to be strongly flavour-
dependent and often greater in magnitude and/or of opposite sign to p[LK A partial 
resummation of the analytical continuation terms is therefore not an effective procedure 
to improve fixed-order perturbation theory. This further supports our proposal to resum 
the analytical continuation terms to all-orders. 
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5.3 N u m e r i c a l eva luat ion of the contour in tegra l 
In this section we shall reformulate the Taylor's theorem expansion approach of the last 
section to obtain a tractable method for numerically evaluating the contour integral, ap-
propriate not only when D is truncated at fixed-order in perturbation theory but crucially 
also allowing us to perform the RS-invaxiant all-orders resummation Z)(L*) of Section 4.3. 
5.3.1 Contour-improved RS-invariant leading-6 resummations 
We now turn to the problem of evaluating the improved resummations fi'L**> and R[L*'\ 
advocated in Section 4.5.1, where the contour integration of Eq.(5.1) is performed wi th 
D{L*](seie) in the integrand, 
1 r 
frL**\s0) = — f d9 W(8) D{L*](s0e'9) . (5.14) 
Z7T J-7T 
To perform the contour integration numerically one can split the range f rom 9 = 0,7r into 
K steps of size A9 = Jr, and perform a sum over the integrand evaluated at 9n = nA9 
n = 0 , 1 , • • • , K. So that 
R(s0) ~ ^\W(0)D(S0) + 2ReJ2 W(0n)D(sJ , (5.15) 
where sn = s0e'nAe. In practice we perform a Simpson's Rule evaluation. 
A n efficient strategy [107] is to start w i th the exact D(s0) and evolve D(sn) to D(sn+i) 
using Taylor's theorem. Thus defining xn = D(sn) we have 
tA9. , . (A9)\2 , w , , —op(xn) — 6 p{xn)p (xn) 
( A m 3 b 4 p ( x n ) { p ' ( x n ) ) 2 + (p(xn))2p"(xn)\ (5.16) 
48 
{ A 6 ) 4 - b 4 { p ( x n ) ( p ' ( x n ) ) 3 + 4(p(xn))2p\xn)p"(xn) + p{xnfp"'(xn) 
384 
+0(A9)5 + • • • . 
analogous to Eq.(5.7). I f Eq.(5.16) is truncated by retaining its first m terms one antici-
pates an error ~ 1 / K m ~ 2 in Eq.(5.15). 
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Determining i r L * * ) wi th this approach is now relatively straightforward. For some given 
Aj^g one evaluates P(-L^(s0) of Section 4.3.2 as we have reviewed. The truncated Eq.(5.16) 
is then used to obtain xt = P^^Si). This requires p^L*^[x0) and some number of 
derivatives. p(L\xo) can be determined given the P^L\F) expressions, Eq.(4.40) and 
Eq.(4.41) [76], and using the numerical inversion route of Eq.(4.85) and Eq.(4.86). p(L)'; 
p(L^", • • • can then be obtained by successive differentiation of Eq.(4.85) w i t h respect to 
x. One finds 
p(L) = _ £ ) ( L ) > ( F ( X ) ) 
DW'(F{x)) 
P W»(X) = A _
 v 1 »^ _ J± V£i£21_ (5.17) 
p(L)"'{x) = 4 
(#>'(f(i :))) 3 (£)W{F{ 
[piL)''(F(x)))(P^'''(F(x))) _ £)W"(F(x)) _ (D{L)"(F(x))y 
' PlL)'{F{x))f (pW{F(x)))3 (pW(F(x))y 
where primes denote differentiation wi th respect to F. Thus, once F(x) has been de-
termined f r o m Eq.(4.85) no further transcendental equations need to be solved and the 
explicit expressions for P ( L \ F ) can be repeatedly differentiated to obtain p ( L ) \ p ( L ) " , • • •• 
Finally p{L*\ p ^ ' , p ( L * ' " , • • •, can be obtained using Eq.(4.87) and its derivatives. For 
instance 
pM = p^(x) + cx3 + p[NL)x4 
pW(x) = p^'(x) + 3cx2 + Ap{2NL)x3 
pW'ix) = piL)"(x) + 6cx + l2p[NL)x2 (5.18) 
p W " ( x ) = p{L^"(x) + 6c + 24p2NL)x 
where p[NL>> = p2 — P^''• The only remaining diff icul ty is that x.\ is now complex, and so 
at subsequent steps i t is unclear how to obtain p(L*\xn), since P^L\F) is only defined for 
real F. One needs to replace the Ei(:r) defined in Eq.(A.6) by the generalized exponential 
integral functions Ei(n,iv) for complex w, used to evaluate R^ and R^ in Eq.(4.44,4.45) 
and Eq.(4,49,4.50) [76]. These are defined for Rett- > 0 in Eq.(A.8) . For Rew < 0 they are 
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defined in Eq.(A.9) by analytical continuation to arrive at a function analytic everywhere 
in the cut complex it'-plane except at w = 0, and wi th a branch cut running along the 
negative real axis. 
To define D^L\F) correctly for complex F one needs to make the replacement 
E\(-Fzi) —> -E\(l, Fzi) (5.19) 
in Eq.(4.40) [76] for D^(F)\UV. In Eq.(4.41) [76] for D{LHF)\m one replaces 
Ei(Fz!) -» - E i ( l , - F z i ) + «7rsign(ImF*/). (5.20) 
In this way as F becomes real one avoids ±iir contributions f rom the discontinuity across 
the branch cut along the negative real axis and re-obtains D^L\F) for real argument. 
W i t h D^L\F) re-defined for complex arguments in this way Xi, x-i, • • •, can be successively 
obtained. A t each step one needs to solve the complex-valued transcendental equation 
D^(Fn) = x n , (5.21) 
and Fn is then used to construct p^L"\xn) and its derivatives using Eq.(5.17). 
Before proceeding to consider the results of evaluating these "contour-improved" RS-
invariant resummations, we remark on their ease of evaluation. Ini t ia l ly one requires an 
input value, the RS-invariant resummation D^L^(s0), to be evaluated by the methods 
discussed in Section 4.3.3. To evaluate R^L**\so) we again truncate the expression for 
D(L\ Eq.(4.40) and Eq.(4.41), retaining terms up to and including I ~ 10 in both UV<> 
and IRf summations. The computing time is dominated by that required for the solution 
of Eq.(5.21), and is comparable to that needed for the conventional approach in fixed-
order perturbation theory, where the complex-valued integrated beta-function equation 
is numerically solved at each step. Since D^L*\Fn) is defined for complex arguments, the 
time needed to solve Eq.(5.21) is longer than that of the comparable Eq.(4.85) used to 
evaluate the input value Z) ( L * ' ( s 0 ) . In response to this one can include a larger number 
of terms in Eq.(5.16), reducing the number of discrete steps K. Repeated symbolic 
differentiation of pi-L\x) was made possible using M A P L E . Nonetheless, higher order 
derivatives of p^L\x) become increasingly time-consuming to numerically evaluate. The 
number of discrete steps, A', required depends on the convergence of Eq. (5.16) and through 
this on the size of xQ = D^L*\SQ). Therefore observables at lower energy scales require a 
greater number of discrete steps due to the inferior convergence of Eq.(5.16). 
To evaluate R and RT to four significant figure accuracy retaining the first four terms in 
Eq.(5.16) we required 100 steps; wi th the first five terms this is reduced to only 25 steps. 
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Using M A P L E on a H E W L E T T - P A C K A R D 712/80 i t took ~ 1.5 hours (4 terms) 
and ~ 0.75 hours (5 terms) to perform the resummation. 
We have checked that evaluating the contour integral wi th and p^ reproduces values 
in numerical agreement with the expressions for R^ and R[L\ Eq.(4.43) and Eq.(4.48) 
[76]. 
5«3.2 Contour-improved E C fixed-order resummations 
We can consider evaluating "contour-improved" fixed-order results in the EC scheme using 
the nth order truncations D ^ I S Q ) of Eq.(4.89). In this case p(x) is taken to be p ( L * ) ( n ) ( . r ) , 
Eq.(4.90), the truncation of p{L^(x) retaining terms up to x n + 2 . The input D{L*){n]{s0) is 
obtained by solving Eq.(4.80) w i t h the truncated p^L*\x). 
To perform the contour integral is now straightforward. W i t h an input value D^L*^n\so) 
we calculate Eq.(5.16) as before replacing p(x) and its derivatives by Eq.(4.90) and 
pMM'ix) = 2x + 3cx2 + ±p2x3 + j 2 ( k + 2 ) p l L ] x k + 1 
k=3 
p ^ ) ( n ) n { x ) = 2 + Qcx + 12p2x2 + f2(k + l)(k + 2)piL}xk) (5.22) 
k=3 
respectively. We shall denote these contour-improved fixed-order results by WL**^n\EC) 
and R[L*"^(EC) for n > 3, and for n = 1,2 where the exact pk are used by R^{EC) 
and RW(EC). 
The method obviously can also be used to evaluate the contour integral when D is repre-
sented by fixed-order perturbation theory in the coupling a(s0ete), 
D(sQete) = a(s0eie) + cha2(s0ew) + d2a\s0eie) . (5.23) 
One can start wi th a(s0) and evolve a(sn) to a(sn+1) using Eq.(5.16) w i t h p(x) replaced 
by the truncated beta-function in the corresponding RS, 
B(x) = x2 + cx3 + c2x4 . (5.24) 
The resummations can then be straightforwardly and rapidly evaluated. In particular 
there is no transcendental equation (5.21), which dominates the computing t ime required 
for the resummation, to solve in the case of fixed-order perturbation theory. 
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In the MS scheme at N N L O this is equivalent in approach to the resummation procedure 
performed by Le Diberder and Pich for RT [94]. Perturbative uncertainties are then 
reduced to c/;>2 and c; > 2 w i th the analytical continuation terms gt, TV2" terms containing 
6, c or c 2, resummed to all-orders. Note that the resulting expression is not a polynomial 
in ci(s), even though only the three-loop expression for D is used. In standard approaches 
[78, 95] the contour integral is performed numerically by solving the integrated beta-
funct ion equation wi th complex renormalization scale sn for a(sn) at each integration 
step, and takes much longer to evaluate. Reference [95] considers in some detail the RS 
dependence of the contour integral. 
In the next section we shall compare the "contour-improved" RS-invariant resumma-
tions R(L'*"> and R[L*"\ w i th "contour-improved" fixed-order results R(L**Kn\EC) and 
These "contour-improved" evaluations are to be compared wi th conventional fixed-order 
perturbative truncations RSL**)(n)(EC) and R{TL"){n)(EC) obtained by integrating up the 
n" !-order truncated EC beta-functions pR-R^L**) ^ w i th coefficients pR'Rr^L**1 obtained us-
ing Eq.(C.9) and (C.10) in Appendix C.3, wi th the exact pf and using p®^ for k > 2. By 
truncating pR>Rr one omits an infinite set of exactly-known and numerically important an-
alytical continuation terms which are included in the "contour-improved" resummations. 
5.4 Numerical results 
5.4.1 The reliability of "contour-improved" F O P T 
In Figures 5.1(a)-(c), for x/s = 91,5,1.5 GeV, respectively, we compare the "contour-
improved" resummation wL**\s0) w i th the two versions of fixed-order perturbation the-
ory, "contour-improved" R^L*'^n\EC) and conventional R^L*^n\EC) (for n > 2), de-
scribed in the last section. Values of = 200 MeV. AgL = 279 MeV and A § 1 = 320 
MS ' MS MS 
MeV are used. These assume flavour thresholds at raj = 4.5 GeV and m c = 1.25 GeV. 
As can be seen at all energies and in low orders the "contour-improved" fixed-order results 
(denoted " + " ) are significantly closer to the resummation j?(L**' (horizontal line) than the 
conventional fixed-order results (denoted " x " ) . This is completely understandable since 
both the RS-invariant resummations and the contour-improved fixed-order results sum 
to all-orders known analytical continuation terms, as discussed above. The unnecessary 
truncation of these terms evidently greatly worsens the performance of n = 2 N N L O fixed-
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F i g u r e 5 .1 (a ) : Comparison of two versions of fixed-order EC per tu rba t ion theory "contour- improved" 
R(L**)M(EC) ( "+" ' ) and R(L**Kn\EC) ( " x " ) w i t h the RS-invariant resummation R ( L " \ s 0 ) (dashed 
line) at ^/s0 = 91 GeV. 
order perturbation theory, whilst in higher orders both versions of fixed-order perturbation 
theory approach each other, and both track the RS-invariant resummation. Eventually, 
of course, both versions w i l l breakdown as the leading U V i renormalon singularity asserts 
itself. Since n = 2 represents the highest order for which exact calculations exist at 
present, "contour-improvement" is clearly essential i f reliable N N L O determinations of 
a s ( M | ) are to be made. 
In Figures 4.3(a)-4.3(c) of Chapter 4 we plotted D^L*\s0) (dashed line) and D ^ n ) ( E C ) 
(denoted " + " ) at y/s = 91,5,1.5 GeV, respectively. These represent the input values 
of D(SQ) fed into the contour integration to produce the plots in Figures 5.1(a)-(c). For 
ease of comparsion they are plotted on the same vertical scales. In the Section 4.4.2 we 
noted that the fixed-order results in Figures 4.3(a)-4.3(c) show a clear oscillation above 
and below the resummed result. This is a reflection of the alternating sign factorial 
behaviour contributed by the leading U V i renormalon, which in the case of D is a double 
pole, in the leading-6 approximation. A similar oscillatory behaviour is also evident for 
the conventional fixed-order perturbative approximants for R in Figures 5.1(a)-(c), but 
w i th much smaller amplitude. As explained in Section 4.4.2 this is because for R the 
U V i singularity is softened to a single-pole, again in the leading-6 approximation. As 
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F i g u r e 5 .1 (b) : As for Figure 5 1 ( a ) except at s/s0 = 5 GeV. 
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F i g u r e 5 .1(c) : As for Figure 5.1(a) except at ^sQ = 1.5 GeV 
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F i g u r e 5.2: As for Figure 5.1(a) except for RT at ^/s0 = 1.777 GeV. 
a result one expects r n / d n ~ ^ asymptotically [82, 64], and correspondingly p^/Pn — 
K One intr iguing effect of this is shown in Figure 5.1(c). We are unable to calculate 
the "contour-improved" fixed-order result mL**^6\EC) since we lack the corresponding 
input value D^L*^(EC). However, the conventional fixed-order perturbative truncation 
R(L**)(6)(EC) exists and can be calculated. This stems f r o m the fact that perturbative 
coefficients for D^L*^ diverge faster than those of j?( L*K n) and as a result the perturbative 
series for /J<L*H") breaks down more rapidly. Notice that the "contour-improved" fixed-
order results which partially resum higher-order contributions do not exhibit the simple 
oscillatory behaviour observed for D( L *) ( n ) . This contrasts w i th the situation that we 
were presented wi th in Figures 4.4(a)-4.4(c) of Section 4.4.2. There we observed that the 
fixed-order approximants /£( L*H n) did exhibit a simple oscillatory behaviour. Numerically 
this change is caused by the varying size of contributions to -leading in 6; the 
exact numerical sign and magnitude of the sub-leading contributions is tabulated in Table 
5.1. 
(3) 
In Figure 5.2 we give the analogous plot to Figures 5.1 for RT, assuming A^g- = 320 MeV 
as before, *y/s0 = 1.777 GeV. I f we compare wi th Figure 1(c) for R at the comparable 
energy y/s0 = 1.5 GeV, we see a deterioration in the behaviour of both versions of fixed-
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order perturbation theory. The change of weight function f rom W(8) = 1 to WT = (1 + 
2e'e — 2e3'e — eAld) leads to much less convergent analytical continuation terms and the two 
versions of fixed-order perturbation theory no longer approach each other in higher orders. 
The contour-improved results are reasonably close to the resummation. This cannot 
be said of fixed-order results that only partially resum analytical continuation terms; 
they are a poor approximation to the resummed value. The simple oscillatory behaviour 
that was observed for i?(.L*Hn) j n Figure 4.5 has disappeared for mL**)(n){EC) Again the 
"contour-improved" fixed-order results which partially resum higher-order contributions, 
R[L**H'a',(EC), do not exhibit the simple oscillatory behaviour observed for D(L*^n) or for 
that matter R[L*^ in Figure 4.5. This is again due to the sign and magnitude of sub-
leading analytical continuation contributions, which are tabulated in Figure 5.2. Clearly 
"contour-improvement" is v i ta l for reliable as(m2T) determinations. 
5.4.2 Determining the uncertainty in A ^ g and as 
We now wish to use the difference between the "contour-impr oved" R{L**] and M2\EC) 
to estimate the uncertainty wi th which a s ( M | ) can be determined for the Minkowski 
observables. Our main interest wi l l be in RT which potentially gives the most accurate 
determination. To begin wi th , however, we consider R at yfs = Mz (i.e. the hadronic 
decay width of the Z°). As in our fits in Section 4.5.4 we shall take R(MZ) = 0.040 ± 
0.004. We obtain A g - = 2 9 8 ^ f 2 MeV and = 297±?fg MeV for # £ **> and RW(EC), 
respectively. The fits to the three-loop N N L O MS a s ( M z ) are then as{Mz) = 0 .122±0.012 
f rom both R}-L**) and RP\EC). This is also the same result as obtained in the Section 
5.5.4 using R^L*K So at this high energy scale the "contour-improvement" has l i t t l e effect. 
For RT we take Rr = 0.205 ± 0 . 0 0 6 , as explained in Section 1.8.2. F i t t ing to the "contour-
improved" RS-invariant resummation R[L**^ yields A ^ - = 429 ± 12 MeV and as{m2) = 
0.339 ± 0 . 0 0 6 . F i t t ing to the "contour-improved" N N L O EC result RW(EC) gives A ^ l = 
450 ± 16 MeV and as{m2) = 0.350 ± 0.008. To obtain a s ( M | ) we evolved the three-loop 
( N N L O ) coupling a f s f r om Nf = 3 to Ns = 5 using Bernreuther-Wetzel matching [36], 
w i t h quark masses at the bot tom, middle and top of the range quoted in [41]. The results 
are tabulated in Table 5.3. Thus one can estimate an uncertainty Sas(Mz) ~ 0.002. 
From Table 5.3 i t can be noted that choosing running quark masses at the top or bot tom 
of the range quoted in [41] creates a shift in a s ( M | ) of ~ 0.0008 or 0.7% f r o m the 
central value. In the above analysis we use s = m2 as the matching scale. To have some 
further estimate of the error involved in this process one could use s = 4m2. This is 





Quark masses (GeV) 
mc = 1.0 
mb = 4.1 
mc = 1.3 
nib = 4.3 
mc = 1.6 
•nib = 4.5 
A g / M e V 301.5 ± 11.2 288.2 ± 10.5 278.6 ± 10.0 
*S(M2Z) 0.1222 ± 0.0007 0.1214 ± 0.0007 0.1207 ± 0.0007 
RW(EC) A § / M e V 320.6 ± 14.6 306.2 ± 13.6 295.9 ± 13.1 
as(M2z) 0.1234 ± 0.0009 0.1225 ± 0.0008 0.1218 ± 0 . 0 0 0 8 
T a b l e 5.3: Values o f A^— and 3-loop MS a s ( M | ) , evolved f r o m as(ml) for a range of quark mass 
thresholds. 
often motivated as the threshold energy scale required for vir tual quark-antiquark pair 
production. I t should be noted that this motivation is process-dependent and therefore 
not strictly relevant. Choosing this matching scale we have f r o m Eq.(1.101) 
« , _ , ( 2 m ) = „,<2m) - lfaA2mf + { ^ f - + ll)aA2mf . (5.25) 
W i t h quark masses of mc = 1.3 GeV and mb = 4.3 GeV yields as{M2z) = 0.1203 ± 0.0008 
for R[L**1 and as(M2z) = 0.1214 ± 0.0007 for RW(EC); a downward shift in as(M2z) of 
~ 0.0011, or 0.8%. One can see that evolution through quark mass thresholds is somewhat 
arbitrary and creates an uncertainty 8as(Mz) comparable to that of unknown higher order 
perturbative corrections. 
Using the recent calculation of the four-loop beta-function coefficient [49] and a 4 matching 
coefficients [110] reference [111] have studied in detail the induced errors in the evolution 
f rom as(m2) to a s ( M | ) . By matching at a 4 the stability of the evolution w i t h respect to 
changes in the threshold f rom $ = m2 to s = im2 is greatly enhanced, since the residual 
dependences in the perturbative calculation are of order a°s. When consistent matching 
and running are used the error is reduced to 6as(Mz) < 0.0005. Further i t is found that 
the result w i th matching at a 4 is almost equivalent to matching at a3s w i th s = m2, for 
which choice there are no large logarithms. 
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F i g u r e 5 .3 (a) : As for Figure 5.2(a) except ftiL**}(EC) is fitted to RdTaia = 0.205 at ^s0 = 1.777 GeV. 
In Section 4.4.4 we f i t t ed to the same value of RT using the RS-invariant resummation 
R(_L*) which only includes analytical continuation terms at the leading-6 level, and found 
as{m2T) = 0.328 ± 0.005, similarly fitting to N N L O EC fixed-order perturbation theory-
gave as{m2) = 0 . 3 2 0 ± 0 . 0 0 5 . In both cases the inclusion of exactly known analytical con-
tinuation terms involving c,p2,---, via the "contour-improvement" serves to significantly 
increase the f i t ted as(m2), and hence slightly increase a r s ( M | ) . 
In Figure 5.3(a) we repeat the plot of Figure 5.2 but w i th the increased value of A ^ - = 429 
MeV, which results f r o m fitting R[L**^ to the data for RT, A marked deterioration in 
the performance of both versions of fixed-order perturbation theory is evident, although 
the "contour-improved" fixed-order results are st i l l significantly closer to the resumma-
tion. This serves as a warning that, at this low energy scale, relatively small changes in 
m^/(A^g-) 2 can produce significant changes in the accuracy of perturbation theory. Figure 
5.3(b) represents the input values of D(s0) fed into the contour integration to produce the 
points in Figures 5.3(a). Notice how the simple oscillatory behaviour observed in D(s0) 
is destroyed by the analytical continuation terms. 
In Figure 5.4 we extend the fits reported earlier. For 0.16 < RT < 0.25 we plot curves for 
the as(m2T) obtained by f i t t i ng R^{EC) (dotted curve), R ^ (solid curve), RW{EC) 








Figure 5.3(b): Comparison of fixed-order E C perturbation theory DiL*^n)(EC) ("+") with the RS-
invariant resummation D^L*\so) (dashed line) at >/so = 91 GeV with ^/so = 1.777 GeV and Ai^l = 429 
MeV. 
(dashed curve), to this value. Sas(m2) can then be estimated for given RT from the 
difference between the lower two "contour-improved" curves. Clearly 6as(m2) increases 
very rapidly as RT increases. We are very fortunate that apparently RT ~ 0.2, for which 
8as{m'l) ~ 0.01. We lie in a compromise region where the coupling as(m2T) is large enough 
that RT is sensitive to its value, but no so large that the perturbative expansion diverges. 
We can compare the RS-invariant resummation R[L**^ with the results obtained using 
a Le-Diberder Pich (LP) resummation [94], that is evaluating the contour integral with 
b(m?Teie) as in Eq.(5.23). Fitting RT = 0.205±0.006 to this ^ ( M S ) yields = 469±16 
MeV and as(m2T) = 0.359 ± 0.008 in reasonable accord with the NNLO EC "contour-
improved" value as(m2T) = 0.350 ± 0.008. 
Fitting to conventional NNLO fixed-order perturbation theory in the MS scheme R^(MS), 
with n = mT. yields cts{m2) = 0.342 ± 0.006. No special significance should be as-
cribed to the numerical coincidence that this is close to the RS-invariant resummation 
fi t , as(m2) = 0.339 ± 0.006. Crucially these MS fits are strongly dependent on the as-
sumed RS. In Figure 5.5 we show the RT versus as(m2T) plots with three choices of scale 
/.i = 2m T , ra T , | m T (labelled 1, 2, 3, respectively). We also plot the curves for fit t ing to a 
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Figure 5.5: RT versus as(m2T) for ^ 2 ) ( M S ) and $ r 2 ] (MS) , with three choices of scale // = 2m T , inT, \mT\ 
labelled (1, 2, 3) and (4, 5, 6) respectively. 
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LP resummation based on the NNLO MS expansion of D(mle's) in a(4??i^eie), a(m2Teie) 
and a(^m2elB) (labelled 4, 5, 6, respectively). As can be seen the i?| 2 '(MS) curves for dif-
ferent scales are very widely separated. Fitting to i?[2)(MS) to R^.ata = 0.205 with /.i — 2m T 
and \mr yields a s (4mj ) = 0.278 and as(\m2T) — 0.502, for the two choices of RS. Evolv-
ing these all to m.T using the three-loop MS beta-function one obtains as(m2) = 0.424 
and 0.305, respectively. For the LP resummation we find that as(4m2) = 0.273 and 
as(^m2) = 0.659. Evolving these to mT we find as(m2T) = 0.411 and 0.348, respectively. 
The scale dependence of the LP resummations is seen to be much reduced compared to 
conventional fixed-order MS perturbation theory, but is still significant. 
5.4.3 Numerical parametrizations for R\.L**\ Ft®(EC) and ^ ( M S ) 
For convenience we now present simple numerical parametrizations for the contour-improved 
resummations R(rL**\ F0(EC) and LP (i.e. J^ 2 ](MS) based on an expansion in a(m2Te'0)), 
in terms of as(m2). We stress that as(m2T) denotes the 3-loop NNLO MS coupling with 
scale /x = mT. 
Given x = RT (data) the fitted as(m2T) is parametrized by 
as(m2T) = TTX + A2x2 + A3x3 + A4x4 . (5.26) 
The numerical coefficients A; for the different "contour-improved" versions of perturbation 
theory are tabulated in Table 5.4. These coefficients give as(m2T) to a numerical accuracy 
of three significant figures over the range 0.16 < RT < 0.25 covered in Figure 5.5. 
We also present reverse fits. Given x = as(7n2) the different approximations for RT are 
parametrized by 
Rr = —x + A2x2 + A3x3 + A4x4 . (5.27) 
7T 
The numerical coefficients Ax are again tabulated in Table 5.4. RT is accurate to three 
significant figures over the range 0.29 < a s (m 2 ) < 0.41. 
5.4.4 T h e RS-dependence of the 'naive' resummation for RT 
Finally in this section we wish to examine the performance of a straightforward leading-6 
resummation for RT. To emphasize the associated RS ambiguity we shall evaluate it for 
three MS scales ii — \mT, where A = | , 1,2, as before. We then evaluate 
R{L)(F(a)) + rl(NL)a2 + r ' ^ a 3 . (5.28) 




A2 A3 A4 A2 As A4 
-13.23 +38.87 -47.44 +.6146 +.2099 +1.352 
10 (EC) -13.61 +39.75 -36.71 + .09813 +4.504 -7.414 
RW(MS) -13.92 +45.55 -52.19 +.4319 +2.121 -3.823 
Table 5.4: Numerical coefficients Ai and A{ to parametrize a s(m^), given x = RT, and RT, given 
x = a 5(m^), respectively, for perturbative approximations R{TL**\ I $ ? \ E C ) and i?i 2'(MS). 
Here a denotes the MS coupling a(\2m2), and 
F(a) = i - 6(lnA + | ) 
a 6 
T(NL) _ T T(L) 
R\.L^(F) is given by the explicit expressions in Eq.(4.49) and (4.50) [76]. The extra terms 
ensure that at NLO and NNLO the exactly known r [ , r\ are included in the resummation. 
Fitting Eq.(5.28) to RT = 0.205 as before yields as{\m2T) = 0.475, as(m2T) = 0.306, 
and as(^m2T) = 0.233, for the three choices of RS. Evolving these all to mT using the 
three-loop MS beta-function, which is presumably appropriate since we are including the 
exact fixed-order results to NNLO, one obtains as(m2T) = 0.297,0.306,0.322, respectively. 
Even if we restrict the beta-function to the one-loop leading-6 level, as advocated in 
references [62, 69, 78], we obtain as{m2) = 0.323,0.306,0.304. Only if we leave out 
the NL correction terms in Eq.(5.28) and perform a pure leading-6 resummation do we 
uniquely obtain as(m2T) — 0.305 for all three RS's. 
5.5 Summary and conclusions 
The essential point which motivates our approach is that the basic ingredient out of which 
the Minkowski observables R are built is the EC beta-function p{D(s)) defined in Eq.(5.4). 
Using Eq.(1.60) one can see that this is proportional to ^ , 11(3), where lT(s) is the fun-
damental correlator of two vector currents in the Euclidean region defined in Eq.(1.59). If 
one specifies p(x), then given the NLO perturbative coefficient c/f s (/u 2 = s0) and assuming 
some value of A ^ , D(s0) can be obtained unambiguously on solving Eq.(4.80). There 
is no scale dependence since D(SQ) only involves the RS-invariant combination po(s0) in 
Eq.(2.76). Using Eq.(5.7) R(sQ) is then also uniquely specified given p(x), where in prac-
tice the infinite sum is performed by numerically evaluating the contour integral, using 
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p{x) to evolve D(se'0) around the circular contour of integration, as described in Section 
5.3.1 
Of course, the function p{x) is not known exactly. From NNLO calculations all that is 
known is the first three terms in its power series expansion, 
p(x) = x2 + cx3 + p2x4 + ••• . (5.29) 
The uncertainty in predicting R(so) is then to be estimated by making some approxi-
mations for the unknown higher order terms indicated by the ellipsis in Eq.(5.29). We 
have chosen to approximate pk by p[L^ for k > 3. These leading-6 contributions exactly 
reproduce p^. in the large-Nf limit, and, as shown in Section 4.2.1, for p2 are a good 
approximation in the large-/V (or A'j ~ 0) limit. 
Comparing the predictions for RT constructed from the NNLO p(x) in Eq.(5.29) and the 
leading-6 resummation indicates a moderate uncertainty 6as(m2T) ~ 0.01 for RT ~ 0.2, 
which evolves up to £ a s ( M f ) ~ 0.002 and a central value a. ,(M|) = 0.122 in the MS 
scheme in line with other as measurements, which indicate a global average as(A/J-) = 
0.118 ± 0.005 [34], as stated in Section 1.9. 
Our reassuringly small uncertainty Sas(rn2T) ~ 0.01 is in stark contrast to other more 
pessimistic claims in the literature. Application of straightforward leading-6 resummations 
compared to exact NNLO fixed-order perturbation theory leads to a claim of 8as(m2r) ~ 
0.05 in reference [79]. As we showed in Section 5.4.3, however, there is a matching problem 
if one wishes to include the exactly known NLO and NNLO coefficients. As a result the 
8as(m2T) estimate depends strongly on the renormalization scale chosen. This difficulty is 
avoided in our RS-invariant resummation approach, and originally motivated it . 
In reference [108] an overall uncertainty of 8as(m2) ~ 0.06 is claimed. These authors use 
an LP resummation together with an acceleration technique applied to the perturbation 
series to lessen the influence of the leading UVi renormalon. The resulting uncertainty 
is dominated by the choice of renormalization scale p. As we have pointed out above the 
only uncertainty in RT is due to our lack of knowledge of the uncalculated RS-invariants 
p3,P4,'''- Thus there is no scale dependence ambiguity. Since it is p(x) which is am-
biguous one could attempt to improve the convergence of this series. The corresponding 
Borel transform has a UVi renormalon and one could try to use acceleration methods. 
Crucially, however, the resulting uncertainties would have to do with real ambiguities 
associated with the singularities of the Borel transform of p(x) in the Borel plane, and 
would not involve the unphysical and irrelevant, renormalization scale p. The same crit-
icism applies to reference [109] which uses similar techniques to assess the perturbative 
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ambiguity in R. 
We should stress that these attempts to estimate the uncertainty in a s ( M | ) have concen-
trated on approximating the contribution of uncalculated higher order terms in perturba-
tion theory by performing a leading-6 resummation. Strictly speaking power corrections 
cannot be estimated independently of this perturbative resummation, as we have at-
tempted to do here, since their definition depends on the way in which the IR renormalon 
singularities are regulated. Fortunately, however, the dominant power corrections, esti-
mated as in reference [78], come from the leading quark mass corrections proportional to 
m~ 2 , which are not connected with the IR renormalons. The resummation is dominated 
by the leading ultraviolet renormalon and so the ambiguity in the definition of the 
m~6 and m l 8 power corrections should not be a serious source of extra uncertainty. 
We therefore conclude that there is no reason to suppose that RT suffers from serious 
ambiguities due to N 3 LO and higher terms which have yet to be exactly calculated. The 
techniques on which existing claims to this effect have been based are all severely RS-
dependent, and their conclusions can be modified at will by making different ad hoc 
choices of renormalization scale. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the way in which we can utilize pertur-
bation theory to broaden our understanding of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). By 
increasing the accuracy and reliability of perturbative calculations we strive to reinforce 
our confidence in QCD as the fundamental quantum field theory of strong interactions. 
Moreover, by refining the predictive power of perturbative QCD, we hope enhance our 
ability to uncover new phenomena and discover links between the perturbative and non-
perturbative regimes of the theory. 
To this aim considerable phenomenological activity is directed to the precision measure-
ment of the renormalized QCD coupling a s ( M | ) (or alternatively the fundamental di-
mensional transmutation mass parameter A ^ ) . Notwithstanding the many successes 
of renormalization group (RG) improved perturbation theory, applied at next-to-leading 
order (NLO) or more recently at next-to-NLO (NNLO), the accurate measurement of 
Q s ( M | ) is still plagued by a variety of problems. 
To see this more clearly we focussed to an extent in the thesis on the specific, and highly 
relevant, example of the determination of a s ( M § ) from the hadronic tau decay ratio RT. 
RT has many theoretical advantages as a observable with which to accurately measure 
Q s ( M | ) : the existence of an exact NNLO calculation; small estimated non-perturbative 
power corrections; and a greatly reduced fractional error in a s ( A f | ) resulting from the 
evolution up in energy scale from as(???2). These conspire to make RT potentially one of 
the most precise methods available for measuring Q s ( M | ) . 
Nonetheless, for low energy observables such as RT the QCD coupling as is sufficiently 
large to lead one to question the reliability of the perturbative prediction. Our concerns 
can be split into the following categories: 
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© The expectation of sizeable corrections from uncalculated N 3 LO and higher orders 
in fixed-order perturbation theory. 
© The knowledge that QCD perturbation theory is an asymptotic power series, and 
as such the next, order calculation may well lea.d to no improvement, or even worse 
a deterioration, in the existing result. 
• The potentially strong dependence of the prediction on the renormalization scale 
at NLO, and in higher orders on the renormalization scheme (RS). The extent of 
ambiguities connected with the violation of RS-invariance is often not fully appre-
ciated. 
e The possible ambiguities associated with the truncation at NNLO of the contour 
integral representation of RT. 
Of course in reality these potential obstacles to an accurate determination of ots are 
strongly entwined. In this thesis we have attempted to comment on these concerns and 
to provide a formalism for disentangling and quantifying each effect separately. In doing 
this we aim to provide a measure of confidence in the reliability of QCD perturbation 
theory. 
The key point in our analysis is the existence in massless QCD of a set of RS-invariant 
quantities constructed from perturbative Feynman diagram calculations. Together these 
completely determine the physical observable. 
To utilize this concept we introduced the effective charge (EC) formalism in Chapter 2. 
The EC formalism is a sophisticated extension of RG-improved perturbation theory, ex-
pressed in terms of a set of physically motivated RS-invariant quantities po, p2, • • • •> Pk, • • •• 
The information content of the Feynman diagram calculation is completely contained in 
this set of quantities. Furthermore, we can non-perturbatively identify each observable 
with an effective charge — an all-orders coupling. Consequently both coupling and beta-
function are experimental observables. Given the EC beta-function p(x) and a value for 
po, the observable R is unambiguously fixed. Our knowledge of p(x) can be increased 
from perturbation theory and independently from measurements of the running of i?, and 
then their consistency checked without the introduction of matching ambiguities. 
Of course the technical difficulties of calculating higher-order QCD perturbative coeffi-
cients using Feynman diagrammatics are considerable. A present trend is to avoid explicit 
calculation and instead to improve the result by making use of some, necessarily approx-
imate, all-orders resummation of the QCD perturbation series. 
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To resum perturbation theory we should use as many exact RS-invariants as are known — 
Po and p2 for the observa.bles discussed in this thesis — and approximate the remainder. 
In this way the maximum information is included in an RS-invariant manner. The exact 
QCD RG can be used to recover approximate fixed-order results in any RS if required. 
The accuracy of the resummation is then entirely dependent on how well the unknown 
RS invariants are approximated. The question is, of course, how one should approximate 
these unknown quantities. 
A well motivated approach is provided by the "leading-6" expansion, where 6 is the first 
QCD beta-function coefficient, which we reviewed in Chapter 4. This approximation 
is sometimes referred to as "naive non-abelianization". The leading-6 expansion is an 
attempt to generalize Dyson summation in the abelian theory of QED to the case of non-
abelian QCD. Both the leading-6 expansion and the analogous "large-Ay in QED are 
motivated as an attempt to resum to all-orders the perturbative corrections contributed 
by the "renormalon" singularity structure in the Borel plane. As discussed in Chapter 3, 
renormalon singularities encode the large-order behaviour of the perturbative expansion 
coefficients induced by the insertion of a single chains of fermion vacuum polarization 
bubbles in QED. 
Unfortunately, the resulting approximate perturbative coefficients obtained by inserting 
single chains of effective gluon vacuum polarization bubbles in QCD has an ambiguity. 
For instance in the background field method there is a quantum gauge (£ 9) dependence. 
Crucially, however, the RS-invariants pu are unambiguously determined. The ambiguity 
in the perturbative coefficients can be absorbed into the choice of renormalization scale 
and hence cancels in the RS-invariants. 
Past 'naive' leading-6 resummations have focussed on approximating the perturbative co-
efficients. Not only are these ambiguous (£,-dependent) but in addition are RS-dependent 
so that the exact RG invariance is violated by the approximation. Any attempt to include 
the exact NLO and NNLO coefficients will introduce a sizeable matching ambiguity, as 
we demonstrated for the example of RT in Chapter 5. 
In Chapter 4 we proposed an improvement of the renormalon-inspired leading-6 resum-
mation of QCD perturbation theory based on the EC formalism. The strategy is based 
on approximating the unknown RS-invariant EC beta-function coefficients by the portion 
containing the highest power of 6, for SU(/V) QCD with Nj quark flavours. The leading-6 
effective charge beta-function can be resummed using exact all-orders large-N; results 
These leading-6 contributions exactly reproduce pk in the large-/Vf limit, and for p2 are a 
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good approximation in the large-TV colour (or Nj ~ 0) limit. 
We then implemented the RS-inva.riant resummation programme in earnest for a number 
of QCD observables. The RS-invariant resummation was performed for the Adler D-
function, e+e~ i?-ratio, hadronic tau-decay ratio i? r , and DIS sum rules. We assessed 
the reliability of fixed-order perturbation theory for each of the observables by comparing 
the RS-invariant resummation with the exact NNLO results in the EC RS. This provides 
an assessment of the importance of unknown higher-order perturbative corrections. We 
discussed the deterioration in the accuracy of fixed-order perturbation theory as the energy 
scale was reduced. 
For the Minkowski quantities, the .R-ratio and RT. where large-order perturbative be-
haviour is dominated by a leading UVi renormalon singularity, the comparison indicated 
fixed-order perturbation theory to be very reliable. Comparison with fixed-order per-
turbation theory revealed impressive convergence to the resummed result for the e + e _ 
i?-ratio at LEP energies. As the energy scale was reduced the oscillatory behaviour of 
the fixed-order results above and below the resummed prediction became increasingly 
apparent, reflecting the alternating-sign factorial growth of the perturbative coefficients 
resulting from a dominant UV'i renormalon singularity. 
For RT. which is also UVi dominated, there was also a satisfactory approximation to the 
resummed value, although with much larger oscillations than for R at a comparable energy 
scale, and with an earlier breakdown of perturbation theory. This can be attributed to 
the IR3 and IR 4 renormalon being double poles in the leading-^ approximation. 
In contrast for DIS sum rules, which have a leading IRi infra-red singularity, the per-
formance is somewhat poor. Successive orders move steadily away from the resummed 
result, reflecting the fixed-sign factorial growth of the coefficients. 
In Chapter 5 we considered the QCD Minkowski observables R and RT in more detail. 
We showed that the fundamental building block for these quantities is the vector corre-
lator II(s), or equivalently the Euclidean Adler D-function. Once p(x) and a value for p0 
are specified for D, R and RT are unambiguously determined on using a contour-integral 
representation for the Minkowski observables. An efficient numerical algorithm was pre-
sented for evaluating R, RT from a weighted contour integration of D(se'e) around a circle 
in the complex squared energy s-plane, with p[x) used to evolve in s around the contour 
of integration. In this way additional analytical continuation terms not captured in the 
original RS-invariant leading-fe resummation are included exactly. 
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In Chapter 5 we used the difference between the "contour-improved" NNLO EC resumma-
tion and the "contour-improved" RS-invariant resummation to estimate the uncertainty 
in a s ( M f ) due to uncalculated higher order corrections for R and RT. Furthermore, the 
comparison of these calculations with the original RS-invariant resummation and exact 
NNLO fixed-order results in the EC RS is indicative of the size of analytical continuation 
terms omitted in the conventional approach. 
Comparing the predictions for RT constructed from the NNLO p(x) and the leading-
b resummation indicates a moderate uncertainty 8as{m2T) ~ 0.01 for RT ~ 0.2, which 
evolves up to Sa^M^) — 0.002 and a central value ev a(M|) = 0.122 in the MS scheme 
in line with the global average « S ( M | ) = 0.118 ± 0.005. The significant effect of the 
analytical continuation terms, changing the central value of as(m2T) by 0.02, emphasised 
the potentially large contributions from higher-order beta-function coefficients. In our 
view it is essential to numerically perform the contour integral rather than truncate the 
expansion at NNLO. 
Our reassuringly moderate uncertainty Sas(m2r) ~ 0.01 sharply contrasts with other more 
pessimistic claims in the literature, which estimate the uncertainty in a s ( M | ) to be same 
order as that quoted in determinations from jet observables at LEP and SLD. 
As we have mentioned, however, there is a serious matching problem if one wishes to 
include the exactly known NLO and NNLO coefficients at the scale m2. The resulting 
uncertainty 8cts(m2) is then strongly dependent on the choice of renormalization scale. 
Therefore the techniques on which existing claims have been based are all severely RS-
dependent, and their conclusions can be modified at will by making different ad hoc 
choices of renormalization scale. In our view this makes the comparison of the 'naive' 
all-orders resummation with fixed-order perturbative theory misleading and invalidates 
the conclusions of these references. 
We therefore see that there is no reason to suppose that RT suffers from serious ambiguities 
due to unknown higher order perturbative corrections. 
We stress that this attempt to estimate the uncertainty in a s ( M § ) has been performed 
in the conventional framework where the unknown higher-order perturbative corrections 
are assumed to be the dominant theoretical error. Of course in reality there are other 
uncertainties which are at least as important as that due to uncalculated higher order cor-
rections deduced here. For instance the evolution from as(m2) to cv s (Mf) may introduce 
uncertainties of the same order due to the treatment of quark mass thresholds. More 
seriously there may be additional power corrections 0{m~2) of infra-red origin beyond 
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those suggested by the operator product expansion. 
In conclusion, we have provided a framework based on the Effective Charge formalism 
for obtaining resummed results for a range of QCD observables from partial knowledge of 
their Borel transforms. The resulting resummation is RS-invariant, gauge-invariant and 
includes the exact next-to-leading order (NLO) and next-to-NLO (NNLO) coefficients in 
any RS. This framework should therefore provide a convenient starting point to obtain 
an objective measure of the reliability of QCD perturbation theory. 
Appendix A 
Special functions 
A . l Gamma function 
The Gamma function is defined as 
T{z)= dte-H*-1, R e ^ > 0 , (A . l ) 
Jo 
and has the properties 
I \ l + e) = er(e) 
r ( l + c) = l - 7 E e + ^ + i 7 ^ e 2 + 0 ( 6 3 ) , (A.2) 
where •JE = 0.57722... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. 
A.2 Factorial function 
The factorial function is defined as 
n! = [°°dxxne-x . (A.3) 
Jo 
For large n the factorial function may be approximated by the Stirling's formula 
n! - V2^n~enlnn~n . (A.4) 
A.3 Riemann zeta function 
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with Ca = 1.20206 . . . , Cs = 1-03693 . . . . 
A o 4 Exponential integral function 
Exponential integral function 
The exponential integral function, with negative argument, is defined as 
/
CO g— ' 
d f — , (x < 0) . (A.6) 
-X t 
For positive argument, one defines Ei(x) as a principal value 
/
CO g— * 
d*— , (x > 0) . (A.7) 
-X t 
Generalised exponential integral function 
The generalised exponential integral function, with complex argument iv, is defined for 
Re w > 0 by 
/
CO Q~W^ 
d t — , {Rem > 0) . (A.8) 
For Re w < 0 one must make an analytical continuation to arrive at a function analytic 
everywhere in the cut complex to-plane, except at ?o=0; and with a branch cut running 
along the negative real axis [112] 
Ei(n, w) = 
n - l 
( n - l ) ! 
n - l 1 
In w - 7£ + ^2 ~ m = l 
CO _ ( — w ) m 
E , i n ( R e ^ < 0 ) , 
„ (m — ?? + 1 m! 
m=0 V 7 
m ^ n —1 
(A.9) 
with 7^=0.57722..., the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The In w term in Eq.(A.9) means 
that Ei(n, w) is not a real function. For instance, for negative real w one has E i ( l , —x ± 
ie)=Ei(x) ± ZTT, where Ei(x) is the the principal value Eq.(A.7). To continue Ei(n, w) as 
a real function for Re it) < 0 one makes the replacement Inw —> lniu + sign(Im it>). 
Interrelations 
The following relationships are useful in connecting Ei(n, w) to Ei(x) [112] 
Ei(-ar) = - E i ( l , x ) , [x > 0) (A.10) 
Ei(.r) ± ITT = - E i ( l , - a ± ie) , (a: > 0) . (A.11) 
Appendix B 
Evaluation of p^ and p^. 
In this Appendix we give details on the proof of Eq.(4.93), and then go on to list the 
expressions to sixth order for the reversion coefficients. We present the analytic expres-
sions for the first six RS-invariants pk and then tabulate the numerical values of the 
RS-invariants p[L^ (k = 2 . . . 12), in the leading-6 approximation, for all five observables 
considered in Chapter 4. 
B . l Reversion of a power series 
To prove Eq.(4.93) we follow the method of reference [89]. Consider a power series, D(a), 
which starts at 0(a) 
D(a) = d0a + dxa2 + ••• + dkak+1 + • • • , (B . l ) 
then its inverse or reversed series, a(D), is defined by 
a(D) = K, D + K2D2 + K3D3 + • • • + DkKk + • • • . (B.2) 
We apply the calculus of residues to generate the reversion coefficients K{. We start with 
the equality 
I f u t(dD/dt) 
l-Ki Jc U[t) — U(a) 
where t is a complex variable. One can verify Eq.(B.3) by calculating the residue of the 
integrand, 
,. it - a)t(dDldt) 
( i - i = hm — T T T - T ^ — — 
t-+a D(t) - D(a) (t-a)t{dD/dt 
t^a D(a) + ( t - a){dD/dt) + (t - a)2(d2D/dt2)/2l + D{a) 
= a(D 
V ^ - ^ V T l w ^ , ^ , J \ , 2 I A 2 N / M 2 ) ^ . — (B.4) 
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The contour is chosen so that D{t) ^ 0 on and within the contour except for the zero of 
D(t) at the origin; a is then restricted to keep \D{a)\ < \D(t)\ over the entire contour. 
The integrand may now be expanded by the binomial theorem to yield 
Equating the coefficients of equal powers of D(a) in Eq.(B.3) and Eq.(B.5) gives 
1 / , UdDldt) 
K'=*ihiw*- <b-6) 
Integrating Eq.(B.6) by parts we have 
K n ~ ' r ~D(ty 
Finally one applies the residue theorem to obtain 
1 f 1 
= - : fdt—— . (B.7 
2wm J t)n 
nl 
r-1 ( t (B.S) 
(=0 _ d i " -
1 \D{t) 
Using Eq.(B.8) we evaluate the first six reversion coefficients, Kt, to be 
Ki = d~l 
K2 = -do3di 
K3 = d^{2d^ld\-d2) 
K4 = d^i-bd^dl + Sd^d^-dz) (B.9) 
Ks = d-&{lMQid\-2ld-2d\d2 + MQldl + §d-xd1ds-d±) 
K6 = d-7(-42do4d51+Sid^3d3ld2-28d-2d1d22 - 28do2d21d3 
+7d0~1d2d3 + Id^d^A - d5) . 
Note the reversion coefficients are multinomials in d%. For our purposes we can set d0 — I 
so that K\ = 1. 
Another method of generating the RS-invariants pk using reversion of series is given 
in reference [43]. The general form of the reversion coefficients was first obtained by 
McMahon 
Kn = £ ( n + 1)(WpTg.2J' " ( W + 3 ) ( - D ' + 1 ^ • • • , (B.10) 
where the sum is constrained by 
pi + qj + ••• = n - l ( B . l l ) 
n>i>j>--->0 (B.12) 
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and 
5 + 1 =p + ({ + ••• . (B.13) 
Using Eq.(4.94) and Eq.(B.lO) and equating powers of D an expression for the i n terms 
of the reversion coefficients is found 
n n 
- (n + l ) A n + 1 + 53 cr J2 A V ^ 2 ' • • ^ 3 - J2 !l<il'n -i < = 0, n > 1 , (B.14) 
r = 0 crt=n + 2 i = l 
where i' = 1, 2, • • • , n - f 1, A i = 1, Co = 1, and ci = c. The notation J2a,=n+2 denotes the 
constrained sum, ii + i2 + • • • = m. 
In addition to reversion of series other methods to calculate pk have been promoted [44]. 
B.2 Exact expressions for pk 
Using the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.4 we can evaluate exact expressions for the 
RS-invariants pk- The first six are given by 
Pi = c 
P2 = c2 + d2 - cdx - d\ 
p3 = c3 + 2 d 3 - U l d 2 - c d \ - 2 p 2 d l + 2d\ 
p4 = Ca + 3d4 - id\ - 6rfirf3 - 4d? + c(d3 - M^h + d\) 
+ \ld\d2 - p2(d2 + 2d\) -3p3d! 
p5 = c 5 + 4 4 - 8<M 4 - I2d2d3 + 20drd22 + 8d\ - 2M\d2 + 16</Jd3 
c(2d4 - U x d 3 + 6d?<f2 - 3<^  - 2< )^ - 4 / 9 2 ^ 4 
- / p 3 (2d 2 + 4<*?)-4/Mi (B.15) 
^ = c 6 + 5d6 - lQdidb - I6d2d4 + 2ldld4 - lZd\d\ - 40d?rf3 + 6 8 ^ 4 
+ 5 8 ^ ( ^ 3 - 16df + 124 - 9t^ - 5d 1 (o 5 - (3o?2 + ld\)pA 
-(d3 + ldxd2 + 2df)p3 + (d4 - idxd3 + 2d\d2 - d \ - U\)p2 
+c(M5 - 5<V/ 4 + Udrdl - 9d2d3 + 9d\d3 - 15d\d2 + 4d\) 
In addition there is the Q-dependent NLO RS-invariant 
p0 = t - di (B.16) 
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B.3 Numerical values of p2 and pk for QCD ofoserv-
ables 
In section 4.4.4 we outlined the procedure used to numerically evaluate the RS-invariants 
p\!^ appropriate in the leading-6 resummation. 
We start by tabulating the exactly calculable values of the N N L O RS-invariant p2 for the 
five quantities considered in Chapters 4 and 5. 
Observable Nf = 3 N{ = 4 Nf = 5 
D +5.237828 -1.134306 -2.969366 
R -11.41713 -13.14463 -15.05506 
RT -5.475723 — — 
K +5.475683 +1.330399 -2.869499 
U +4.990119 +1.203003 -2.714981 
Table B . l : Numerical values of p 2 for the five quantities resummed. 




Nf = 3 Nf=4 Nf = 5 
2 +.6562246 +13.28855 + 11.39279 +9.642856 
3 -.8996256 -81.97838 -65.07708 -50.67474 
4 +4.021468 + 1640.053 + 1212.103 +868.3423 
5 -12.78539 -23592.64 -16056.75 -10582.71 
6 +59.59474 +494860.8 +311846.2 + 189089.5 
7 -273.9652 -1.023724 x 10' -5.973332 x 106 -3.332203 x 106 
8 +1479.987 +2.488616 x 108 + 1.344522 x 108 +6.900340 x 107 
9 -8460.992 -6.402269 x 109 -3.202728 x 10a -1.512205 x 109 
10 +53221.50 + 1.812225 x 1011 +8.394110 x 1011 +3.646304 x 101U 
11 -357704.1 -5.481022 x 1012 -2.350716 x 101'2 -9.393412 x 1011 
12 +2.584970 x 106 + 1.782402 x 1014 +7.078163 x 101 3 +2.602403 x 1013 
Table B.2: Values of the RS-invariants p\ ' for the Adler D-function. 






Nj = 3 Nf = 4: Nf = 5 
2 -.1662425 -3.366410 -2.886154 -2.442841 
3 -.8996256 -81.97830 -65.07708 -50.67474 
4 -.0257357 -10.55325 -7.756951 -5.557025 
5 -3.906440 -7208.481 -4905.971 -3233.435 
6 +7.504104 +62312.32 +39267.33 +23809.94 
7 -44.20062 -1.651642 x 106 -963717.4 -537606.5 
8 + 181.6950 +3.055224 x 107 +1.650642 x 107 +8.471407 x 106 
9 -982.3713 -7.433413 x 10s -3.718557 x 108 -1.755759 x 108 
10 +5446.158 + 1.854451 x 1010 +8.589696 x 109 +3.731265 x 109 
11 -33499.41 -5.133041 x 1011 -2.201474 x 1011 -8.797911 x 101U 
12 +220963.8 +1.523601 x 1013 6.050431 x 1012 +2.224540 x 1012 
Table B.3: Values of the RS-invariants p^ for the _R-ratio. 
k (*) Pk Pk 
Nt = 3 
2 +.1271603 +2.574996 
3 -.3732946 -34.01647 
4 + 1.071680 +439.4560 
5 -3.255455 -6007.231 
6 + 12.33325 +102412.4 
7 -52.12422 -1.947723 x 106 
8 +246.2552 +4.140812 x 107 
9 -1279.663 -9.682960 x 108 
10 +7270.934 +2.475799 x 101U 
11 -44809.01 -6.865988 x 1011 
12 +297851.1 +2.053758 x 1013 
Table B.4: Values of the RS-invariants for the iZ r-ratio; note Nf = 3. 
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k (k) Pk A
L) 
Nf = 3 Nf = 4 Nf = 5 
2 +.5972222 + 12.09375 +10.36844 +8.775849 
3 +.0185185 +1.687500 +1.339592 + 1.043124 
4 +3.803434 + 1559.646 +1146.386 +821.2629 
5 +.1450617 +267.6797 +182.1783 +120.0703 
6 +48.91530 +406181.2 +255963.0 + 155204.5 
7 +2.529210 +94508.86 +55145.01 +30762.46 
8 +1025.929 +1.725112 x 108 +9.320456 x 107 +4.783326 x 107 
9 +66.89162 +5.061559 x 107 +2.532040 x 107 +1.195531 x 10' 
10 +31439.96 +1.070550 x 1011 +4.958719 x 1010 +2.154010 x lO 1 0 
11 +2472.913 +3.789191 x lO 1 0 +1.625119 x lO 1 0 +6.494583 x 109 
12 +1.323278 x 106 +9.124335 x 1013 +3.623399 x 1013 +1.332202 x 1013 
Table B.5: Values of the RS-invariants p\. for the Polarized Bjorken (PBj) sum rule and Gross-Llewellyn 




Nf = 3 Nf = 4 Nf = 5 
2 +.3750000 +7.593750 +6.510417 +5.510417 
3 +.5000000 +45.56250 +36.16898 +28.16435 
4 +1.828125 +749.6455 +551.0118 +394.7410 
5 +5.250000 +9687.727 +6593.304 +4345.525 
6 +21.59766 +179341.9 +113015.8 +68527.70 
7 +89.50781 +3.344634 x 106 +1.951561 x 10b + 1.088672 x 106 
8 +437.4719 +7.356145 x 107 +3.974296 x 107 +2.039684 x 107 
9 +2281.066 +1.726039 x 109 +8.634491 x 108 +4.076873 x 10s 
10 +13173.68 +4.485722 x lO 1 0 +2.077757 x lO 1 0 +9.025537 x 109 
11 +81742.60 +1.252524 x 1012 +5.371862 x 1011 +2.146897 x 1011 
12 +548481.3 +3.781917 x 1013 +1.501851 x 1013 +5.521802 x 1012 
Table B.6: Values of the RS-invariants p\ ' for the (unpolarized) Bjorken (Bj) sum rule. 
c 
RS-invariants for R, RT from D 
This Appendix we sketch the method used to obtain the analytical continuation terms 
that link the RS-invariants for the two Minkowski observables R, RT to those of the 
Euclidean Adler /^-function. We present the explicit expressions connecting p^T, w i th 
pt 
C . l Power series expansion for R(SQ) 
To relate the R, RT Minkowski perturbative coefficients r^, r'k to the Euclidean D-funct ion 
dk coefficients of I ) , we start w i th Eq.(5.7) 
R(sQ) = D(s0) + £ 
-to \ wn 




Here wn denotes moments of the weight function W(0), 
•Wn = L T m en w{9) 
For R we set W{6) = 1 in Eq.(C.2) to give 
n + 1 
(n even), tun — 0 (??. odd) . 
Similarly, for RT we set WT{9) = (1 + 2e i 0 - 2e 3 i" - e4lB) in Eq . (C2) to give 
19. 
U h = 12* 
1 2 265 
m = r - i2 
19. 2 3355 
IV3 = Z7T 
12 288 
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1 4 265 , 41041 
Wa = -TV 7T H 
5 36 864 
19. 4 16775. 2 2479295 
U)s = 'ITT ITT -\ '/, 
12 532 10368 
1 8 265 4 205205 , 29822525 
Wf, = -7Tb 7T4 H 7T2 
7 24 864 20736 
Expanding Eq . (C . l ) gives the power series expansion 
ib b2 , ib3 
48 
R{s0) = D{sQ) - ^wip - '—w-2pp' + j^-wApp'2 + Pp") 
+ ^ w 4 ( p p ' 3 + 4p2p'p" + p3p'") 
ibb 
I I 4 , i i 2 12 II , ,i 3 II , ~ 3 / I I I i 4 / / / / \ tUsipp +11/) /? /> + 4 / 5 / 9 +lppp +pp ) 3840 
46080 
u.>6(/)/)'5 + 2 6 / ) 2 / / V + Up3p'p"2 + 32/) 3// V " 
i 1 c 4 » I I I , 1 1 4 / / / / / i 5 W//"\ , / f i i i 
+ lop p p + 1 1 / 3 / 9 / ) + / ) / ) ) + • • • • (C.4) 
Primes denote differentiation of p(x) wi th respect to x, evaluated at x = D(s0). Succes-
sive terms are RS-invariants resulting f rom the resummation to all-orders of analytical 
continuation terms proportional to 7r262, 7r4&4, • • •, respectively. 
To obtain the r^, rTk in terms of dj<it and c,-<jt we replace p(x) and its derivatives wi th 
expressions in terms of D{s0) 
P ( x ) ->p(D(s0))= 5 > £ ( 5 o ) , + 2 
i=i 
k 
p\x) ->p'(D(s0)) = -£(i + 2)PlD(s0y+1 
On substituting 
D(s0) = a + d^a2 + d2a3 + • • • + dkak+i , (C.5) 
and isolating the coefficient of ak+1 one can directly obtain r^, rTk in terms of <ii</l., />,•<*• 
and c. The resulting calculated expressions for r k } rk are then in agreement w i th the 
results available in the literature for k < 5 [104] on using Eq.(B.15) to re-express /);<£ 
invariants in terms of beta-function coefficients ct<k and perturbative coefficients rf,-<Jt-
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;icai continuation terms l inking rk, rk 
dk 
For the /?-ratio f rom Eq.(C.4) the first six relations are then 
n = 4 
r2 = d2-—w2b2 
12 
r3 = 4 " ^ ( 6 4 + 5c)TT262 
r4 = d4 - 1 (124 + Ucd, + 3c2 + 6C2)TT262 + ITTV ( C . 6 ) 24 80 
r 5 = 4 - 1 (204 + 27c4 + 8 c 2 4 + 7cc2 + 16c 2 4 + 7C3)TT262 24 
+ J - ( 6 0 4 + 77C)TT4&4 
960 
r 6 = 4 - 1 ( 3 0 4 + 44c4 + 15c 2d 2 + 30c 2 4 + 18cc 2 4 + 18c 3 4 + 4c 2 + 8cc 3 + SC4)TT2&2 
1 1 ( 904 + 171a*! + 85c2 + 60C2)TT464 - TT666 480 v " 448 
For RT f r om Eq.(C.4) we obtain 
r [ = d^ + Ixb 
rT2 = 4 + (24+C)/ 1 6+/ 2 / J 2 
r£ = 4 + ( 3 4 + 2crfi + c 2 ) / x 6 + ^ ( 6 4 + 5 c ) / 2 6 2 + I3b3 
r\ = 4 + ( 4 4 + 3 c 4 + 2 c 2 4 + c3)hb + i ( 1 2 d 2 + 14c4 + 3c2 + 6 c 2 ) / 2 6 2 
+ i ( 1 2 4 + 13c)/ 3 6 3 + / 4 6 4 (C.7) 
r\ = 4 + ( 5 4 + 4 c 4 + 3 c 2 4 + 2c 3 4 + c4)Iib 
+ ^(204 + 27c4 + 8 c 2 4 + 16c 2 4 + 7cc2 + 7c 3 )7 2 6 2 
+ ^ ( 6 0 4 + 94c4 + 35c2 + 36c 2 )7 3 6 3 + 1 ( 6 0 4 + 77c) I4b4 + I5bs 
rl = 4 + ( 6 4 + 5 c 4 + 4 c 2 4 + 3 c 3 4 + 2 c 4 4 + c 5)7i& 
+ ^ ( 3 0 4 + 44c4 + 3 0 c 2 4 + 15c2 4 + 18c 3 4 + 18cc 2 4 + 4c 2 + 8cc 3 + 8c 4 ) / 2 fe 2 
+ -(1204 + 222c4 + 120c 2 4 + 118c2 c/i + 15c3 + 48c 3 + 132cc2)I3b3 6 
+ ^ ( 9 0 4 + 171c4 + 85c2 + 60c 2 ) / 4 6 4 
+ 1 ( 6 0 4 + 87c)/ 5 6 5 + 76fe6 
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265 1 2 
288 ~ 12 7 r 
3355 19 2 
h = 2304 96^ 
h = 
41041 265 , 1 
7T + 7T 
13824 576 80 
4 
2479295 16775 2 19 4 




29822525 205205 2 
1327104 55296 * 
265 
+ 1536 
The more complicated structure for RT is a direct result of the non-trivial weight funct ion 
WT{0). Note Eq.(C.6) and Eq.(C.7) absorb all the effects of analytical continuation. The 
calculated expressions for R and RT are in agreement wi th the results available in the 
literature for k < 5 [104], 
C o 3 Analytical continuation terms linking pfT^ p§ 
w i t h pf 
To relate the EC RS-invariants pk and pkT corresponding to R and RT to the pj? connected 
w i t h D [95] we make use of Eq. (C6) and Eq.(C.7). This is most easily accomplished by 
evaluating rk and rTk in the EC scheme for D, so that we can set dt = d2 = • • • = 0 in 
Eq.(C6) and Eq.(C7). These rk(dt = 0) and rTk(d, = 0) are simply the coefficient of Dk+1 
on the right-hand side of Eq . (C . l ) . One can then use the expressions in Eq.(B.15) for R, 
RT w i t h Q = pk to obtain the required relations. 
For R we can relate the Minkowski invariants pk(k< 6) to the corresponding Euclidean 
the following manner 
R D ^ i 2 2 
P2 = P2 - 0 77 
12 
p? = PZ- - c b \ 2 12 
pf = P ? - l ( 8 p ? + 7 C
2 ) ^ 2 + 1 6 V 
360 
p? = P ? - l ( 1 2 ^ + 2 0 / > ? c 
p? = PDz- l ( 1 7 / ) f + 28/>3
Dc 
(C8) 
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Again, for RT we have more complicated relations. 
= P° + j2e 
P*T = Ps + 5cJ2b2 + J3b3 
pf = P4 +(8p2 +7c2)J2b2+ 7cJ3b3+ J4b4 
P*T = Ps + (12/of + 2 0 ^ c + 3c 3 ) J 2 6 2 + ( 1 2 ^ + 16c 2 ) J 3 ^ 3 
+ ^ (83J 4 + 2SJ2)cb4 + J5b5 (C.9) 
Per = p£ + (17p? + 28p3DcK2 + 13(p°j2 + 12p2Dc2)J2b2 
+ i ( 3 9 / ) f + 99/>fc + 30c 3 )J 3 6 3 
+ 1(612/>2D + 1081c 2)J 46 4 + ^ ( 2 3 4 p f + 277c 2 )J 2 6 4 
+ l(93J5 + 60 J3J2)cb5 + J6b6 8 
where for convenience we have assigned 
169 1 2 




246779 169 2 _ 1 _ 4 
4 ~ 165888 864^ + 360^ 
269203 1819 2 
5 ~ 55296 "MbE* 
_ 392305009 _ 973531 ^ 2 1859 ^ 1 6 
' 6 ~ 21233664 ~ 442368 * + 46080^ ~ 20160^ 
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